
WEB GRAPHICS

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Turning it on and Turning it off

 Define and explain the Using the mouse

 Define and explain the About 'windows'

 Define and explain the Drives, folders, and files

 Define and explain the Starting Programs

 Define and explain the Word Processors

 Define and explain the Internet

 Define and explain the Cut, Copy, Paste, and Undo: The Clipboard

 Define and explain the Open WordPad

 Define and explain the Open Paint

Definition/Overview:

A personal computer (PC) is a computer whose original sales price, size, and capabilities

make it useful for individuals, and intended to be operated directly by an end user, with no

intervening computer operator.

Mac OS X is a line of graphical operating systems developed, marketed, and sold by Apple

Inc., the latest of which is pre-loaded on all currently shipping Macintosh computers.

Key Points:

1. Overview

Today a PC may be a desktop computer, a laptop computer or a tablet computer. The most

common operating systems are Microsoft Windows, Mac OS and Linux, while the most

common microprocessors are the x86 and PowerPC CPUs. However, the term "PC" is often

used only to refer to computers running Microsoft Windows. Software applications for

personal computers include word processing, spreadsheets, Database, games, and a myriad of

personal productivity and special-purpose software. Modern personal computers often have
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high-speed or dial-up connections to the Internet, allowing access to the World Wide Web

and a wide range of other resources.

A PC may be a home computer, or may be found in an office, often connected to a local area

network. The distinguishing characteristics are that the computer is primarily used,

interactively, by one person at a time. This is in contrast to the batch processing or time-

sharing models which allowed large expensive systems to be used by many people, usually at

the same time, or large data processing systems which required a full-time staff to operate

efficiently.

While early PC owners usually had to write their own programs to do anything useful with

the machines, today's users have access to a wide range of commercial and free software

which is easily installed.

Mac OS X is the successor to the original Mac OS, which had been Apple's primary

operating system since 1984. Unlike its predecessors, Mac OS X is a Unix-based operating

system built on technology developed at NeXT from the second half of the 1980s until early

1997, when Apple purchased the company.

The server edition, Mac OS X Server, is architecturally very similar to its desktop counterpart

but usually runs on Apple's line of Macintosh server hardware. It includes workgroup

management and administration software tools that provide simplified access to key network

services, including a mail transfer agent, a Samba server, an LDAP server, a domain name

server, and others.

2. Turning it on

Unfortunately, there's no single place to find the power switch! There may be a button on the

front of the computer ('The Box'), or there may be a large switch on back of the right side of

the box, or one on the back. Many Macintosh computers have a button on the keyboard to

turn the computer on. You may also need to turn on the monitor. Most, but not all monitors

have a power button on the front. (Others have the switch on the side or the back).

As well, sometimes, a computer isn't really off-- it may be just sleeping. If that's the case,

pressing the spacebar on the keyboard should wake it up-- and it should come back to life

within a few seconds.
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If you've turned your computer on, it will have to 'boot up'. This will take a moment or two--

it's not ready if your mouse cursor is an hourglass, but when you have an arrow, and you can

click on things on the screen ('The Desktop' in computer-talk), it's ready to use.

3. Turning it off

When you're done, don't just turn it off. If you do, your work may not get saved, and needed

files may be damaged. And it will take longer to restart next time, since it will check its files,

looking for problems. When you're done:Click on the Start button, then click onShut Down,

then click on Shut Down. The computer will whirrrr for a moment, then either automatically

turn itself off, or show a screen saying that it is OK to Shut Down now. (If you see that, turn

the power switch off).

4. Using the mouse

Before we get started, practise moving the mouse. Notice how the cursor on screen moves as

you move your hand. While Mac mice have only one button, most PC mice have two buttons

(or even three buttons). In that case, theleft mouse button is the only one we're going to use.

Get in the habit of holding the mouse with your index finger resting on that button, so that

you can easily click it-- one time to select, twice to actually do something.

5. About 'windows'

Microsoft Windows gets its name because the screen gets covered with windows-- rectangles

of screen space filled with a running program. You can have multiple programs running at the

same time, and some programs can fill multiple windows of space, so it can get confusing,

especially since windows can cover and sometimes hide other windows.

Open a windows by double-clicking on the My Computer icon in the top-left corner of your

screen:

 notice that you can move the window around by dragging the dark blue Title Bar along the

top of the window.
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 notice that there's a little rectangle labelled My Computer on the bottom of the screen-- on the

Taskbar.

 you can make the window larger or smaller by dragging the margins-- easiest is to use the

bottom left-hand corner for this. Move the window, then double-click on My Computer again

to open a second window. Move it partly cover the first one.

 note that if part of a window is showing, you can bring it to the front by clicking anywhere in

it.

 notice the three little buttons (or icons) in the top right-hand corner of any window:

 The __ icon minimizes the window-- but its name is still showing on the Taskbar along the

bottom. Click on that button on the Taskbar to bring it back.

 The square icon maximizes the window-- it fills the entire screen. You can still get to other

running windows by clicking their name on the Taskbar. Up in the top-right corner, you'll see

a new icon with two, overlapping squares. This restores the window to its previous size.

 The icon closes the window, shutting down the program. (If necessary, you'll be reminded to

save your work).

 If there's too much to fit in the window, you'll see scroll barsalong the right-side and possibly

the bottom of the window. Moving the little 'elevator' (officially called the 'thumb') up and

down shows more of the hidden stuff. (Alternatively, press the Page Up or Page Down keys).

If the left-edge of your work has disappeared, move the bottom scroll bar thumb all the way

to the left. The size of the thumb indicates how much of the contents is visible-- the smaller

the thumb, the more stuff there is.

 Close down one of the My Computer windows-- leave the other open.

6. Drives, folders, and files

My Computer is your tool to look at the drives, folders, and files on your computer-- letting

you, for example, find saved work to continue working on it, print it, copy it, etc.

Your computer has a Floppy Disk drive (Drive A:) for reading and writing disks that you can

take home or move from computer to computer. A hard disk drive (Drive C:) is inside the

computer's case, and holds most of the programs run on the computer. You can also save

work there, but then you can't easily access it from another computer. A CD-ROM drive
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(often, but not always Drive D:) runs programs on CD-- games, encyclopedias, etc. It can be

used to install programs onto Drive C: You can also play standard audio CDs.

You may have other drives showing as well-- other hard drives, network drives, etc. There

are also icons for the Control Panel and other things we'll ignore.

Double-click on the hard drive (C:) icon. A window will open up with a lot more icons.

Some look like file folders, and they're referred to as (surprise!) folders.Others, with various

icons, represent files saved on that hard drive. If you double-click on one of the folders, yet

another window will open up, showing the contents-- more files, and perhaps other folders.

Folders are a way to organize your work, making it easier for you and the computer to find

what you're looking for. Get in the habit of creating folders that represent a logical (to you)

organization scheme... we'll see how in a moment.

7. Starting Programs

Playing with windows is mildly fun, but to get any work done, you need to start up a

program. Learn the name of the programs you're most likely to use:

8. Word Processors

 Microsoft Works

 Claris Works or Apple Works (most often on Macs)

 Microsoft Word

 Word Perfect

9. Internet

 Netscape Navigator or Netscape Communicator

 Microsoft Internet Explorer

 Netvista (and then you'll typically start up Netscape)

10. Common Educational Programs

 KidPix

 StoryBook Weaver

 MathBlaster
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 lots and lots of others!

Once again, you start programs up in one of a variety of ways.

 There may be an icon (a little picture) on the desktop (the computer screen), with the name of

the program you want underneath. If that's the case, double-clickon it to start the program.

(That means click twice fairly quickly. Click-click!) Some people find double-clicking

difficult-- you can click once, whichselectsthe icon, then press the Enter or Return key on the

keyboard.

 If you don't see an icon on the desktop, Click on the Start buttonto open the Start Menu.You

may see several icons at the top of the Start Menu-- if what you want is there, click on it to

select. Otherwise, click on the icon labelled Programs. You see a long list of icons-- the ones

with little pictures of folders are submenus, with more icons inside them. Be patient--

eventually, you'll find the icon you need to start your program. Click on it!

11. Starting CDs

Many programs-- especially encyclopedias, games, and some educational programs

need to be run from a CD-ROM disk. In many cases, simply inserting the disk into the

drive will start up the program (Windows 95/98/NT), or will open a window on

screen, showing the icon for the program (Mac). If that's the case, double-click the

icon to start the program.

12. Opening a saved document on a floppy disk

You may have a document file on a diskette-- perhaps a file you saved, or something

that a colleague sent to you. After putting the disk in the floppy disk drive (hold the

labelled end with the label facing up), you can open the program to view it or change

it:

Double click on the My Computericon (usually in the upper-left of the screen).

Double-click on the icon reading: 3 Floppy (A:) to look at the contents of the disk. If

you see an icon for your file, double-click on it to open it. It should automatically load

into the proper program. Note that Windows computers generally cannot read

diskettes from Mac computers.
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13. Opening your file in an application

In the bad old days, each computer program worked its own way. Now, most work in similar

fashion for common tasks like opening, saving, and printing files. For example, if you've

already opened your application (for example, a word processor), and you want to open a

previously-saved file:

 Click on the File menu (the word File near the top-left of the screen). A menu will drop

down. Click on the word Open. (Or use the keyboard shortcut Ctrl+O). You'll will see a

Dialogue Box (a standard way for the computer to get more information from you-- in this

case, the name and location of your file). You should see something like this:

If you see the name of your file--great! But often, you won't. If it's on a floppy diskette, click

on the down-triangle (or down-arrow) (in this picture, next to the words Computer Intro),

near the top-centre of the window.

A list of drives will drop down, allowing you to choose, for example, the 3 Floppy (A:)Click

on the drive you want. With luck your filename will appear. You may need to move to a

different folder on your drive. If the folder name appears in the main window, double-click to

open it (or click once then click on the Openbutton). If it's not visible, click the down-

triangle then pick the hard-drive (C:) above the open folder-- this will show other folders on

the drive, allowing you to navigate where you want.

If it doesn't, you may need to click on the down-arrow to the right of Files of type:

A list of file types will drop down... try picking some other file type-- or, if possible, All Files

(*.*), to see everything in that drive or folder.

When your file is open, you can work on it some more.

14. Saving files

Save your files often while you're working on them-- that way, in case of disaster, you cut

your loses. Don't wait until you're finished to save. In particular, save before you print.
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The first time you save, you need to give your file a name, and tell your computer where to

save it. Click on the word File near the top-left corner (on the menu bar). Then click either

on the word Save or Save As... (Or clickCtrl+S). (we'll see the difference between the two in

a moment). You'll see a dialogue box almost identical to the one for opening a file.Again, you

can navigate to a different drive or a folder. This time, type in a name for your file.Note the

following:

 Your name can consist of multiple words, and mix words and numbers, upper and lower case.

However--

 You can't use several characters such as *, ?, : as part of your file name

 Don't end your file name with a period.

 If you are running old, Windows 3.1 or DOS programs, you can only use up to 8 letters, with

no spaces.

 Don't make your file names too long. Try and keep it to a few words at most.

If you need to, you can make a new folder to store your file. In the Save window (dialogue

box) cllick on the icon resembling (to my eye) a file folder with a water drop hitting its right-

hand corner.

A new folder icon will appear, with letters (highlighted in blue) sayingNew Folder. Type

your preferred name to change it and press Enter. Now double-click the folder icon to open it,

allowing you to save your file inside it.

When you're done, click on the Save button, or press the Enter key. If you change your mind,

you can click on the Cancel button, or press the Esc (for Escape) key.

15. Save vs Save As

The first time you save, both of these menu items work identically. After that, they work

differently. From then on, choosing Save will quickly save your file without asking any

questions. Choosing Save As, however, will again show the Save dialogue box, asking you

for the file's name and location. Most times, you don't need this-- but sometimes it's handy--

to save a copy to a new location-- getting a copy stored on your hard drive onto a floppy disk

to take home, for example, or to save it with a new name-- letting you start work on one

student's report card, change the student name, then save it with the new student's name, for

example.
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16. Printing Files

We often need paper copies of our work. To print your file, click on theFile menu,

thenchoose Print. (Or use the Ctrl+P keyboard shortcut) (I'll bet you could have figured this

out!)

Again, the computer needs to ask a few questions, so you'll see the Print dialogue box:

If you have more than one printer installed (including a computer fax-modem), you can

choose it from the top drop-down arrow list. You can also specify how many copies you

want, and whether you want to print the whole document or just selected pages. Note that to

print just page 3, you need to tell it to print From 3 To 3.

17. Print Preview

A handy option in many programs is Print Preview-- this lets you see a miniature view of

how your pages will print. Get in the habit of using this-- it will save a lot of wasted paper

and effort, especially printing from the Internet. (You'll be surprised how many Internet pages

print out blank or turn out to be 40 page long documents).

18. Cut, Copy, Paste, and Undo: The Clipboard

One of the handiest ways that computers can make your work easier is by using the

clipboard. The clipboard is actually a metaphor-- it's not a physical part of the computer.

Instead, it refers to the use of the computer's memory to store some of your work so you can

use it again in another context.

The clipboard always works with the following four steps:

 Select the part of your work that you want to use (how you do this will vary from program to

program)

 Choose Cut or Copy from the Edit menu (or use the toolbar icons or keyboard shortcuts:

Ctrl+X to cut or Ctrl+C to copy). If you choose Cut, you selection will disappear. If you

choose Copy it won't look like anything happened.
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 Move to the place where you want to re-use your selection. This could be a different place in

the same document, in another document using the same program, or in a totally different

program.

 Choose Paste from the Edit menu (or use the keyboard shortcut:Ctrl+V). Your selected

information should appear.

You can use this:

 To copy names and addresses from a list to a letter

 To re-use comments from one child's report card for another

 To add pictures to a word-processed document

 Lots and lots of other ways. The moral is that you should never have to enter anything more

than once.

19. Open WordPad

Windows includes a simple word processor: WordPad. It lacks spell check, columns, and

other basic features, but it's free and it's included in every copy of Windows. You'll find it by

clicking on the Start Button, then on the Programs icon, then on the word

Accessories,andfinally clicking on WordPad.

 Type a few words.

 Select them by waving your mouse over them, while holding down the (left) mouse button.

Note that your selection will appear as white text on a black background.

 Press a key-- notice that your selection disappears! This is normal-- don't panic. Click on Edit

then Undo to get them back. (Or press the Ctrl+Z keyboard shortcut).

 Copy the selection to the clipboard using Edit/Copy or Ctrl+C.

 Click after the selection to get your cursor back without erasing your selection.

 Press Enter a few times to move down a few rows.

 Paste using Edit/Paste or Ctrl+V. Press Enter. Paste again. Press Enter. Paste again.

Notice that you can paste the same thing multiple times-- but if you copy something else to
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the clipboard, your original selection is no longer remembered. The clipboard only holds one

thing at a time.

Leave WordPad running, and open the Paint program.

20. Open Paint

Windows also includes a free, but low-powered paint program. You'll open it the same way

as WordPad: Click Start/Programs/Accessories/Paint.

Play with colours along the bottom and the tools along the side, and make a picture. Don't

worry about making great art-- for now, just get something drawn quickly. (You can always

spend more time playing later-- there's lots you can do with the simple paint program). When

you've got something drawn, we're going to select it, copy it, and paste it into your word

processor:

 Choose the Selection rectangle tool-- the dotted-line rectangle on the top-right of the tools (on

the left-side of the Paint window).

 Select part of your picture by holding the mouse button down and dragging it from the top-

left to lower-right... the selected part of your picture will have dotted lines around it.

 Copy to the clipboard, using Edit/Copy or Ctrl+C (just like in your word processor)

 Switch to WordPad by clicking on its name on the bottom Taskbar

 Press Enter to go to a new line

 Paste your picture, using Edit/Paste or Ctrl+V

 notice that the picture's colours are reversed, because it's selected-- just click somewhere else

and the colours will be restored.

Topic : Web Aesthetics

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview
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 Define and explain the Lack of collaboration in design

 Define and explain the Liquid versus fixed layouts

 Define and explain the Flash

 Define and explain the Silverlight

 Define and explain the CSS versus tables

 Define and explain the Form vs. Function

Definition/Overview:

Aesthetics is commonly perceived as the study of sensory or sensory-emotional values,

sometimes called judgments of sentiment and taste. More broadly, scholars in the field define

aesthetics as "critical reflection on art, culture and nature." Aesthetics is a subdiscipline of

axiology, a branch of philosophy, and is closely associated with the philosophy of art.

Aesthetics studies new ways of seeing and of perceiving the world.

Web design is a process of conceptualization, planning, modeling, and execution of

electronic media content delivery via Internet in the form of technologies (such as markup

languages) suitable for interpretation and display by a web browser or other web-based

graphical user interfaces (GUIs).

Web Aesthetics are some generally agreed upon ideas about what makes effective

communication in a web site. These ideas are constantly evolving and are employed to make

navigation simple, and information easy to find. As a digital medium, Web Aesthetics

encompass those ingredients that make digital media unique.

Adobe Flash (formerly Macromedia Flash) is a proprietary, robust graphics animation or

application development program used to create and deliver dynamic content, media (such as

sound and video), and interactive applications over the web via the browser.

Key Points:

1. Overview

The intent of web design is to create a web site (a collection of electronic files residing on

one or more web servers) that presents content (including interactive features or interfaces) to

the end user in the form of web pages once requested. Such elements as text, forms, and bit-
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mapped images (GIFs, JPEGs, PNGs) can be placed on the page using HTML, XHTML, or

XML tags. Displaying more complex media (vector graphics, animations, videos, sounds)

usually requires plug-ins such as Flash, QuickTime, Java run-time environment, etc. Plug-ins

are also embedded into web pages by using HTML or XHTML tags.

Improvements in the various browsers' compliance with W3C standards prompted a

widespread acceptance of XHTML and XML in conjunction with Cascading Style Sheets

(CSS) to position and manipulate web page elements. The latest standards and proposals aim

at leading to the various browsers' ability to deliver a wide variety of media and accessibility

options to the client possibly without employing plug-ins.

Typically web pages are classified as static or dynamic.

 Static pages dont change content and layout with every request unless a human (web master

or programmer) manually updates the page.

 Dynamic pages adapt their content and/or appearance depending on the end-users input or

interaction or changes in the computing environment (user, time, database modifications,

etc.) Content can be changed on the client side (end-user's computer) by using client-side

scripting languages (JavaScript, JScript, Actionscript, media players and PDF reader plug-ins,

etc.) to alter DOM elements (DHTML). Dynamic content is often compiled on the server

utilizing server-side scripting languages (PHP, ASP, Perl, Coldfusion, JSP, Python, etc.).

Both approaches are usually used in complex applications.

With growing specialization within communication design and information technology fields,

there is a strong tendency to draw a clear line between web design specifically for web pages

and web development for the overall logistics of all web-based services.

2. Lack of collaboration in design

In the early stages of the web, there wasn't as much collaboration between web designs and

larger advertising campaigns, customer transactions, social networking, intranets and

extranets as there is now. Web pages were mainly static online brochures disconnected from

the larger projects.

Many web pages are still disconnected from larger projects. Special design considerations are

necessary for use within these larger projects. These design considerations are often
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overlooked, especially in cases where there is a lack of leadership, lack of understanding of

why and technical knowledge of how to integrate, or lack of concern for the larger project in

order to facilitate collaboration. This often results in unhealthy competition or compromise

between departments, and less than optimal use of web pages.

3. Liquid versus fixed layouts

On the web the designer has no control over several factors, including the size of the browser

window, the web browser used, the input devices used (mouse, touch screen, voice command,

text, cell phone number pad, etc.) and the size and characteristics of available fonts.

Some designers choose to control the appearance of the elements on the screen by using

specific width designations. This control may be achieved through the use of a HTML table-

based design or a more semantic div-based design through the use of CSS. Whenever the

text, images, and layout of a design do not change as the browser changes, this is referred to

as a fixed width design. Proponents of fixed width design prefer precise control over the

layout of a site and the precision placement of objects on the page. Other designers choose a

liquid design. A liquid design is one where the design moves to flow content into the whole

screen, or a portion of the screen, no matter what the size of the browser window. Proponents

of liquid design prefer greater compatibility and using the screen space available. Liquid

design can be achieved through the use of CSS, by avoiding styling the page altogether, or by

using HTML tables (or more semantic divs) set to a percentage of the page. Both liquid and

fixed design developers must make decisions about how the design should degrade on higher

and lower screen resolutions. Sometimes the pragmatic choice is made to flow the design

between a minimum and a maximum width. This allows the designer to avoid coding for the

browser choices making up The Long Tail, while still using all available screen space.

Depending on the purpose of the content, a web designer may decide to use either fixed or

liquid layouts on a case-by-case basis.

Similar to liquid layout is the optional fit to window feature with Adobe Flash content. This

is a fixed layout that optimally scales the content of the page without changing the

arrangement or text wrapping when the browser is resized.
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4. Flash

Flash is not a standard produced by a vendor-neutral standards organization like most of the

core protocols and formats on the Internet. Flash is much more restrictive than the open

HTML format, though, requiring a proprietary plugin to be seen, and it does not integrate

with most web browser UI features like the "Back" button.

According to a study, 98% of US Web users have the Flash Player installed. Numbers vary

depending on the detection scheme and research demographics.

Many graphic artists use Flash because it gives them exact control over every part of the

design, and anything can be animated and generally "jazzed up". Some application designers

enjoy Flash because it lets them create applications that do not have to be refreshed or go to a

new web page every time an action occurs. Flash can use embedded fonts instead of the

standard fonts installed on most computers. There are many sites which forgo HTML entirely

for Flash. Other sites may use Flash content combined with HTML as conservatively as gifs

or jpegs would be used, but with smaller vector file sizes and the option of faster loading

animations. Flash may also be used to protect content from unauthorized duplication or

searching. Alternatively, small, dynamic Flash objects may be used to replace standard

HTML elements (such as headers or menu links) with advanced typography not possible via

regular HTML or CSS.

Flash detractors claim that Flash websites tend to be poorly designed, and often use confusing

and non-standard user-interfaces. Up until recently, search engines have been unable to index

Flash objects, which has prevented sites from having their contents easily found. This is

because many search engine crawlers rely on text to index websites. It is possible to specify

alternate content to be displayed for browsers that do not support Flash. Using alternate

content also helps search engines to understand the page, and can result in much better

visibility for the page. However, the vast majority of Flash websites are not disability

accessible (for screen readers, for example) or Section 508 compliant. An additional issue is

that sites which commonly use alternate content for search engines to their human visitors are

usually judged to be spamming search engines and are automatically banned.

The most recent incarnation of Flash's scripting language (called "ActionScript", which is an

ECMA language similar to JavaScript) incorporates long-awaited usability features, such as
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respecting the browser's font size and allowing blind users to use screen readers. Actionscript

2.0 is an Object-Oriented language, allowing the use of CSS, XML, and the design of class-

based web applications. ActionScript 3.0 has a similar syntax to ActionScript 2.0 but

different set of APIs for creating objects.

5. Silverlight

In 2007 Microsoft introduced an alternative to Flash, Silverlight. A browser plug-in for

playing media and right interactive web applications, silverlight is very similar to Flash.

Silverlight also comes with a designer and developer tools like flash, but instead of

ActionScript uses Microsoft's .Net framework for building web applications.

6. CSS versus tables

When Netscape Navigator 4 dominated the browser market, the popular solution available for

designers to lay out a Web page was by using tables. Often even simple designs for a page

would require dozens of tables nested in each other. Many web templates in Dreamweaver

and other WYSIWYG editors still use this technique today. Navigator 4 didn't support CSS to

a useful degree, so it simply wasn't used.

After the browser wars subsided, and the dominant browsers such as Internet Explorer

became more W3C compliant, designers started turning toward CSS as an alternate means of

laying out their pages. CSS proponents say that tables should be used only for tabular data,

not for layout. Using CSS instead of tables also returns HTML to a semantic markup, which

helps bots and search engines understand what's going on in a web page. All modern Web

browsers support CSS with different degrees of limitations.

However, one of the main points against CSS is that by relying on it exclusively, control is

essentially relinquished as each browser has its own quirks which result in a slightly different

page display. This is especially a problem as not every browser supports the same subset of

CSS rules. For designers who are used to table-based layouts, developing Web sites in CSS

often becomes a matter of trying to replicate what can be done with tables, leading some to

find CSS design rather cumbersome due to lack of familiarity. For example, at one time it

was rather difficult to produce certain design elements, such as vertical positioning, and full-

length footers in a design using absolute positions. With the abundance of CSS resources
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available online today, though, designing with reasonable adherence to standards involves

little more than applying CSS 2.1 or CSS 3 to properly structured markup.

These days most modern browsers have solved most of these quirks in CSS rendering and

this has made many different CSS layouts possible. However, some people continue to use

old browsers, and designers need to keep this in mind, and allow for graceful degrading of

pages in older browsers. Most notable among these old browsers are Internet Explorer 5 and

5.5, which, according to some web designers, are becoming the new Netscape Navigator 4 a

block that holds the World Wide Web back from converting to CSS design. However, the W3

Consortium has made CSS in combination with XHTML the standard for web design.

7. Form vs. Function

Some web developers have a graphic arts background and may pay more attention to how a

page looks than considering other issues such as how visitors are going to find the page via a

search engine. Some might rely more on advertising than search engines to attract visitors to

the site. On the other side of the issue, search engine optimization consultants (SEOs) are

concerned with how well a web site works technically and textually: how much traffic it

generates via search engines, and how many sales it makes, assuming looks don't contribute

to the sales. As a result, the designers and SEOs often end up in disputes where the designer

wants more 'pretty' graphics, and the SEO wants lots of 'ugly' keyword-rich text, bullet lists,

and text links. One could argue that this is a false dichotomy due to the possibility that a web

design may integrate the two disciplines for a collaborative and synergistic solution. Because

some graphics serve communication purposes in addition to aesthetics, how well a site works

may depend on the graphic designer's visual communication ideas as well as the SEO

considerations.

An additional concern website owners face is that of Usability. This factor involves the

ability of the user (web site visitor) to interact with the web site and perform the tasks most

important to the web site owner. For instance a web site that sells cars would want to make

the process of buying a car as easy and thought free as possible. Ideas like this populate the

web design community, and experts like Steve Krug have emerged.

Another problem when using lots of graphics on a page is that download times can be greatly

lengthened, often irritating the user. This has become less of a problem as the internet has
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evolved with high-speed internet and the use of vector graphics. This is an engineering

challenge to increase bandwidth in addition to an artistic challenge to minimize graphics and

graphic file sizes. This is an on-going challenge as increased bandwidth invites increased

amounts of content.

Topic : Planning Web Projects

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Web site design

 Define and explain the Multidisciplinary requirements

 Define and explain the Website Planning

Definition/Overview:

Planning Web Projects: One of the most important aspects of information design is the

planning process.Unfortunately, the planning process is one of the first items to get cut when

schedules are tight. Projects that have skipped this step often suffer from problems that are

difficult to fix once the site has been developed. For example, sites that have not been

planned in advance often contain information that was added randomly and inconsistently,

related topics don't link to one another, and readers have a frustrating experience navigating

the site.

A creative brief is a document used by creative professionals and agencies to develop

creative deliverables: visual design, copy, advertising, web sites, etc. The document is usually

developed by the requestor (in most cases a marketing team member) and approved by the

creative team of designers, writers, and project managers. In some cases, the project's creative

brief may need creative director approval before work will commence.
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A design brief is a comprehensive written document for a design project developed in

concert by a person representing the business need for design and the designer. The document

is focused on the desired results of design not aesthetics.

A Web site is a collection of information about a particular topic or subject. Designing a web

site is defined as the arrangement and creation of web pages that in turn make up a web site

Key Points:

1. Overview

The creative brief, consisting of a series of simple questions asked by the creative team and

answered by the requestor, becomes the guidepost for the development of the creative

deliverable. As with many strategic documents, if the project goes off track referring back to

this mutually agreed upon document to see where the divergence began is helpful.

Creative briefs can come in many flavors and are usually tailored to the agency or group that

is developing the creative deliverable. They know which questions (and answers) are of

paramount importance to them in order to deliver a high-quality creative execution.

A creative brief may contain:

 Background what is the background of the project? Why is it being done?

 Target audience what do they already think about this subject? Is there anything that should

be avoided?

 Objectives what is to be accomplished? How will this be measured and success understood?

 Single message what is the one thing to tell the audience? What is the single thing they

should remember about the offering? How will they believe what we say?

 Deliverables what is to be used to give the audience the message? What is the best way or

place to reach this audience?

 Timeline how soon is this needed? When is it expected to be done? How many rounds

(revisions) will this project undergo?

 Budget how much can be spent to get this developed? Is there any budget needed to

publish/flight the creative?

 Approvals who needs to give the "okay"?
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Design briefs are an extremely important part of the functions of companies and corporations,

especially engineering firms. A typical design brief will follow the following layout:

 Title Page

 Table of contents

 Company Profile

o Specializations

o Chief Engineer/Designer Profile

o Company Name

o Past Accomplishments

 Problem Statement

o Problem Description

o Constraints

o Budget

o Time

o Needs of the Problem

 Goals

o What you plan to accomplish

o Due dates

 Solution Analysis

o Risks/Benefits

o Planned Solutions

o Sketches

 Synopsis

o Evaluation

o Conclusion/Summary

2. Web site design

A web page consists of information for which the web site is developed. A web site might be

compared to a book, where each page of the book is a web page.

There are many aspects (design concerns) in this process, and due to the rapid development

of the Internet, new aspects may emerge. For non-commercial web sites, the goals may vary
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depending on the desired exposure and response. For typical commercial web sites, the basic

aspects of design are:

 The content: the substance, and information on the site should be relevant to the site and

should target the area of the public that the website is concerned with.

 The usability: the site should be user-friendly, with the interface and navigation simple and

reliable.

 The appearance: the graphics and text should include a single style that flows throughout, to

show consistency. The style should be professional, appealing and relevant.

 The visibility: the site must also be easy to find via most, if not all, major search engines and

advertisement media.

A web site typically consists of text and images. The first page of a web site is known as the

Home page or Index. Some web sites use what is commonly called a Splash Page. Splash

pages might include a welcome message, language or region selection, or disclaimer. Each

web page within a web site is an HTML file which has its own URL. After each web page is

created, they are typically linked together using a navigation menu composed of hyperlinks.

Faster browsing speeds have led to shorter attention spans and more demanding online

visitors and this has resulted in less use of Splash Pages, particularly where commercial web

sites are concerned.

Once a web site is completed, it must be published or uploaded in order to be viewable to the

public over the internet. This may be done using an FTP client. Once published, the web

master may use a variety of techniques to increase the traffic, or hits, that the web site

receives. This may include submitting the web site to a search engine such as Google or

Yahoo, exchanging links with other web sites, creating affiliations with similar web sites, etc.

3. Multidisciplinary requirements

Web site design crosses multiple disciplines of information systems, information technology

and communication design. The web site is an information system whose components are

sometimes classified as front-end and back-end. The observable content (e.g. page layout,

user interface, graphics, text, audio) is known as the front-end. The back-end comprises the

organization and efficiency of the source code, invisible scripted functions, and the server-

side components that process the output from the front-end. Depending on the size of a Web
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development project, it may be carried out by a multi-skilled individual (sometimes called a

web master), or a project manager may oversee collaborative design between group members

with specialized skills.

4. Website Planning

Before creating and uploading a website, it is important to take the time to plan exactly what

is needed in the website. Thoroughly considering the audience or target market, as well as

defining the purpose and deciding what content will be developed are extremely important.

4.1 Purpose

It is essential to define the purpose of the website as one of the first steps in the

planning process. A purpose statement should show focus based on what the website

will accomplish and what the users will get from it. A clearly defined purpose will

help the rest of the planning process as the audience is identified and the content of

the site is developed. Setting short and long term goals for the website will help make

the purpose clear and plan for the future when expansion, modification, and

improvement will take place.Goal-setting practices and measurable objectives should

be identified to track the progress of the site and determine success.

4.2 Audience

Defining the audience is a key step in the website planning process. The audience is

the group of people who are expected to visit your website the market being targeted.

These people will be viewing the website for a specific reason and it is important to

know exactly what they are looking for when they visit the site. A clearly defined

purpose or goal of the site as well as an understanding of what visitors want to do or

feel when they come to your site will help to identify the target audience. Upon

considering who is most likely to need or use the content, a list of characteristics

common to the users such as:

o Audience Characteristics

o Information Preferences

o Computer Specifications

o Web Experience
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Taking into account the characteristics of the audience will allow an effective website

to be created that will deliver the desired content to the target audience.

4.3 Content

Content evaluation and organization requires that the purpose of the website be

clearly defined. Collecting a list of the necessary content then organizing it according

to the audience's needs is a key step in website planning. In the process of gathering

the content being offered, any items that do not support the defined purpose or

accomplish target audience objectives should be removed. It is a good idea to test the

content and purpose on a focus group and compare the offerings to the audience

needs. The next step is to organize the basic information structure by categorizing the

content and organizing it according to user needs. Each category should be named

with a concise and descriptive title that will become a link on the website. Planning

for the site's content ensures that the wants or needs of the target audience and the

purpose of the site will be fulfilled.

4.4 Compatibility and restrictions

Because of the market share of modern browsers (depending on your target market),

the compatibility of your website with the viewers is restricted. For instance, a

website that is designed for the majority of websurfers will be limited to the use of

valid XHTML 1.0 Strict or older, Cascading Style Sheets Level 1, and 1024x768

display resolution. This is because Internet Explorer is not fully W3C standards

compliant with the modularity of XHTML 1.1 and the majority of CSS beyond 1. A

target market of more alternative browser (e.g. Firefox, Safari and Opera) users allow

for more W3C compliance and thus a greater range of options for a web designer.

Another restriction on webpage design is the use of different Image file formats. The

majority of users can support GIF, JPEG, and PNG (with restrictions). Again Internet

Explorer is the major restriction here, not fully supporting PNG's advanced

transparency features, resulting in the GIF format still being the most widely used

graphic file format for transparent images.
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Many website incompatibilities go unnoticed by the designer and unreported by the

users. The only way to be certain a website will work on a particular platform is to

test it on that platform.

4.5 Planning documentation

Documentation is used to visually plan the site while taking into account the purpose,

audience and content, to design the site structure, content and interactions that are

most suitable for the website. Documentation may be considered a prototype for the

website a model which allows the website layout to be reviewed, resulting in

suggested changes, improvements and/or enhancements. This review process

increases the likelihood of success of the website.

First, the content is categorized and the information structure is formulated. The

information structure is used to develop a document or visual diagram called a site

map. This creates a visual of how the web pages will be interconnected, which helps

in deciding what content will be placed on what pages. There are three main ways of

diagramming the website structure:

o Linear Website Diagrams will allow the users to move in a predetermined sequence;

o Hierarchical structures (of Tree Design Website Diagrams) provide more than one path for

users to take to their destination;

o Branch Design Website Diagrams allow for many interconnections between web pages such

as hyperlinks within sentences.

In addition to planning the structure, the layout and interface of individual pages may

be planned using a storyboard. In the process of storyboarding, a record is made of the

description, purpose and title of each page in the site, and they are linked together

according to the most effective and logical diagram type. Depending on the number of

pages required for the website, documentation methods may include using pieces of

paper and drawing lines to connect them, or creating the storyboard using computer

software.

Some or all of the individual pages may be designed in greater detail as a website

wireframe, a mock up model or comprehensive layout of what the page will actually
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look like. This is often done in a graphic program, or layout design program. The

wireframe has no working functionality, only planning, though it can be used for

selling ideas to other web design companies.

Topic : Establishing Goals

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Goal and types of goals

 Define and explain the Personal goals

 Define and explain the Short-term goals

 Define and explain the Achieving personal goals

Definition/Overview:

A goal or objectiveconsists of a projected state of affairs which a person or a system plans or

intends to achieve or bring about a personal or organizational desired end-point in some sort

of assumed development. Many people endeavor to reach goals within a finite time by setting

deadlines.

Key Points:

1. Overview

A desire or an intention becomes a goal if and only if one activates an action for achieving it.

It is roughly similar to purpose or aim, the anticipated result which guides action, or and end,

which is an object, either a physical object or an abstract object, that has intrinsic value.
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2. Goal and types of goals

Goal-setting ideally involves establishing specific, measurable and time-targeted objectives.

Work on the theory of goal-setting suggests that it can serve as an effective tool for making

progress by ensuring that participants have a clear awareness of what they must do to achieve

or help achieve an objective. On a personal level, the process of setting goals allows people to

specify and then work towards their own objectives most commonly financial or career-based

goals. Goal-setting comprises a major component of Personal development. In order to

achieve a goal, usually, one must be focused. When you achieve your goal it is immensely

pleasurable.

3. Short-term goals

Short-term goals expect accomplishment in a short period of time, such as trying to get a bill

paid in the next few days. The definition of a short-term goal need not relate to any specific

length of time. In other words, one may achieve (or fail to achieve) a short-term goal in a day,

week, month, year, etc. The time-frame for a short-term goal relates to its context in the

overall time line that it is being applied to. For instance, one could measure a short-term goal

for a month-long project in days; whereas one might measure a short-term goal for someones

in months or in years. Planners usually define short-term goals in relation to a long-term goal

or goals.

4. Personal goals

Individuals can set personal goals. A student may set a goal of a high mark in an exam. An

athlete might walk five miles a day. A traveler might try to reach a destination-city within

three hours. Financial goals are a common example, to save for retirement or to save for a

purchase.

Managing goals can give returns in all areas of personal life. Knowing precisely what one

wants to achieve makes clear what to concentrate and improve on, and often subconsciously

prioritizes that goal.

Goal setting and planning ("goalwork") promotes long-term vision and short-term

motivation. It focuses intention, desire, acquisition of knowledge, and helps to organize

resources.
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Efficient goalwork includes recognizing and resolving any guilt, inner conflict or limiting

belief that might cause one to sabotage one's efforts. By setting clearly-defined goals, one can

subsequently measure and take pride in the achievement of those goals. One can see progress

in what might have seemed a long, perhaps impossible, grind.

5. Achieving personal goals

Achieving complex and difficult goals requires: focus, long-term diligence and effort.

Success in any field will require forgoing excuses and justifications for poor performance or

lack of adequate planning; in short, success requires emotional maturity. The measure of

belief that people have in their ability to achieve a personal goal also affects that

achievement.

Long term achievements rely on short-term achievements. Emotional control over the small

moments of the single day makes a big difference in the long term.

By accepting a degree of realism when setting goals, one allows oneself not to attempt to

change reality to match one's own dreams by their own efforts alone, but to accept how it is

until a certain degree. This degree of reality-checking can prevent one from falling into

unhappiness by losing too much control of life by trying to specialize and excel in a very

small area and to aspire to become a top leader in that field. This kind of "I must be better

than 'X' thinking" can lead to ulcers if taken too seriously. Such competition, however,

clearly exists in democratic societies, and no matter what level of a layered society one may

identify with, it is very likely that individuals will measure themselves with an above and

below scheme. hello:)

One formula for achievement reads A=IM where A = achievement, I = intelligence, and M =

motivation. When motivation equals zero, achievement will always equal zero, no matter the

degree of intelligence. Similarly for intelligence: if intelligence equals zero, achievement will

always equal zero.
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Topic : Computing Prototyping

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Types of comping

 Define and explain the Basic Prototype Categories

 Define and explain the Differences between a prototype and a production design

 Define and explain the Prototypes Computer Programming

 Define and explain the Prototype, Software Prototyping and Alpha Software

 Define and explain the Computer Engineering

 Define and explain the Best projects to use prototyping

 Define and explain the Disadvantages of prototyping

 Define and explain the Advantages of prototyping

 Define and explain the Scale modeling

Definition/Overview:

Comping: Comping (an abbreviation of accompanying) is a term used in jazz music to

describe the chords, rhythms, and countermelodies that keyboard players (piano or organ) or

guitar players use to support a jazz musician's improvised solo or melody lines.

Prototype: A prototypeis an original type, form, or instance of something serving as a

typical example, basis, or standard for other things of the same category. The word derives

from the Greekπρωτότυπον (prototypon), "archetype, original", neutral ofπρωτότυπος

(prototypos), "original, primitive", from πρώτος (protos), "first" + τύπος (typos),

"impression"

Software prototyping: Software prototyping, an activity during certain software

development, is the creation of prototypes, i.e., incomplete versions of the software program

being developed. A prototype typically simulates only a few aspects of the features of the

eventual program, and may be completely different from the eventual implementation.
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Key Points:

1. Types of comping

In a standard jazz combo, the pianist or guitarist typically comps during the horn and double

bass solos by improvising chords and improvised countermelodies.

The chordal accompaniment used in jazz is different from the chordal accompaniment style

used in many types of popular music, such as rock and folk.

 In a rock or folk band, a guitarist or piano player will accompany by playing primarily root-

position chords consisting of the root, 3rd, and 5th note of a chord. In the key of C, the G

chord would include the notes "G", "B", and "D" (the root, 3rd, and 5th of the chord).

 In a jazz band a guitarist or pianist will comp by playing primarily rootless and fifth-less

chords that include the 3rd, 7th, 9th, and 13th notes of a chord (the bassist usually plays the

root). In the key of C, the G chord might be performed by playing the notes "B", "E", "F",

and "A" (the 3rd, 13th, 7th, and 9th notes of the chord). As well, jazz compers may use

altered chords that contain flattened or sharpened 5ths, 9ths, and 13ths for some songs or

soloists. For example, an altered G7 chord might be played with the notes "Ab", "Bb", "C#",

& "Eb" (flattened 9th, sharpened 9th, sharpened 11th, flattened 13th).

In combos with a guitar player, the guitar player usually comps for soloists. If there is both a

pianist and a guitarist, as sometimes occurs in organ trios or big bands, they may either

alternate comping or comp at the same time. Having two chordal instruments comp at the

same time is difficult to do well. The two compers may make different, clashing

interpretations of the same chord (e.g., the pianist may add a flat 13th, while the guitarist

plays a natural 13th), or the texture may become overly cluttered.

During swing-feel songs, drummers will usually comp with one hand on the snare drum

while playing time on the cymbals. More skilled drummers often comp with even all three

limbs excluding their right-hand ride pattern (snare drum, bass drum, hi-hats). In small jazz

ensembles ("combos") with more unusual instrumentation, horn players (e.g., saxophone,

trumpet, etc.) can comp by playing the melody line in the background, or by playing a

sequence of notes called "guide tones" which outline the harmonic framework. "Guide tones"

are usually the 3rd, 7th, or 9th notes of a given chord. Guide tone lines are constructed by
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descending through the guide tones of the chart, normally by semitone. For instance, in a duo

for saxophone and bass, the saxophonist will usually comp during the bass solo by playing

"guide tones".

During a drum solo the pianist sometimes comps, often using a predictable pattern of

rhythmically-played chords called "hits". A well-known example is the second half of "Take

Five", with Dave Brubeck's piano vamp comping for Joe Morello's drum solo. During the

piano solo, the pianist often comps for themselves, playing melodic lines and solos with the

right hand while comping with the left hand.

2. Basic Prototype Categories

There is no general agreement on what constitutes a "prototype" and the word is often used

interchangeably with the word "model" which can cause confusion. In general, prototypes fall

into four basic categories:

2.1 Proof-of-Principle Prototype

Proof-of-Principle Prototype (Model) (also called a breadboard). This type of

prototype is used to test some aspect of the intended design without attempting to

exactly simulate the visual appearance, choice of materials or intended manufacturing

process. Such prototypes can be used to prove out a potential design approach such as

range of motion, mechanics, sensors, architecture, etc. These types of models are

often used to identify which design options will not work, or where further

development and testing is necessary.

2.2 Form Study Prototype

Form Study Prototype (Model). This type of prototype will allow designers to explore

the basic size, look and feel of a product without simulating the actual function or

exact visual appearance of the product. They can help assess ergonomic factors and

provide insight into visual aspects of the product's final form. Form Study Prototypes

are often hand-carved or machined models from easily sculpted, inexpensive

materials (e.g., urethane foam), without representing the intended color, finish, or

texture. Due to the materials used, these models are intended for internal decision
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making and are generally not durable enough or suitable for use by representative

users or consumers.

2.3 Visual Prototype

Visual Prototype (Model) will capture the intended design aesthetic and simulate the

appearance, color and surface textures of the intended product but will not actually

embody the function(s) of the final product. These models will be suitable for use in

market research, executive reviews and approval, packaging mock-ups, and photo

shoots for sales literature.

2.4 Functional Prototype

Functional Prototype (Model) (also called a working prototype) will, to the greatest

extent

practical, attempt to simulate the final design, aesthetics, materials and functionality

of the intended design. The functional prototype may be reduced in size (scaled down)

in order to reduce costs. The construction of a fully working full-scale prototype and

the ultimate test of concept, is the engineers' final check for design flaws and allows

last-minute improvements to be made before larger production runs are ordered.

3. Differences between a prototype and a production design

In general, prototypes will differ from the final production variant in three fundamental ways:

Prototypes are often constructed via non-production intent materials. Production materials

may require manufacturing processes involving higher capital costs than what is practical for

prototyping. Instead, engineers of prototyping specialists will attempt to substitute materials

with

propertiesthat simulate the intended final material.

Prototypes are generally constructed via non-production intent manufacturing processes.

Often expensive and time consuming unique tooling is required to fabricate a custom design.

Prototypes will often compromise by using more flexible processes.
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Prototypes are generally constructed from a design that has been developed to a lower level

of fidelity than production intent. Final production designs often require extensive effort to

capture high volume manufacturing detail. Such detail is generally unwarranted for

prototypes as some refinement to the design is to be expected. Often prototypes are built

using very limited engineering detail as compared to final production intent.

4. Prototypes Computer Programming

In many programming languages, a function prototype is the declaration of a subroutine or

function. (This term is rather C/C++-specific; other terms for this notion are signature, type

and interface.) In prototype-based programming (a form of object-oriented programming),

new objects are produced by cloning existing objects, which are called prototypes.

The term may also refer to the Prototype Javascript Framework.

Prototype software is often referred to as alpha grade, meaning it is the first version to run.

Often only a few functions are implemented, the primary focus of the alpha is to have a

functional base code on to which features may be added. Once alpha grade software has most

of the required features integrated into it, it becomes beta software for testing of the entire

software and to adjust the program to respond correctly during situations unforeseen during

development.

Often the end users may not be able to provide a complete set of application objectives,

detailed input, processing, or output requirements in the initial stage. After the user

evaluation, another prototype will be built based on feedback from users, and again the cycle

returns to customer evaluation. The cycle starts by listening to the user, followed by building

or revising a mock-up, and letting the user test the mock-up, then back. There is now a new

generation of tools called Application Simulation Software which help quickly simulate

application before their development.

Extreme programming uses iterative design to gradually add one feature at a time to the

initial prototype. Continuous learning approaches within organizations or businesses may

also use the concept of business or process prototypes through software models.
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5. Prototype, Software Prototyping and Alpha Software

Many argue over the fact that prototype software and alpha software is not the same things,

due to the fact that they more or less are the same thing. The only differences between them

are in general that prototype software is referred to as alpha software since the word and the

meaning of the word prototype is in general used when one is talking about a physical

showreel, or in some cases a simulation whereas the cost of making a full scale or a random

size scale of the concept that was initially introduced in the start of the project.

For further more clarification on the subject of what a prototype is we can look at this

comparisons since every project has different stages as to what or where they are in

development.(take in consideration that these might not be 100% accurate)

But remember that new, updated versions of the products may also be distributed, ex.

videogames will get bug fixes and possibly extra content which will be packed as a new,

same, but "fixed" product, under a slightly different name like "Game of the Year" or

"Special Edition"(not to be confused with an eventual "Special Edition" that may have been

released when the game first launched, containing extra stuff from or for the game as

promotion), and hardware might be modified and released under the name of the company

that modifies it. Like Shelbyis to Mustang, AMG is to Mercedes and Top Secret is to other

cars.

This is just a more commonly used way of the word prototype(as to not being software), but

in general alpha and prototype is the same thing.

6. Computer Engineering

In computer engineering, a prototype generally refers either to a breadboard (or evolutionary)

prototype or a throwaway (or one-off) prototype. Breadboard prototypes are often simple in a

development stage, focusing on a subset of the total requirements for a product. These

prototypes usually are intended to evolve into the final design. Project managers may

formally identify a component as prototype to communicate with stakeholders that the

component may or may not comprise the techniques ultimately allocated to the product

design, or to meet business objectives.
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It should not be assumed that the prototype is merely for testing concepts (throwaway). That

would be an aspect of a "research" project or "proof of concept." Prototypes provide the

developers with a "working model" for demonstration or use by customers, quality-assurance,

business analysts, and managers to confirm or make changes to requirements, help define

interfaces, develop collaborating components, and to provide proof of incremental

achievement of scheduled contractual agreements.

7. Scale modeling

In the field of scale modeling (which includes model railroading, vehicle modeling, airplane

modeling, military modeling, etc.), a prototype is the real-world basis or source for a scale

modelsuch as the real EMD GP38-2 locomotivewhich is the prototype of Athearn's (among

other manufacturers) locomotive model. Technically, any non-living object can serve as a

prototype for a model, including structures, equipment, and appliances, and so on, but

generally prototypes have come to mean full-size real-world vehicles including automobiles

(the prototype 1957 Chevy has spawned many models), military equipment (such as M4

Shermans, a favorite among US Military modelers), railroad equipment, motor trucks,

motorcycles, airplanes, and space-ships (real-world such as Apollo/Saturn Vs, or the ISS).

There is debate whether 'fictional' or imaginary items can be considered prototypes (such as

Star Wars or Star Trek starships, since the feature ships themselves are models or CGI-

artifacts); however, humans and other living items are never called prototypes, even when

they are the basis for models and dolls (especially - action figures).

Advantages and disadvantages

8. Advantages of prototyping

 May provide the proof of concept necessary to attract funding

 Early visibility of the prototype gives users an idea of what the final system looks like

 Encourages active participation among users and producer

 Enables a higher output for user

 Cost effective (Development costs reduced)

 Increases system development speed
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 Assists to identify any problems with the efficacy of earlier design, requirements analysis and

coding activities

 Helps to refine the potential risks associated with the delivery of the system being developed

 Various aspects can be tested and quicker feedback can be got from the user

 Helps to deliver the product in quality easily

 User interaction available in during development cycle of prototype

9. Disadvantages of prototyping

 Producer might produce a system inadequate for overall organization needs

 User can get too involved whereas the program can not be to a high standard

 Structure of system can be damaged since many changes could be made

 Producer might get too attached to it (might cause legal involvement)[verification needed]

 Not suitable for large applications

10. Best projects to use prototyping

It has been argued that prototyping, in some form or another, should be used all the time.

However, prototyping is most beneficial in systems that will have many interactions with the

users.

It has been found that prototyping is very effective in the analysis and design of on-line

systems, especially for transaction processing, where the use of screen dialogs is much more

in evidence. The greater the interaction between the computer and the user, the greater the

benefit is that can be obtained from building a quick system and letting the user play with it.

Systems with little user interaction, such as batch processing or systems that mostly do

calculations, benefit little from prototyping. Sometimes, the coding needed to perform the

system functions may be too intensive and the potential gains that prototyping could provide

are too small.

Prototyping is especially good for designing good human-computer interfaces. "One of the

most productive uses of rapid prototyping to date has been as a tool for iterative user

requirements engineering and human-computer interface design."
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Topic : Information Architecture

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Origin of the Phrase, "Information Architecture"

 Define and explain the Information Architecture Emphasizing Graphic Design

 Define and explain the Information Explosion or Information Tsunami?

 Define and explain the Information Architecture in LIS

 Define and explain the Organizational Schemes and Organizational Structures

 Define and explain the Schemes

 Define and explain the Structures

Definition/Overview:

Information architecture(IA) is the art and science of expressing a model or concept for

information. Information architecture is used in library systems, web development, user

interactions, database development, programming, technical writing, enterprise architecture,

critical system software design and other activities that require expressions of complex

systems.

Key Points:

1. Overview

Information architecture has somewhat different meanings in these different branches of what

might be called IS and/or IT architecture. Most definitions have common qualities: a

structural design of shared environments, methods of organizing and labeling websites,

intranets, and online communities, and ways of bringing the principles of design and

architecture to the digital landscape.

 Information architecture is defined by the Information Architecture Institute as:
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 The structural design of shared information environments.

 The art and science of organizing and labeling web sites, intranets, online communities and

software to support findability and usability.

 An emerging community of practice focused on bringing principles of design and architecture

to the digital landscape.

The term information architecture describes a specialized skill set which relates to the

interpretation of information and expression of distinctions between signs and systems of

signs. It has some degree of origin in the library sciences. Many library schools teach

information architecture.

In the context of information system design, information architecture refers to the analysis

and design of the data stored by information systems, concentrating on entities, their

attributes and their interrelationships. It refers to the modeling of data for an individual

database and to the corporate data models an enterprise uses to coordinate the definition of

data in several (perhaps scores or hundreds) of distinct databases. Recently, the "canonical

data model" is applied to integration technologies as a definition for specific data passed

between the systems of an enterprise. At a higher level of abstraction, it may also refer to the

definition of data stores.

2. Origin of the Phrase, "Information Architecture"

The phrase "information architecture" appears to have been coined, or at least brought to

wide attention, by Richard Saul Wurman, a man trained as an architect but who has become

also a skilled graphic designer and the author, editor, and/or publisher of numerous books that

employ fine graphics in the presentation of information in a variety of fields. In the 1960s,

early in his career as an architect, he became interested in matters concerning the ways in

which buildings, transport, utilities, and people worked and interacted with each other in

urban environments. This led him to develop further interests in the ways in which

information about urban environments could be gathered, organized, and presented in

meaningful ways to architects, to urban planners, to utility and transport engineers, and

especially to people living in or visiting cities. The similarity of these interests to the

concerns of the LIS professions is patent.

Wurman views architecture as the science and art of creating an "instruction for organized

space." (See Endnote 1.) He sees the problems of gathering, organizing, and presenting
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information as closely analogous to the problems an architect faces in designing a building

that will serve the needs of its occupants. The architect must

 ascertain those needs (i.e., must gather information about the needs),

 organize the needs into a coherent pattern that clarifies their nature and interactions, and

 design a building that will--by means of its rooms, fixtures, machines, and layout, i.e., flow of

people and materials--meet the occupants' needs.

In short, Wurman sees the gathering, organizing, and presenting information to serve a

purpose, or set of purposes, as an architectural task.

In 1976 Wurman served as the chair of the national conference of the American Institute of

Architects (AIA) and chose as "The Architecture of Information" as the conference theme. It

is a curious historical coincidence that the AIA held a conference with this theme just 100

years after the first meeting of the American Library Association. He developed the following

definition:

"informationarchitect. 1) the individual who organizes the patterns inherent in data, making

the complex clear. 2) aperson who creates the structure or map of information which allows

others to find their personal paths to knowledge. 3) theemerging 21st century professional

occupation addressing the needs of the age focused upon clarity, human understanding, and

the science of the organization of information." (See Endnote 2.)

3. Information Architecture Emphasizing Graphic Design

Although much of Wurman's definition is directly applicable to what we people in the LIS

professions see ourselves as doing, it is clear that Wurman emphasizes the presenting of

information as the essence of what an information architect does. It is also clear that his

vision of information architecture is colored by his own powers as an artist and graphic

designer. He sees an information architect especially as one who can abstract the essentials

from a complex situation or body of information and present those essentials in a clear and

esthetically pleasing manner to a user. An illustration of this view is Wurman's abstracted

representation of the Toyko rail transportation system.

In this abstract map, Wurman shows:
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 the stations (the bold white type inside the circle) on the outer rail lines of the Tokyo

transportation system, largely ignoring the actual geography of the system while emphasizing

the most important matter to a person riding the subway: viz., what the sequence of stations is

 a selection of principal buildings or tourist sights (in regular type outside the circle) near each

station

 the stations on the crosstown subway line

 the junctions between the crosstown subway and the outer rail lines

 as an aid to orientation, the Imperial Palace Grounds.

Note the elegant incorporation into the whole map of the yin-yang design, important in

oriental philosophy.

Again you can see that the designer of the map has concentrated on presenting the essential

information about the route. Geography is partially represented, but the scale varies in

different parts of the map, and only the names of principal streets are shown. The actual stops

along the Dillo Route are indicated by white numerals inside black circles. A few major

possible destinations are shown as aids to orientation.

This Capital Metro map serves its purposes well, though no one would claim that it displays

the artistic elegance of Wurman's map of the Tokyorail transportation system. While few of

us possess Wurman's artistic ability, we can all strive toward his goal of "making the complex

clear."

4. Information Explosion or Information Tsunami?

Wurman is gifted not only graphically but also verbally. I cannot resist quoting some of his

"Introduction" to Information Architects. He writes:

There is a tsunami of data that is crashing onto the beaches of the civilized world. This is a

tidal wave of unrelated, growing data formed in bits and bytes, coming in an unorganized,

uncontrolled, incoherent cacophony of foam. It's filled with flotsam and jetsam. It's filled

with the sticks and bones and shells of inanimate and animate life. None of it is easily related,

none of it comes with any organizational methodology.

As it washes up on our beaches, we see people in suits and ties skipping along the shoreline,

men and women in fine shirts and blouses dressed for business. We see graphic designers and

government officials, all getting their shoes wet and slowly submerging in the dense trough

of stuff. Their trousers and slacks soaked, they walk stupidly into the water, smiling-a false

smile of confidence and control. The tsunami is a wall of data--data produced at greater and
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greater speed, greater and greater amounts to store in memory, amounts that double, it seems,

with each sunset. On tape, on disks, on paper, sent by streams of light. Faster, more and more

and more.

Some of these people go back to their desks where, folded back and forth like accordions, are

gobs of paper printouts of this stuff. They nod their heads and say "Yes, this is important, this

is good stuff. The person sitting next to me, sitting in the next office downthe aisle, they

understand it, so I will smile, making believe I understand it too.". . . .

Unfortunately, design, which used to be a perfectly good word, means to make something

look better for most people. A company invents or develops some new piece of electronic

hardware. When it is finished it calls in a designer to wrap it up in a nice package. Then the

company gets an engineer who understands how it works to write the instruction booklet. He

suffers from the disease of familiarity, and so few customers really learn how to use the

product. The designer picks the typefaces in that booklet and (maybe) puts a cover on it. The

designer is not involved in the use, organization, or understanding of the instructions, except

tangentially to make it easy to read. The designer is called in to make a magazine article look

better, or an illustrator is asked to make a picture look arresting, or a photographer is asked to

take an interesting view of an author or a subject. Nowhere are any of these designers used in

the fundamental sense of creating meaning or understanding.

That's why I've chosen to call myself an Information Architect. I don't mean a bricks and

mortar architect. I mean architect as used in the words architect of foreign policy. I mean

architect as in the creating of systemic, structural, and orderly principles to make something

work--the thoughtful making of either artifact, or idea, or policy that informs because it is

clear. I use the word information in its truest sense. Most of the word information contains

the wordinform, so I call things information only if they inform me, not if they are just

collections of data, of stuff.

If I throw 140,000 words on the floor and connect those words with a sentence or two, we

wouldn't call that a dictionary. A dictionary, or an encyclopedia, or many of the collections of

data in our world, are based on being able to find something. The ability to find something

goes hand-in-hand with how well it's organized. We choose to organize the dictionary

alphabetically, and for most of us, most of the time, that's a useful organizing principle. . . .

As I looked into the organization of information, I realized that there were only five ways to

do it. They can be remembered by the acronym LATCH: L) by location, A) by alphabet, T)

organized by time (many museum shows are organized by timeline; the famous Charlie

Eames Franklin and Jefferson timeline of those two great men was probably one of the best
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ever devised), C) by category (. . . it's the way department stores are organized), and H) by

hierarchy, from the largest to the smallest of something, from the reddest to the lightest red,

from the densest to the least dense, and so on. The primary choice of which way you organize

something is made by deciding how you want it to be found.

These are all examples of information architecture: the building of information structures that

allow others to understand. But, the structures of information go well beyond basic

organization. Many principles of clarity can be employed. For example, you only understand

something new relative to something you already understand, whether visually, verbally, or

numerically. Something will have an understandable size if it is related to the size of

something you know. This is easy to see when viewing a photograph of a building that seems

to have no human scale. Or visiting a painting and being surprised by its size, because all the

reproductions of it are not relative to a human being. Scale always relates to us.

Wurman has much more to say about what he believes should be the guiding principles for

information architects in his book, Information Architects (Endnote 1), as do his numerous

fellow contributors to the book. Together, they make it a masterpiece of examples of

information design, primarily in the sense of excellent graphics.

Another of Wurman's many books is Information Anxiety (Endnote 5), a work in which he

discusses other aspects of the information explosion in a useful way. Delightfully

idiosyncratic in its organization, the book is, inter alia, a vehicle for Wurman to display some

of his nontraditional ideas about exposition. He begins the book by saying: "Books are a

major source of information anxiety, and I'd like to ensure that you won't feel anxious about

reading this one. So, I've departed from the conventional book format in ways that I think

will reduce your book-induced anxieties." (A new edition of this book, Information Anxiety 2,

was published at the end of 2000.)

5. Information Architecture in LIS

From the viewpoint of the LIS professions, the ideas of information architecture add a fillip

of graphic design and fresh thinking to a base of practice with which the professions have

long been concerned. Since the beginning of writing, librarians have understood the

importance of selectively acquiring information and organizing it in ways that will facilitate

later access to the information by users. Librarians have understood far better than most

people that by no means can anyone anticipate today all the possible future needs for the
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information being acquired and organized today and, hence, that tools must be provided to

facilitate a variety of future uses.

In short, librarians have long understood and practiced the principles that Wurman has

labeled as "information architecture." Nevertheless, his fresh, innovative, and artistic

exposition of the ideas of information architecture is welcome and should be studied by LIS

professionals.

Recently, information architecture has taken on something of a connotation of applying

especially to the organization of information on the World-Wide Web. This may be due in

part to the opportunities that have arisen during the 1990s to rethink the presentation of

library-catalog information as this information has been moved into online public-access

catalogs (OPACs), and in part to the proliferation of information on the Web itself.

An excellent presentation of this aspect of information architecture is a book, Information

Architecture for the World Wide Web (see Endnote 6), written by two librarians, Louis

Rosenfeld and Peter Morville, who have built a business, Argus Associates, that specializes

in the design of Websites. In their book, they emphasize that they "talk about web sites. Not

web pages, not home pages. Web sites." They do so because they are concerned with the

presentation of information in the whole of a Website, with how the pages within the site

relate to each other, and with how the viewer is permitted and/or directed to navigate his or

her way around the site.

Despite their concentration on the Web, much of Rosenfeld's and Morville's advice applies

not just to Websites but to all collections of information. For example, they say that the first

consideration in designing a Website should be to prepare a definition of "what the site will

actually be, and how it will work" (their italics). Continuing, they declare that formulating

such a definition ishe main job of the information architect, who:

 Clarifies the mission and vision for the site, balancing the needs of its sponsoring

organization and the needs of its audiences.

 Determines what content and functionality the site will contain.

 Specifies how users will find information in the site by defining its organization, navigation,

labeling, and searching systems.

 Maps out how the site will accommodate change and growth over time.

Although these sound obvious, information architecture is really about what's not obvious.

Users don't notice the information architecture of a site unless it isn't working. When they do
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notice good architectural features within a site, they instead attribute these successes to

something else, like high-quality graphic design or a well-configured search engine. Why?

When you read or hear about web site design, the language commonly used pertains to pages,

graphic elements, technical features, and writing style. However, no terms adequately

describe the relationships among the intangible elements that constitute a web site's

architecture. The elements of information architecture-navigation systems, labeling systems,

organization systems, indexing, searching methods, metaphors are the glue that holds

together a web site and allows it to evolve smoothly.

You should try rewriting the preceding paragraph substituting the words "library" or

"information center" for their word "site," and substituting words like "catalog," "directory,"

and "call number" for their words "pages, graphic elements, technical features, and writing

style." When you make such substitutions, you will see that Rosenfeld and Morville could

equally well have been talking about how to organize the information-access tools and the

information-bearing entities (InBEs) in a library or information center.

Rosenfeld and Morville continue by saying:

Well-planned information architectures greatly benefit both consumers and producers.

Accessing a site for the first time, consumers can quickly understand it effortlessly. They can

quickly find the information they need, thereby reducing the time (and costs) wasted on both

finding information and not finding information. Producers of web sites and intranets benefit

because they know where and how to place new content without disrupting the existing

content and site structure. Perhaps most importantly, producers can use an

informationarchitecture to greatly minimize the politics that come to the fore during the

development of a web site.

Consumers, or users as we more commonly refer to them, want to find information quickly

and easily. Contrary to what you might conclude from observing the architectures of many

large, corporate web sites, users do not like to get lost in chaotic hypertextual webs. Poor

information architectures make busy users confused, frustrated, and angry.

Because different users have varying needs, it's important to support multiple modes of

finding information. Some users know exactly what they're looking for. They know what it's

called (or labeled), and they know it exists. They just want to find it and leave, as quickly and

painlessly as possible. This is called known-item searching.

Other users do not know what they're looking for. They come to the site with a vague idea of

the information they need. They may not know the right labels to describe what they want or
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even whether it exists. As they casually explore your site, they may learn about products or

services that they'd never even considered. Iteratively, through serendipity and associative

learning, they may leave your site with knowledge (or products) that they hadn't known they

needed.

These modes of finding information are not mutually exclusive. In a well designed system,

many users will switch between known-item searching and casual browsing as they explore

the site. If you care about the consumer, make sure your architecture supports both modes.

While attractive graphics and reliable wish list technologies are essential to user satisfaction,

they are not enough.

6. Organizational Schemes and Organizational Structures

Like Wurman, Rosenfeld and Morville discuss principles by which information can be

organized. They begin by distinguishing between the schemes and the structures of systems

for organizing information:

Organization systems are composed of organization schemes and organization structures. An

organization scheme defines the shared characteristics of content items and influences the

logical grouping of those items. An organization structure defines the types of relationships

between content items and groups.

7. Schemes

They classify organizational schemes as either exact or ambiguous. "Exact organization

schemes divide information into well defined and mutually exclusive sections." Among exact

schemes are alphabetical, chronological, and geographical groupings of InBEs.

Ambiguous schemes include topical (subject), task-oriented, audience-specific, and

metaphor-driven groupings of InBEs. "Task-oriented schemes organize content and

applications into a collection of processes." Audience-specific schemes are suited to

situations where there are "two or more clearly definable audiences" for the information: e.g.,

customers vs. employees, first-time visitors vs. repeat visitors, or registered software owners

vs. potential buyers of the software. Metaphor-driven groupings of information "are

commonly used to help users understand the new by relating it to the familiar. You need not

look further than your desktopcomputer with its folders, files, and trash can or recycle binfor

an example."
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Rosenfeld and Morville note that it is also possible to have hybrid schemes that blend

"elements of multiple schemes." However, they counsel that "confusion is almost guaranteed"

with hybrid schemes because users cannot apply a single mental model to understand the

scheme and, instead, must "skim through each menu item to find" the desired information.

They note that unfortunately "hybrid schemes are common on the Web."

8. Structures

Organization structures include hierarchies, networks, and database-oriented models.

Hierarchies are exemplified by such classification structures as the Dewey Decimal

Classification (DDC) and Library of Congress Classification (LC) systems. Of these, the

DDC may be considered the "purer" hierarchy, in that it has an explicit goal of classifying the

entire universe of knowledge by means of categories, sub-categories, sub-sub-categories, and

so on, whereas the LC classification has been developed empirically in response to the need

to handle actual library collections, first at the LC itself and, nowadays, at research libraries

in general.

Networks are characterized by having nodes and links between nodes, links that are not

restricted to paths within a hierarchy. Networks are exemplified by the Web itself, with

Websites and Webpages as nodes, and with hyperlinks as the paths between Websites and

Webpages.

Database-oriented structures consist of pieces of information. These pieces are stored in

fields, which are grouped into records, which in turn are grouped into files within a relational

database structure (see Endnote 7). It is usually convenient to think of the essential InBEs in a

relational database as the records themselves. All relational databases also include metadata

elements (see Endnote 8) that identify and associate the fields and records.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Navigation

Accessibility Issues

Html And Xhtml

Web File Formats

Speedy Graphics

Color Issues
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Topic : Navigation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Basic concepts

 Define and explain the Modern technique

 Define and explain the Breadcrumb (navigation)

 Define and explain the Websites

 Define and explain the Global Positioning System (GPS)

 Define and explain the Usability

 Define and explain the Cookie crumb

Definition/Overview:

Navigation: Navigation (came from the word "navigath" by the tribe of ancient India) is the

process of reading, and controlling the movement of a craft or vehicle from one place to

another. It is also the term of art used for the specialized knowledge used by navigators to

perform navigation tasks. The word navigate is derived from the Latin "navigare", meaning

"to sail". All navigational techniques involve locating the navigator's position compared to

known locations or patterns.

Key Points:

1. Overview

A Web page or webpage is a resource of information that is suitable for the World Wide Web

and can be accessed through a web browser. This information is usually in HTML or

XHTML format, and may provide navigation to other web pages via hypertext links.

Web pages may be retrieved from a local computer or from a remote web server. The web

server may restrict access only to a private network, e.g. a corporate intranet, or it may
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publish pages on the World Wide Web. Web pages are requested and served from web

servers using Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP).

Web pages may consist of files of static text stored within the web server's file system (static

web pages), or the web server may construct the (X)HTML for each web page when it is

requested by a browser (dynamic web pages). Client-side scripting can make web pages more

responsive to user input once in the client browser.

2. Basic concepts

2.1 Latitude

The latitude of a place on the earth's surface is the angular distance north or south of

the [equator]. Latitude is usually expressed in degrees (marked with ) ranging from 0

at the Equator to 90 at the North and South poles. The latitude of the North Pole is 90

N, and the latitude of the South Pole is 90 S. Historically, mariners calculated latitude

in the Northern Hemisphere by sighting the North Star Polaris with a sextant and sight

reduction tables to take out error for height of eye and atmospheric refraction.

Generally, the height of Polaris in degrees of arc above the horizon is the latitude of

the observer.

2.2 Longitude

Similar to latitude, the longitude of a place on the earth's surface is the angular

distance east or west of the prime meridian or Greenwich meridian. Longitude is

usually expressed in degrees (marked with ) ranging from 0 at the Greenwich

meridian to 180 east and west. Sydney, Australia, for example, has a longitude of

about 151 east. New York City has a longitude of about 74 west. For most of history,

mariners struggled to determine precise longitude. The problem was solved with the

invention of the marine chronometer. Longitude can be calculated if the precise time

of a sextant sighting is known.

3. Modern technique

Most modern navigation relies primarily on positions determined electronically by receivers

collecting information from satellites. Most other modern techniques rely on crossing lines of
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position or LOP. A line of position can refer to two different things: a line on a chart and a

line between the observer and an object in real life. A bearing is a measure of the direction to

an object. If the navigator measures the direction in real life, the angle can then be drawn on a

nautical chart and the navigator will be on that line on the chart.

In addition to bearings, navigators also often measure distances to objects. On the chart, a

distance produces a circle or arc of position. Circles, arcs, and hyperbolae of positions are

often referred to as lines of position.

If the navigator draws two lines of position, and they intersect he must be at that position. A

fix is the intersection of two or more LOPs.

If only one line of position is available, this may be evaluated against the dead reckoning

position to establish an estimated position. Lines (or circles) of position can be derived from a

variety of sources:

 celestial observation (a short segment of the circle of equal altitude, but generally represented

as a line),

 terrestrial range (natural or man made) when two charted points are observed to be in line

with each other,

 compass bearing to a charted object,

 radar range to a charted object,

 on certain coastlines, a depth sounding from echo sounder or hand lead line.

4. Breadcrumb (navigation)

Breadcrumbs or breadcrumb trail are a navigation technique used in user interfaces. Its

purpose is to give users a way to keep track of their location within programs or documents.

The term is taken from the trail of breadcrumbs left by Hansel and Gretel in the popular

fairytale.

5. Websites

Breadcrumbs typically appear horizontally across the top of a webpage, usually below any

title bars or headers. They provide links back to each previous page that the user navigated

through in order to get to the current page, for hierarchical structures usually the parent pages
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of the current one. Breadcrumbs provide a trail for the user to follow back to the

starting/entry point of a website. Generally, a greater than (>) is used as hierarchy separator,

although other glyphs can be used to represent this.

They may look something like this:

Home page > Section page > Subsection page

There are three types of web breadcrumbs:

 Path: Path breadcrumbs are dynamic and show the path that the user has taken to arrive at a

page.

 Location: Location breadcrumbs are static and show where the page is located in the website

hierarchy.

 Attribute: Attribute breadcrumbs give information that categorizes the current page.

6. Usability

Some commentators criticize Path-style breadcrumbs because they duplicate functionality

that properly subsists in the browser; namely, the 'Back' button and browsing history.

Location breadcrumbs are not necessarily appropriate for sites whose content is so rich that

single categories do not fully describe a particular piece of content. This is a common

situation in sites employing a search-base navigation paradigm (for example, Amazon). In

general, wherever a strict hierarchy is not applicable, Location breadcrumbs are

inappropriate.

7. Cookie crumb

Some commentators and programmers alternatively use the term "cookie crumb" (or some

variant) as a synonym to describe the previously mentioned navigation technique, but this

usage is considered incorrect and most likely represents a linguistic corruption of the original

"breadcrumb" metaphor. This misuse is further problematic because "cookie crumb" is often

used to describe a datum or parameter inside an HTTP cookie file; another technology used

on the web that is nonetheless distinct from the navigational method.
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8. Global Positioning System (GPS)

Advanced GPS tools may keep track of the motion of a GPS device bearer by recording the

positions of the traveller at specified time moments and presenting them at a GPS display as a

"breadcrumb trail" of position markers.

Topic : Accessibility Issues

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Assistive technologies used for web browsing

 Define and explain the Guidelines on accessible web design

 Define and explain the Other guidelines

 Define and explain the Essential Components of Web Accessibility

 Define and explain the Website accessibility audits

Definition/Overview:

Web accessibility: Web accessibility refers to the practice of making websites usable by

people of all abilities and disabilities. When sites are correctly designed, developed and

edited, all users can have equal access to information and functionality. For example, when a

site is coded with semantically meaningful HTML, with textual equivalents provided for

images and with links named meaningfully, this helps blind users using text-to-speech

software and/or text-to-Braille hardware.
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Key Points:

1. Overview

When text and images are large and/or enlargable, it is easier for users with poor sight to read

and understand the content. When links are underlined (or otherwise differentiated) as well as

coloured, this ensures that color blind users will be able to notice them. When clickable links

and areas are large, this helps users who cannot control a mouse with precision. When pages

are coded so that users can navigate by means of the keyboard alone, or a single switch

access device alone, this helps users who cannot use a mouse or even a standard keyboard.

When videos are closed captioned or a sign language version is available, deaf and hard of

hearing users can understand video. When flashing effects are avoided or made optional,

users prone to seizures caused by these effects are not put at risk. And when content is written

in plain language and illustrated with instructional diagrams and animations, users with

dyslexia and learning difficulties are better able to understand the content. When sites are

correctly built and maintained, all of these users can be accommodated while not impacting

on the usability of the site for non-disabled users.

The needs that Web accessibility aims to address include:

 Visual: Visual impairments including blindness, various common types of low vision and

poor eyesight, various types of color blindness;

 Motor/Mobility: e.g. difficulty or inability to use the hands, including tremors, muscle

slowness, loss of fine muscle control, etc., due to conditions such as Parkinson's Disease,

muscular dystrophy, cerebral palsy, stroke;

 Auditory: Deafness or hearing impairments, including individuals who are hard of hearing;

 Seizures: Photoepileptic seizures caused by visual strobe or flashing effects.

 Cognitive/Intellectual: Developmental disabilities, learning disabilities (dyslexia, dyscalculia,

etc.), and cognitive disabilities of various origins, affecting memory, attention, developmental

"maturity," problem-solving and logic skills, etc.;

2. Assistive technologies used for web browsing

Individuals living with a disability use assistive technologies such as the following to enable

and assist web browsing:
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 Screen reader software, which can read out, using synthesized speech, either selected

elements of what is being displayed on the monitor (helpful for users with reading or learning

difficulties), or which can read out everything that is happening on the computer (used by

blind and vision impaired users).

 Braille terminals, consisting of a Refreshable Braille display which renders text as Braille

characters (usually by means of raising pegs through holes in a flat surface) and either a

QWERTY or Braille keyboard.

 Screen magnification software, which enlarges what is displayed on the computer monitor,

making it easier to read for vision impaired users.

 Speech recognition software that can accept spoken commands to the computer, or turn

dictation into grammatically correct text - useful for those who have difficulty using a mouse

or a keyboard.

 Keyboard overlays, which can make typing easier and more accurate for those who have

motor control difficulties.

3. Guidelines on accessible web design

3.1 Web Content Accessibility Guidelines

In 1999 the Web Accessibility Initiative, a project by the World Wide Web

Consortium (W3C), published the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines WCAG 1.0.

In recent years, these have been widely accepted as the definitive guidelines on how

to create accessible websites.

On 11 December 2008, the WAI released the WCAG 2.0 as a Recommendation.

WCAG 2.0 aims to be up to date and more technology neutral.

3.2 Criticism of WAI guidelines

For a general criticism of the W3C process, read Putting the user at the heart of the

W3C process. In articles such as WCAC 2.0: The new W3C guidelines evaluated, To

Hell with WCAG 2.0 and Testability Costs Too Much, the WAI has been criticised

for allowing WCAG 1.0 to get increasingly out of step with today's technologies and

techniques for creating and consuming web content, for the slow pace of development

of WCAG 2.0, for making the new guidelines difficult to navigate and understand,
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and other argued failings. In one attempt to provide guidelines that are designed to be

up to date, easier to understand, and more relevant and practical to typical web

development projects, Joe Clark's WCAG Samurai project has published an unofficial

set of errata to WCAG 1.0.

4. Other guidelines

4.1 Canada

Canada has the Common Look and Feel Standards requiring federal government

internet websites to meet Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 1.0

Checkpoints Priorities 1 and 2 (Double A conformance level). The standards have

existed since 2000 and were updated in 2007.

4.2 Philippines

As part of the Web Accessibility Initiatives in the Philippines, the government

through the National Council for the Welfare of Disabled Persons (NCWDP) board

approved the recommendation of forming an adhoc or core group of webmasters that

will help in the implementation of the Biwako Millennium Framework set by the

UNESCAP.

The Philippines was also the place where the Interregional Seminar and Regional

Demonstration Workshop on Accessible Information and Communications

Technologies (ICT) to Persons with Disabilities was held where eleven countries from

Asia- Pacific were represented. The Manila Accessible Information and

Communications Technologies Design Recommendations was drafted and adopted in

2003.

4.3 Sweden

In Sweden, Verva, the Swedish Administrative Development Agency is responsible

for a set of guidelines for Swedish public sector web sites. Through the guidelines,

Web accessibility is presented as an integral part of the overall development process

and not as a separate issue.
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The Swedish guidelines contain criteria which cover the entire lifecycle of a website;

from its conception to the publication of live web content. These criteria address

several areas which should be considered, including:

o accessibility

o usability

o web standards

o privacy issues

o information architecture

o developing content for the web

o Content Management Systems (CMS) / authoring tools selection.

o development of web content for mobile devices.

An English translation was released in April 2008: Swedish National Guidelines for

Public Sector Websites The translation is based on the latest version of Guidelines

which was released in 2006.

5. Essential Components of Web Accessibility

In order for the web to be accessible, 7 components must be included: 1) the content on Web

pages must be natural information (text, images, and sound) 2) Web browsers and media

players 3) assistive technology software's 4) users' knowledge and experience using the Web

5) Developers 6) Authoring tools 7) Evaluation tools

 These components interact with each other to create an environment that is accessible to

people with disabilities.

"Web developers usually use authoring tools and evaluation tools to create Web Content.

People ("users") use Web browsers, media players, assistive technologies or other "user

agents" to get and interact with the content."

6. Website accessibility audits

A growing number of organizations, companies and consultants offer website accessibility

audits. These audits, a type of system testing, identify accessibility problems that exist within
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a website, and provide advice and guidance on the steps that need to be taken to correct these

problems.

A range of methods are used to audit websites for accessibility:

 Automated tools are available which can identify some of the problems that are present.

 Expert technical reviewers, knowledgeable in web design technologies and accessibility, can

review a representative selection of pages and provide detailed feedback and advice based on

their findings.

 User testing, usually overseen by technical experts, involves setting tasks for ordinary users

to carry out on the website, and reviewing the problems these users encounter as they try to

carry out the tasks.

 Each of these methods has its strengths and weaknesses:

 Automated tools can process many pages in a relatively short length of time, but can only

identify some of the accessibility problems that might be present in the website.

 Technical expert review will identify many of the problems that exist, but the process is time

consuming, and many websites are too large to make it possible for a person to review every

page.

 User testing combines elements of usability and accessibility testing, and is valuable for

identifying problems that might otherwise be overlooked, but needs to be used

knowledgeably to avoid the risk of basing design decisions on one user's preferences.

Topic : Html And Xhtml

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Valid XHTML documents

 Define and explain the XHTML Relationship to HTML

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the HTML markup
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 Define and explain Elements of HTML

 Define and explain the Semantic HTML

 Define and explain the Delivery of HTML

 Define and explain the Delivery of HTML

 Define and explain the HTML e-mail

Definition/Overview:

HTML: HTML, an initialism of HyperText Markup Language, is the predominant markup

language for web pages. It provides a means to describe the structure of text-based

information in a document by denoting certain text as links, headings, paragraphs, lists, and

so on and to supplement that text with interactive forms, embedded images, and other objects.

HTML is written in the form of tags, surrounded by angle brackets.

XML: The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a general-purpose specification for

creating custom markup languages. It is classified as an extensible language because it allows

its users to define their own elements. Its primary purpose is to facilitate the sharing of

structured data across different information systems, particularly via the Internet, and it is

used both to encode documents and to serialize data. In the latter context, it is comparable

with other text-based serialization languages such as JSON and YAML.

Key Points:

1. Overview

HTML can also describe, to some degree, the appearance and semantics of a document, and

can include embedded scripting language code (such as JavaScript) which can affect the

behavior of Web browsers and other HTML processors.

HTML is also often used to refer to content in specific languages, such as a MIME type

text/html, or even more broadly as a generic term for HTML, whether in its XML-descended

form (such as XHTML 1.0 and later) or its form descended directly from SGML (such as

HTML 4.01 and earlier).

By convention, HTML format data files use a file extension .html or .htm.. XML started as a

simplified subset of the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML), and is designed to
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be relatively human-legible. By adding semantic constraints, application languages can be

implemented in XML. These include XHTML, RSS, MathML, GraphML, Scalable Vector

Graphics, MusicXML, and thousands of others. Moreover, XML is sometimes used as the

specification language for such application languages.

XML is recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). It is a fee-free open

standard. The recommendation specifies both the lexical grammar and the requirements for

parsing.

2. HTML markup

HTML markup consists of several key components, including elements (and their attributes),

character-based data types, and character references and entity references. Another important

component is the document type declaration, which specifies the Document Type Definition.

As of HTML 5, no Document Type Definition will need to be specified, and will only

determine the layout mode.

The Hello world program, a common computer program employed for comparing

programming languages, scripting languages, and markup languages is made of 8 lines of

code in HTML, albeit line breaks and the <!DOCTYPE> tag, or the document type

declaration, are optional:

3. Elements of HTML

Elements are the basic structure for HTML markup. Elements have two basic properties:

attributes and content. Each attribute and each element's content has certain restrictions that

must be followed for a HTML document to be considered valid. An element usually has a

start tag (e.g. <element-name>) and an end tag (e.g. </element-name>). The element's

attributes are contained in the start tag and content is located between the tags (e.g. <element-

name attribute="value">Content</element-name>). Some elements, such as <br>, do not

have any content and must not have a closing tag. Listed below are several types of markup

elements used in HTML.
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3.1 Structural markup

Structural markup describes the purpose of text. For example,

<h2>Golf</h2>establishes "Golf" as a second-level heading, which would be

rendered in a browser in a manner similar to the "HTML markup" title at the start of

this section. Structural markup does not denote any specific rendering, but most Web

browsers have standardized on how elements should be formatted. Text may be

further styled with Cascading Style Sheets (CSS).

3.2 Presentational markup

Presentational markup describes the appearance of the text, regardless of its function.

For example <b>boldface</b> indicates that visual output devices should render

"boldface" in bold text, but gives no indication what devices which are unable to do

this (such as aural devices that read the text aloud) should do. In the case of both

<b>bold</b> and <i>italic</i>, there are elements which usually have an equivalent

visual rendering but are more semantic in nature, namely <strong>strong

emphasis</strong> and <em>emphasis</em>respectively. It is easier to see how an

aural user agent should interpret the latter two elements. However, they are not

equivalent to their presentational counterparts: it would be undesirable for a screen-

reader to emphasize the name of a book, for instance, but on a screen such a name

would be italicized. Most presentational markup elements have become deprecated

under the HTML 4.0 specification, in favor of CSS based style design.

3.3 Hypertext markup

Hypertext markup links parts of the document to other documents. HTML up through

version XHTML 1.1 requires the use of an anchor element to create a hyperlink in the

flow of text: <a>Wikipedia</a>. However, the href attribute must also be set to a

valid URL so for example the HTML code, <a

href="http://en.wikipedia.org/">Wikipedia</a>, will render the word "Wikipedia" as a

hyperlink.To link on an image, the anchor tag use the following syntax: <a

href="url"><img /Classroom/images/0735710791/src="image.gif" alt="alternative

text" width="50" height="50"></a>
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4. Semantic HTML

There is no official specification called "Semantic HTML". Semantic HTML refers to a

practice to create documents with HTML that contain only the author's intended meaning,

without any reference to how this meaning is presented. It is part of the idea of separation of

presentation and content. For example, the emphasis element (<em>) and the italics element

(<i>) are functionally identical at default, but have two different meanings. The meaning

behind the markup is important in semantic HTML.

CSS is typically used to create presentational effects for semantic HTML. With CSS, a

designer can create the content with the appropriate, semantic markup and then use CSS to

alter the appearance of their markup. The idea is that strictly presentational elements (such as

italics or bold lettering) should not be used in the code and that any use of presentational

elements should have some meaning attached to it, such as a citation.

The benefit of semantic HTML is that presentation of the text will be consistently applied, so

long as the proper markup is consistently applied. Moreover, it allows for easy change of

presentation, by simply editing the style sheets as well as being able to transfer the text from

one site to another.

The main disadvantage is that HTML does not contain enough markup tags to describe every

single conceivable description or meaning. As such, people will typically use the division

(<div>) tag along with a set of pre-defined classes or IDs to properly mark up text for their

intended meaning. If the designer has a glut of sections or meanings that don't fit well with

HTML's markup, they may be forced to use a lot of division (<div>) tags, which could easily

obfuscate the code.

5. Delivery of HTML

HTML documents can be delivered by the same means as any other computer file; however,

they are most often delivered either by HTTP from a Web server or by e-mail.

6. HTTP

The World Wide Web is composed primarily of HTML documents transmitted from Web

servers to Web browsers using the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). However, HTTP is
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used to serve images, sound, and other content in addition to HTML. To allow the Web

browser to know how to handle each document it receives, other information is transmitted

along with the document. This metadata usually includes the MIME type (e.g. text/html or

application/xhtml+xml) and the character encoding (see Character encodings in HTML).

In modern browsers, the MIME type that is sent with the HTML document may affect how

the document is initially interpreted. A document sent with the XHTML MIME type is

expected to be well-formed XML, and syntax errors may cause the browser to fail to render

it. The same document sent with the HTML MIME type might be displayed successfully,

since some browsers are more lenient with HTML.

The W3C recommendations state that XHTML 1.0 documents that follow guidelines set forth

in the recommendation's Appendix C may be labeled with either MIME Type. The current

XHTML 1.1 Working Draft also states that XHTML 1.1 documents should be labeled with

either MIME type.

7. HTML e-mail

Most graphical e-mail clients allow the use of a subset of HTML (often ill-defined) to

provide formatting and semantic markup not available with plain text. This may include

typographic information like coloured headings, emphasized and quoted text, inline images

and diagrams. Many such clients include both a GUI editor for composing HTML e-mail

messages and a rendering engine for displaying them. Use of HTML in e-mail is

controversial because of compatibility issues, because it can help disguise phishing attacks,

because it can confuse spam filters and because the message size is larger than plain text.

8. Naming conventions

The most common filename extension for files containing HTML is .html. A common

abbreviation of this is .htm, which originated because some early operating systems and file

systems, such as DOS and FAT, limited file extensions to three letters. See 8.3 filename.

9. XHTMLRelationship to HTML

HTML is the antecedent technology to XHTML. The changes from HTML to first-generation

XHTML 1.0 are minor and are mainly to achieve conformance with XML. The most
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important change is the requirement that the document must be well-formed and that all

elements must be explicitly closed as required in XML. In XML, all element and attribute

names are case-sensitive, so the XHTML approach has been to define all tag names to be

lowercase.

This contrasts with some earlier established traditions which began around the time of HTML

2.0, when many used uppercase tags. In XHTML, all attribute values must be enclosed by

quotes; either single (') or double (") quotes may be used. In contrast, this was sometimes

optional in SGML-based HTML, where attributes can omit quotes in certain cases. All

elements must also be explicitly closed, including empty (aka singleton) elements such as

img and br. This can be done by adding a closing slash to the start tag, e.g., <img /> and <br

/>. Attribute minimization (e.g., <option selected>) is also prohibited, as the attribute selected

contains no explicit value; instead this would be written as< option selected="selected">.

HTML elements which are optional in the content model will not appear in the DOM tree

unless they are explicitly specified. For example, an XHTML page must have a <body>

element, and a table will not have a <tbody> element unless the author specifies one.

The XHTML 1.0 recommendation devotes a section to differences between HTML and

XHTML. The WHATWG wiki similarly considers differences that arise with the use of

(X)HTML5. Because XHTML and HTML are closely related technologies, sometimes they

are written about and documented in parallel. In such circumstances, some authors conflate

the two names by using a parenthetical notation, such as (X)HTML. This indicates that the

documentati on and principles can be considered to apply generally to both standards.

10. Valid XHTML documents

An XHTML document that conforms to an XHTML specification is said to be valid. Validity

assures consistency in document code, which in turn eases processing, but does not

necessarily ensure consistent rendering by browsers. A document can be checked for validity

with the W3C Markup Validation Service. In practice, many web development programs

provide code validation based on the W3C standards.
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Topic : Web File Formats

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Image file compression

 Define and explain the Major graphic file formats

 Define and explain the Raster formats

 Define and explain the Vector formats

Definition/Overview:

A file format is a particular way to encode information for storage in a computer file.

The Exif (Exchangeable image file) format is an algorithm incorporated in the JPEG software

used in most cameras. Its purpose is to record and to standardize the exchange of data

between digital cameras and editing and viewing software.

CGM (Computer Graphics Metafile) is a file format for 2D vector graphics, raster graphics,

and text, and is defined by ISO/IEC 8632. All graphical elements can be specified in a textual

source file that can be compiled into a binary file or one of two text representations.

JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) files are a lossy format (in most cases). The DOS

filename extension is JPG, although other operating systems may use JPEG. Nearly all digital

cameras have the option to save images in JPEG format.

TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) is a flexible image format that normally saves 8 or 16 bits

per color red, green and blue for a total of 24 or 48 bits, and uses a filename extension of

TIFF or TIF.

RAW refers to a family of raw image formats that are options available on some digital

cameras. These formats usually use a lossless or nearly-lossless compression, and produce

file sizes much smaller than the TIFF formats of full-size processed images from the same

cameras.
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The PNG (Portable Network Graphics) file format is regarded, and was made, as the free and

open-source successor to the GIF file format. The PNG file format supports true color (16

million colors) whereas the GIF file format only allows 256 colors.

GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) is limited to an 8-bit palette, or 256 colors. This makes

the GIF format suitable for storing graphics with relatively few colors such as simple

diagrams, shapes, logos and cartoon style images

Key Points:

1. Overview

Since a disk drive, or indeed any computer storage, can store only bits, the computer must

have some way of converting information to 0s and 1s and vice-versa. There are different

kinds of formats for different kinds of information. Within any format type, e.g., word

processor documents, there will typically be several different formats. Sometimes these

formats compete with each other.

2. Image file compression

There are two types of image file compression algorithms: lossy and lossless.

2.1 Lossless compression

Lossless compression algorithms reduce file size with no loss in image quality,

though they usually do not compress to as small a file as a lossy method does. When

image quality is valued above file size, lossless algorithms are typically chosen.

2.2 Lossy compression

Lossy compression algorithms take advantage of the inherent limitations of the human

eye and discard information that cannot be seen. Most lossy compression algorithms

allow for variable levels of quality (compression) and as these levels are increased,

file size is reduced. At the highest compression levels, image deterioration becomes

noticeable. This deterioration is known as compression artifacting.
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The images linked below demonstrate the noticeable artifacting associated with lossy

compression algorithms. Click on the thumbnail image to view the full size version.

The data is recorded for individual images and includes such things as: camera settings, time

and date, shutter speed, exposure, image size, compression, name of camera, color

information, etc. When images are viewed or edited by image editors, such as Paint Shop Pro,

all of this image information can be displayed.

3. Major graphic file formats

There are many graphic file formats, if we include the proprietary types. The PNG, JPEG,

and GIF formats are most often used to display images on the Internet. These graphic formats

are listed and briefly described below, separated into the two main families of graphics: raster

and vector.

4. Raster formats

These formats store images as bitmaps (also known as pixmaps).

4.1 JPEG

The JPEG format supports 8 bits per color red, green, and blue, for 24-bit total and

produces relatively small file sizes. The compression when not too severe does not

detract noticeably from the image. But JPEG files can suffer generational degradation

when repeatedly edited and saved. Photographic images may be better stored in a

lossless non-JPEG format if they will be re-edited in future, or if the presence of small

"artifacts" (blemishes), due to the nature of the JPEG compression algorithm, is

unacceptable. JPEG is also used as the image compression algorithm in many Adobe

PDF files.

4.2 TIFF

TIFF's flexibility is both a feature and a curse, with no single reader capable of

handling all the different varieties of TIFF files. TIFF can be lossy or lossless. Some

types of TIFF files offer relatively good lossless compression for bi-level (black and

white, no grey) images. Some high-end digital cameras have the option to save
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images in the TIFF format, using the LZW compression algorithm for lossless

storage. The TIFF image format is not widely supported by web browsers. TIFF is

still widely accepted as a photograph file standard in the printing industry. TIFF is

capable of handling device-specific color spaces, such as the CMYK defined by a

particular set of printing press inks.

4.3 RAW

The raw formats are not standardized or documented, and differ among camera

manufacturers. Many graphic programs and image editors may not accept some or all

of them, and some older ones have been effectively orphaned already. Adobe's Digital

Negative specification is an attempt at standardizing a raw image format to be used by

cameras, or for archival storage of image data converted from proprietary raw image

formats.

4.4 PNG

PNG excels when the image has large areas of uniform color. The lossless PNG

format is best suited for editing pictures, and the lossy formats like JPG are best for

final distribution of photographic-type images because of smaller file size. Many

older browsers do not yet support the PNG file format,however with the release of

Internet Explorer 7 all popular modern browsers fully support PNG. The Adam7-

interlacing allows an early preview even when only a small percentage of the data of

the image has been transmitted.

4.5 GIF

. The GIF format supports animation and is still widely used to provide image

animation effects. It also uses a lossless compression that is more effective when large

areas have a single color, and ineffective for detailed images or dithered images.

4.6 BMP

The BMP file format (Windows bitmap) is used internally in the Microsoft Windows

operating system to handle graphics images. These files are typically not compressed,
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resulting in large files. The main advantage of BMP files is their wide acceptance,

simplicity, and use in Windows programs.

4.7 PPM, PGM, PBM, PNM

Netpbm format is a family including the portable pixmap file format (PPM), the

portable graymap file format (PGM) and the portable bitmap file format (PBM).

These are ASCII files that provide very basic functionality and serve as a least-

common-denominator for converting pixmap, graymap, or bitmap files between

different platforms. Several applications refer to them collectively as the PNM format

(portable anymap).

5. Vector formats

As opposed to the raster image formats above (where the data describes the characteristics of

each individual pixel), vector image formats contain a geometric description which can be

rendered smoothly at any desired display size.

Vector file formats can contain bitmap data as well. 3D graphic file formats are technically

vector formats with pixel data texture mapping on the surface of a vector virtual object,

warped to match the angle of the viewing perspective.

At some point, all vector graphics must be rasterized in order to be displayed on digital

monitors. However, vector images can be displayed with analog CRT technology such as that

used in some electronic test equipment, medical monitors, radar displays, laser shows and

early video games. Plotters are printers that use vector data rather than pixel data to draw

graphics.

5.1 CGM

CGM provides a means of graphics data interchange for computer representation of

2D graphical information independent from any particular application, system,

platform, or device. It has been adapted to some extent in the areas of technical

illustration and professional design, but has largely been superseded by formats such

as SVG and DXF.
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5.2 SVG

SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) is an open standard created and developed by the

World Wide Web Consortium to address the need (and attempts of several

corporations) for a versatile, scriptable and all-purpose vector format for the web and

otherwise. The SVG format does not have a compression scheme of its own, but due

to the textual nature of XML, an SVG graphic can be compressed using a program

such as gzip. Because of its scripting potential, SVG is a key component in web

applications: interactive web pages that look and act like applications.

Topic : Speedy Graphics

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Famous users

 Define and explain the Graflex manufacturing history

Definition/Overview:

In digital signal processing, anti-aliasingis the technique of minimizing the distortion

artifacts known as aliasing when representing a high-resolution signal at a lower resolution.

Anti-aliasing is used in digital photography, computer graphics, digital audio, and many other

applications.
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Key Points:

1. Overview

In the image domain, aliasing artifacts can appear as wavy lines or bands, moir patterns,

popping, strobing, or as unwanted sparkling. In the sound domain they can appear as rough,

dissonant, or spurious tones, or as noise.

Anti-aliasing means removing signal components that have a higher frequency than is able to

be properly resolved by the recording (or sampling) device. This removal is done before

(re)sampling at a lower resolution. When sampling is performed without removing this part

of the signal, it causes undesirable artifacts such as the black-and-white noise near the top of

figure 1-a below.

In signal acquisition and audio, anti-aliasing is often done using an analog anti-aliasing filter

to remove the out-of-band component of the input signal prior to sampling with an analog-to-

digital converter. In digital photography, optical anti-aliasing filters are made of birefringent

materials, and smooth the signal in the spatial optical domain. The anti-aliasing filter

essentially blurs the image slightly in order to reduce resolution to below the limit of the

digital sensor (the larger the pixel pitch, the lower the achievable resolution at the sensor

level).

2. Famous users

Perhaps the most famous Speed Graphic user was NYC press photographer Arthur "Weegee"

Fellig, who covered New Yorkin the 1930s & '40's.

The 1942-1954 Pulitzer Prizes for photography were taken with Speed Graphic cameras. A

few winning photographs after 1954 were taken with Rolleiflex or Kodak cameras. 1961 was

the last Pulitzer Prize-winning photograph with a Speed Graphic, which taken by Yasushi

Nagao showing Otoya Yamaguchi assassinating Inejiro Asanuma on stage.

In 2004, American photojournalist David Burnett used his Speed Graphic with a 178mm f/2.5

Aero-Ektar lens removed from a K-24 aerial camera to cover John Kerry's presidential

campaign.
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3. Graflex manufacturing history

The company name changed several times over the years as it was absorbed and then released

by the Kodak empire, finally becoming a division of the Singer Corporation and then

dissolved in 1973. The award winning Graflex plant in suburban Pittsford, New York is still

standing and is home to the MOSCOM Corporation.

Topic : Color Issues

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Usage

 Define and explain the Physics of color

 Define and explain the Spectral colors

 Define and explain the Color of objects

Definition/Overview:

sRGBis a standard RGB (Red Green Blue) color space created cooperatively by HP and

Microsoft for use on monitors, printers, and the Internet.

Key Points:

1. Overview

sRGB uses the ITU-R BT.709-5 primaries, the same as are used in studio monitors and

HDTV, and a transfer function (gamma curve) typical of CRTs. This specification allows

sRGB to be directly displayed on typical monitors, a factor which greatly aided its

acceptance.
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Unlike most other RGB color spaces, the sRGB gamma can not be expressed as a single

numerical value. The overall gamma is approximately 2.2, consisting of a linear (gamma 1.0)

section near black, and a non-linear section elsewhere involving a 2.4 exponent and a gamma

(slope of log output versus log input) changing from 1.0 through about 2.3.

2. Usage

As the recommended color space for the Internet, sRGB should be used for editing and

saving all images intended for publication to the WWW; however, due to sRGB's somewhat

limited gamut, images intended for professional printing via a fully color-managed workflow,

e.g., prepress output, should choose another color space such as Adobe RGB (1998), which

allows for a wider gamut.

Images intended for the Internet and created in one of the other color spaces may be

converted to sRGB when editing, using a suitable editing program, e.g., Paint Shop Pro or

Adobe Photoshop; ideally, the original non-sRGB file should be saved and the conversion to

sRGB done on a copy, as some loss of image information occurs when converting to the

narrower color space.

Due to the standardization of sRGB on the Internet, on computers, and on printers, many low-

to medium-end consumer digital cameras and scanners use sRGB as the default (or only

available) working color space. Used in conjunction with an inkjet printer, an sRGB image

produces what is often regarded as satisfactory for home use. However, consumer-level

camera LCDs are typically uncalibrated, meaning that even though the image is being

labelled as sRGB, one can't conclude that the image is color-accurate on the LCD.

The two dominant programming interfaces for 3D graphics, OpenGL and Direct3D, have

both incorporated sRGB. OpenGL 2.1 incorporates sRGB textures first introduced by the

EXT_texture_sRGB extension. OpenGL's EXT_framebuffer_sRGB extensionsupports

rendering into framebuffers assuming either a linear or sRGB color space.DirectX 9 supports

sRGB textures and rendering into sRGB surfaces using Direct3D.

In color management, an ICC profile is a set of data that characterizes a color input or output

device, or a color space, according to standards promulgated by the International Color

Consortium (ICC). Profiles describe the color attributes of a particular device or viewing
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requirement by defining a mapping between the device source or target color space and a

profile connection space (PCS). This PCS is either CIELAB (L*a*b*) or CIEXYZ. Mappings

may be specified using tables, to which interpolation is applied, or through a series of

parameters for transformations.

Every device that captures or displays color can have its own profile. Some manufacturers

provide profiles for their products, and there are several products that allow end users to

generate their own color profile, typically through the use of a colorimeter.

The ICC defines the format precisely but does not define algorithms or processing details.

This means there is room for variation between different applications and systems that work

with ICC profiles. The current version of the specification is 4.2.

3. Physics of color

Electromagnetic radiation is characterized by its wavelength (or frequency) and its intensity.

When the wavelength is within the visible spectrum (the range of wavelengths humans can

perceive, approximately from 380 nm to 740 nm), it is known as "visible light".

Most light sources emit light at many different wavelengths; a source's spectrum is a

distribution giving its intensity at each wavelength. Although the spectrum of light arriving at

the eye from a given direction determines the color sensation in that direction, there are many

more possible spectral combinations than color sensations. In fact, one may formally define a

color as a class of spectra that give rise to the same color sensation, although such classes

would vary widely among different species, and to a lesser extent among individuals within

the same species. In each such class the members are called metamersof the color in question.

[Figure 1: Continuous optical spectrum (designed for monitors with gamma 1.5).]

4. Spectral colors

The familiar colors of the rainbow in the spectrum named using the Latin word for

appearanceor apparition by Isaac Newton in 1671 include all those colors that can be

produced by visible light of a single wavelength only, the pure spectral or monochromatic
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colors. The table at right shows approximate frequencies (in terahertz) and wavelengths (in

nanometers) for various pure spectral colors. The wavelengths are measured in vacuum (see

refraction).

The color table should not be interpreted as a definitive list the pure spectral colors form a

continuous spectrum, and how it is divided into distinct colors is a matter of culture, taste,

and language. A common list identifies six main bands: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and

violet. Newton's conception included a seventh color, indigo, between blue and violet but

most people do not distinguish it, and most color scientists do not recognize it as a separate

color; it is sometimes designated as wavelengths of 420440 nm.

The intensityof a spectral color may alter its perception considerably; for example, a low-

intensity orange-yellow is brown, and a low-intensity yellow-green is olive-green.

For discussion of non-spectral colors.

5. Color of objects

The color of an object depends on both the physics of the object in its environment and the

characteristics of the perceiving eye and brain. Physically, objects can be said to have the

color of the light leaving their surfaces, which normally depends on the spectrum of the

incident illumination and the reflectance properties of the surface, as well as potentially on

the angles of illumination and viewing. Some objects not only reflect light, but also transmit

light or emit light themselves (see below), which contribute to the color also. And a viewer's

perception of the object's color depends not only on the spectrum of the light leaving its

surface, but also on a host of contextual cues, so that the color tends to be perceived as

relatively constant: that is, relatively independent of the lighting spectrum, viewing angle, etc.

This effect is known as color constancy.

Some generalizations of the physics can be drawn, neglecting perceptual effects for now:

 Light arriving at an opaque surface is either reflected "specularly" (that is, in the manner of a

mirror), scattered (that is, reflected with diffuse scattering), or absorbed or some combination

of these.

 Opaque objects that do not reflect specularly (which tend to have rough surfaces) have their

color determined by which wavelengths of light they scatter more and which they scatter less

(with the light that is not scattered being absorbed). If objects scatter all wavelengths, they

appear white. If they absorb all wavelengths, they appear black.
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 Opaque objects that specularly reflect light of different wavelengths with different

efficiencies look like mirrors tinted with colors determined by those differences. An object

that reflects some fraction of impinging light and absorbs the rest may look black but also be

faintly reflective; examples are black objects coated with layers of enamel or lacquer.

 Objects that transmit light are either translucent (scattering the transmitted light) or

transparent (not scattering the transmitted light). If they also absorb (or reflect) light of

varying wavelengths differentially, they appear tinted with a color determined by the nature

of that absorption (or that reflectance).

 Objects may emit light that they generate themselves, rather than merely reflecting or

transmitting light. They may do so because of their elevated temperature (they are then said

to be incandescent), as a result of certain chemical reactions (a phenomenon called

chemoluminescence), or for other reasons (see the articles Phosphorescence and List of light

sources).

 Objects may absorb light and then as a consequence emit light that has different properties.

They are then called fluorescent (if light is emitted only while light is absorbed) or

phosphorescent (if light is emitted even after light ceases to be absorbed; this term is also

sometimes loosely applied to light emitted due to chemical reactions).

To summarize, the color of an object is a complex result of its surface properties, its

transmission properties, and its emission properties, all of which factors contribute to the mix

of wavelengths in the light leaving the surface of the object. The perceived color is then

further conditioned by the nature of the ambient illumination, and by the color properties of

other objects nearby, via the effect known as color constancy and via other characteristics of

the perceiving eye and brain.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Browser-Safe Color

Html Color Tags

Background Tiles

Transparent Gifs

Rules Bullets

Javascript: Rollovers More
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Topic : Browser-Safe Color

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Hex triplet

 Define and explain the Converting RGB to hexadecimal

Definition/Overview:

Web colors are colors used in designing web pages, and the methods for describing and

specifying those colors.

"Web-safe" colors had a flaw in that, on systems such as X11 where the palette is shared

between applications, smaller color cubes (5x5x5 or 4x4x4) were often allocated by browsers

thus, the "web safe" colors would actually dither on such systems. Better results were

obtained by providing an image with a larger range of colors and allowing the browser to

quantize the color space if needed, rather than suffer the quality loss of a double quantization.

Key Points:

1. Overview

Authors of web pages have a variety of options available for specifying colors for elements of

web documents. Colors may be specified as an RGB triplet in hexadecimal format (a hex

triplet); they may also be specified according to their common English names in some cases.

Often a color tool or other graphics software is used to generate color values.

The first versions of Mosaic and Netscape Navigator used the X11 color names as the basis

for their color lists, as both started as X Window System applications.

Web colors have an unambiguous colorimetric definition, sRGB, which relates the

chromaticities of a particular phosphor set, a given transfer curve, adaptive whitepoint, and
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viewing conditions. These have been chosen to be similar to many real-world monitors and

viewing conditions, so that even without color management rendering is fairly close to the

specified values. However, user agents vary in the fidelity with which they represent the

specified colors. More advanced user agents use color management to provide better color

fidelity; this is particularly important for Web-to-print applications

Another set of 216 color values is commonly considered to be the "web-safe" color palette,

developed at a time when many computer displays were only capable of displaying 256

colors. A set of colors was needed that could be shown without dithering on 256-color

displays; the number 216 was chosen partly because computer operating systems customarily

reserved sixteen to twenty colors for their own use; it was also selected because it allows

exactly six shades each of red, green, and blue (6 6 6 = 216).

The list of colors is often presented as if it has special properties that render them immune to

dithering. In fact, on 256-color displays applications can set a palette of any selection of

colors that they choose, dithering the rest. These colors were chosen specifically because they

matched the palettes selected by the then leading browser applications. Fortunately, there

were not radically different palettes in use in different popular browsers.

As of 2007, personal computers typically have at least 16-bit color and usually 24-bit

(TrueColor). Even mobile devices have at least 16-bit color, driven by the inclusion of

cameras on cellphones. The use of "web-safe" colors has fallen into practical disuse, but

persisted in culture.

The web-safe palette system persists as being the palette with the greatest number of distinct

colors, where each color can be distinguished individually by human eyes. This led to the use

of web-safe colors in anti-phishing systems.

The "web-safe" colors do not all have names, but each can be specified by an RGB triplet.

Below are the values for the 6 shades of each color out of 256 possible color shades.

Designers were often encouraged to stick to these 216 "web-safe" colors in their websites;

however, 8-bit color displays were much more common when the 216-color palette was

developed than they are now. David Lehn and Hadley Stern have since discovered that only

22 of the 216 colors in the web-safe palette are reliably displayed without inconsistent

remapping on 16-bit computer displays. They called these 22 colors the "really safe" palette;
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it consists mainly of shades of green and yellow, as can be seen in the table above, where the

"really safe" colors are underlined.

2. Hex triplet

A hex triplet is a six-digit, three-byte hexadecimal number used in HTML, CSS, SVG, and

other computing applications, to represent colors. The bytes represent the red, green and blue

components of the color. One byte represents a number in the range 00 to FF (in hexadecimal

notation), or 0 to 255 in decimal notation. This represents the least (0) to the most (255)

intensity of each of the color components. The hex triplet is formed by concatenating three

bytes in hexadecimal notation, in the following order:

Byte 1: red value (color type red)

Byte 2: green value (color type green)

Byte 3: blue value (color type blue)

For example, consider the color where the red/green/blue values are decimal numbers:

red=36, green=104, blue=160 (a greyish-blue color). The decimal numbers 36, 104 and 160

are equivalent to the hexadecimal numbers 24, 68 and A0 respectively. The hex triplet is

obtained by concatenating the 6 hexadecimal digits together, 2468A0 in this example.

Note that if any one of the three color values is less than 16 (decimal) or 10 (hex), it must be

represented with a leading zero so that the triplet always has exactly six digits. For example,

the decimal triplet 4, 8, 16 would be represented by the hex digits 04, 08, 10, forming the hex

triplet 040810.

The number of colors that can be represented by this system is

An abbreviated, three (hexadecimal) digit form is sometimes used. Expanding this form to

the six-digit form is as simple as doubling each digit: 09C becomes 0099CC. This allows

each color value to cover its full range from 00 to FF. However, the three-digit form is not

interpreted correctly in some versions of Opera.
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3. Converting RGB to hexadecimal

Converting a decimal RGB value to a hexadecimal value is fairly straightforward. RGB

values are usually given in the 0-255 range; if they are in the 0-1 range, the values are

multiplied by 255 before conversion. This number divided by 16 (integer division; ignoring

any remainder) gives us the first hexadecimal digit (between 0 and F, where the letters A to F

represent the numbers 10 to 15. See hexadecimal for more details). The remainder gives us

the second hexadecimal digit. For instance the RGB value 201 divides into 12 groups of 16,

thus the first digit is C. A remainder of 9 gives us the hexadecimal number C9. This process

is repeated for each of the three color values. Most modern operating systems have a built-in

calculator to perform conversions between number bases and this can also be done with some

hand-held calculators. This task can also be carried out using various web resources.

Topic : Html Color Tags

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Hex triplet

 Define and explain the Converting RGB to hexadecimal

 Define and explain the HTML color names

 Define and explain the X11 color names

Definition/Overview:

A hex triplet is a six-digit, three-byte hexadecimal number used in HTML, CSS, SVG, and

other computing applications, to represent colors.
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Key Points:

1. Hex triplet

The bytes in Hex triplet represent the red, green and blue components of the color. One byte

represents a number in the range 00 to FF (in hexadecimal notation), or 0 to 255 in decimal

notation. This represents the least (0) to the most (255) intensity of each of the color

components. The hex triplet is formed by concatenating three bytes in hexadecimal notation,

in the following order:

Byte 1: red value (color type red)

Byte 2: green value (color type green)

Byte 3: blue value (color type blue)

For example, consider the color where the red/green/blue values are decimal numbers:

red=36, green=104, blue=160 (a greyish-blue color). The decimal numbers 36, 104 and 160

are equivalent to the hexadecimal numbers 24, 68 and A0 respectively. To obtain the hex

triplet, we simply write the three hex bytes together without spaces, thus: 2468A0.

Note that if any one of the three color values is less than 16 (decimal) or 10 (hex), it must be

represented with a leading zero so that the triplet always has exactly six digits. For example,

the decimal triplet 4, 8, 16 would be represented by the hex digits 04, 08, 10, forming the hex

triplet 040810.

The number of colors that can be represented by this system is

An abbreviated, three (hexadecimal) digit form is sometimes used. Expanding this form to

the six-digit form is as simple as doubling each digit: 09C becomes 0099CC. This allows

each color value to cover its full range from 00 to FF.

2. Converting RGB to hexadecimal

Converting a decimal RGB value to a hexadecimal value is fairly straightforward. Decimal

RGB values are usually given in the 0-255 range; if they are in the 0-1 range, multiply the

value by 255 before conversion. This number divided by 16 (integer division; ignoring any
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remainder) gives us the first hexadecimal digit The remainder gives us the second

hexadecimal digit. For instance the RGB value 201 divides into 12 groups of 16, thus the first

digit is C. A remainder of 9 gives us the hexadecimal number C9. This process is repeated for

each of the three color values. Most modern operating systems have a built-in calculator to

perform conversions between number bases and this can also be done with some hand-held

calculators. This task can also be carried out using various web resources.

3. HTML color names

The HTML 4.01 specification defines sixteen named colors, as follows (names are defined in

this context to be case independent; the table is alphabetically ordered):

Color Hexadecimal Color Hexadecimal Color Hexadecimal Color Hexadecimal

aqua #00FFFF green #008000 navy #000080 silver #C0C0C0

black #000000 grey #808080 olive #808000 teal #008080

blue #0000FF lime #00FF00 purple #800080 white #FFFFFF

fuchsia #FF00FF maroon #800000 red #FF0000 yellow #FFFF00

[Figure 2: These 16 were also specified as sRGB and included in the HTML 3.0

specification which noted "These colors were originally picked as being the standard 16

colors supported with the Windows VGA palette."]

4. X11 color names

In addition, a number of colors are defined by web browsers. A particular browser may not

recognize all of these colors, but as of 2005 all modern general-use browsers support the full

list. Many of these colors are from the list of X11 color names distributed with the X Window

System. These colors were standardized by SVG 1.0, and are accepted by SVG Full user

agents. They are not part of SVG Tiny.

Almost the exact same color names are used in .NET Framework, in the KnownColor and

Color enumerations. The only color difference is DarkSeaGreen which is defined as

8F,BC,8B (instead of 8F,BC,8F). The list of colors actually shipped with the X11 product

varies between implementations, and clashes with certain of the HTML names such as green.

Furthermore, X11 colors are defined as simple RGB (hence, no particular color), rather than
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sRGB. This means that the list of colors found in X11 (e.g. in /usr/lib/X11/rgb.txt) should not

directly be used to choose colors for the web.

The list of web "X11 colors" from the CSS3 specification, along with their hexadecimal and

decimal equivalents, is shown below,compare the alphabetical lists in the W3C standards

5. X11 color names

In addition, a number of colors are defined by web browsers. A particular browser may not

recognize all of these colors, but as of 2005 all modern general-use browsers support the full

list. Many of these colors are from the list of X11 color names distributed with the X Window

System. These colors were standardized by SVG 1.0, and are accepted by SVG Full user

agents. They are not part of SVG Tiny.

Almost the exact same color names are used in .NET Framework, in the KnownColor and

Color enumerations. The only color difference is DarkSeaGreen which is defined as

8F,BC,8B(instead of 8F,BC,8F).

The list of colors actually shipped with the X11 product varies between implementations, and

clashes with certain of the HTML names such as green. Furthermore, X11 colors are defined

as simple RGB (hence, no particular color space), rather than sRGB. This means that the list

of colors found in X11 (e.g. in /usr/lib/X11/rgb.txt) should not directly be used to choose

colors for the web.

Topic : Background Tiles

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Styles of use

 Define and explain the Remote procedure calls

 Define and explain the Service-oriented architecture

 Define and explain the Representational state transfer
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Definition/Overview:

Tile: A tile is a manufactured piece of hard-wearing material such as ceramic, stone, metal,

or even glass. Glass tiles are especially beautiful. Tiles are generally used for covering roofs,

floors, and walls, showers, or other objects such as tabletops. Another category arethe ceiling

tiles, made from lightweight materials such as perlite, wood, and mineral wool. The word is

derived from the French word tuile, which is, in turn, from the Latin word tegula, meaning a

roof tile composed of baked clay. Less precisely, the modern term can refer to any sort of

construction tile or similar object, such as rectangular counters used in playing games (see

tile-based game).

Key Points:

1. Styles of use

Web services are a set of tools that can be used in a number of ways. The three most common

styles of use are RPC, SOA and REST.

2. Remote procedure calls

Architectural elements involved in the XML-RPC.

RPC Web services present a distributed function (or method) call interface that is familiar to

many developers. Typically, the basic unit of RPC Web services is the WSDL operation.

The first Web services tools were focused on RPC, and as a result this style is widely

deployed and supported. However, it is sometimes criticised for not being loosely coupled,

because it was often implemented by mapping services directly to language-specific

functions or method calls. Many vendors felt this approach to be a dead end, and pushed for

RPC to be disallowed in the WS-I Basic Profile.

3. Service-oriented architecture

Web services can also be used to implement architecture according to Service-oriented

architecture (SOA) concepts, where the basic unit of communication is a message, rather than

an operation. This is often referred to as "message-oriented" services.
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SOA Web services are supported by most major software vendors and industry analysts.

Unlike RPC Web services, loose coupling is more likely, because the focus is on the

"contract" that WSDL provides, rather than the underlying implementation details.

4. Representational state transfer

Finally, Representational State Transfer (REST) attempts to describe architectures which use

HTTP or similar protocols by constraining the interface to a set of well-known, standard

operations (like GET, POST, PUT, DELETE for HTTP). Here, the focus is on interacting

with stateful resources, rather than messages or operations. An architecture based on REST

(or is 'RESTful') can use WSDL to describe SOAP messaging over HTTP, which defines the

operations, can be implemented as an abstraction purely on top of SOAP (e.g., WS-Transfer),

or can be created without using SOAP at all.

WSDL version 2.0 offers support for binding to all the HTTP request methods (not only GET

and POST as in version 1.1) so it enables a better implementation of RESTful Web services.

However, support for this specification is still poor in software development kits, which often

offer tools only for WSDL 1.1.

Topic : Transparent Gifs

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Usage

 Define and explain the Palettes
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Definition/Overview:

GIFs: The Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) is a bitmap image format that was introduced

by CompuServe in 1987 and has since come into widespread usage on the World Wide Web

due to its wide support and portability.

The format supports up to 8 bits per pixel, allowing a single image to reference a palette of up

to 256 distinct colors chosen from the 24-bit RGB color space. It also supports animations

and allows a separate palette of 256 colors for each frame. The color limitation makes the

GIF format unsuitable for reproducing color photographs and other images with continuous

color, but it is well-suited for simpler images such as graphics or logos with solid areas of

color.

GIF images are compressed using the Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) lossless data compression

technique to reduce the file size without degrading the visual quality. This compression

technique was patented in 1985. Controversy over the licensing agreement between the patent

holder, Unisys, and CompuServe in 1994 inspired the development of the Portable Network

Graphics (PNG) standard; since then all the relevant patents have expired.

Transparency: Transparency is possible in a number of graphics file formats. The term

transparency is used in various ways by different people, but at its simplest there is "full

transparency" i.e. something that is completely invisible. Of course, only part of a graphic

should be fully transparent, or there would be nothing to see. More complex is "partial

transparency" or "translucency" where the effect is achieved that a graphic is partially

transparent in the same way as colored glass.

Key Points:

1. Overview

Since ultimately a printed page or computer or television screen can only be one color at a

point, partial transparency is always simulated at some level by mixing colors. There are

many different ways to mix colors, so in some cases transparency is ambiguous. In addition,

transparency is often an "extra" for a graphics format, and some graphics programs will

ignore the transparency. Raster file formats that support transparency include GIF, PNG, and

TIFF, through either a transparent color or an alpha channel. Most vector formats implicitly
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support transparency because they simply avoid putting any objects at a given point. This

includes EPS and WMF. For vector graphics this may not strictly be seen as transparency, but

it requires much of the same careful programming as transparency in raster formats.

More complex vector formats may allow transparency combinations between the elements

within the graphic, as well as that above. This includes SVG and PDF. A suitable raster

graphics editor shows transparency by a special pattern, e.g. a chessboard pattern.

2. Usage

 GIFs are suitable for sharp-edged line art (such as logos) with a limited number of colors.

This takes advantage of the format's lossless compression, which favors flat areas of uniform

color with well defined edges (in contrast to JPEG, which favors smooth gradients and softer

images).

 GIFs can also be used to store low-color sprite data for games.

 GIFs can be used for small animations and low-resolution film clips.

 In view of the general limitation on the GIF image palette to 256 colors, it is not usually used

as a format for digital photography. Digital photographers use image file formats capable of

reproducing a greater range of colors, such as TIFF, RAW or the lossy JPEG, which is more

suitable for compressing photographs.

 The PNG format is a popular alternative to GIF images since it uses better compression

techniques and does not have a limit of 256 colors, but PNGs do not support animations. The

MNG and APNG formats, both derived from PNG, support animations, but aren't widely

used.

3. Palettes

GIF is palette based: although any palette selection can be one of millions of shades, the

maximum number that can be used in a frame is 256. These are stored in a "palette", a table

that associates each palette selection number with a specific RGB value. The limitation to

256 colors seemed reasonable at the time of GIF's creation because few people could afford

the hardware to display more. Simple graphics, line drawings, cartoons, and grey-scale

photographs typically need fewer than 256 colors. In addition, one of the colors in the palette

can optionally be set as fully transparent. A transparent pixel takes on the color of the pixel in
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the same positions from the background, which may have been determined by a previous

frame of animation.

There exist ways to dither or diffuse photographs by using pixels of 2 or more different colors

to approximate an in-between color, but this transformation inevitably loses some detail. The

algorithms used to select the palette and to perform the dithering vary widely in output

quality. Additionally, dithering significantly reduces the image's compressibility and thus

works contrary to GIF's main purpose.

In the early days of graphical web browsers, graphics cards with 8-bit buffers (allowing only

256 colors) were common and it was fairly common to make GIF images using the websafe

palette which was based on the common subset of the standard Windows and Macintosh

palettes. This ensured predictable display but severely limited the choice of colors. Now that

24-bit graphics cards are the norm, optimized palettes make less sense when creating images,

though some web designers still advise the use of the web safe palette.

Topic : Rules Bullets

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Security

 Define and explain the Publishing Web pages

Definition/Overview:

Computer users, who save time and money, and who gain conveniences and entertainment,

may or may not have surrendered the right to privacy in exchange for using a number of

technologies including the Web. Worldwide, more than a half billion people have used a

social network service, and of Americans who grew up with the Web, half created an online

profile and are part of a generational shift that could be changing norms. Among services

paid for by advertising, Yahoo! could collect the most data about users of commercial
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websites, about 2,500 bits of information per month about each typical user of its site and its

affiliated advertising network sites. Yahoo! was followed by MySpace with about half that

potential and then by AOL-TimeWarner, Google, Facebook, Microsoft, and eBay.

Key Points:

1. Security

The Web has become criminals' preferred pathway for spreading malware. Cybercrime

carried out on the Web can include identity theft, fraud, espionage and intelligence gathering.

Web-based vulnerabilities now outnumber traditional computer security concerns, and as

measured by Google, about one in ten Web pages may contain malicious code. Most Web-

based attacks take place on legitimate websites, and most, as measured by Sophos, are hosted

in the United States,China and Russia.

The most common of all malware threats is SQL injection attacks against websites. Through

HTML and URIs the Web was vulnerable to attacks like cross-site scripting (XSS) that came

with the introduction of JavaScript and were exacerbated to some degree by Web 2.0 and

Ajax web design that favors the use of scripts. Today by one estimate, 70% of all websites

are open to XSS attacks on their users.

Proposed solutions vary to extremes. Large security vendors like McAfee already design

governance and compliance suites to meet post-9/11 regulations, and some, like Finjan have

recommended active real-time inspection of code and all content regardless of its source.

Some have argued that for enterprise to see security as a business opportunity rather than a

cost center, "ubiquitous, always-on digital rights management" enforced in the infrastructure

by a handful of organizations must replace the hundreds of companies that today secure data

and networks. Jonathan Zittrain has said users sharing responsibility for computing safety is

far preferable to locking down the Internet.

In terms of security as it relates to the 'physical' portion of the World Wide Web/Internet, the

'distributed' nature of the Internet provides security against attack -- as there is no one single

'focus point' through which all Internet traffic is directed, any attempt to 'cripple' the Internet

would only disable a small portion of the whole, and the connecting computers would simply

direct the affected traffic through other, unaffected networks and computers.
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2. Publishing Web pages

Web page production is available to individuals outside the mass media. In order to publish a

Web page, one does not have to go through a publisher or other media institution, and

potential readers could be found in all corners of the globe.

Many different kinds of information are available on the Web, and for those who wish to

know other societies, cultures, and peoples, it has become easier.

The increased opportunity to publish materials is observable in the countless personal and

social networking pages, as well as sites by families, small shops, etc., facilitated by the

emergence of free Web hosting services.

Topic : Javascript: Rollovers More

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Features of Java

 Define and explain the Java Functional

 Define and explain the Prototype-based

 Define and explain the Miscellaneous

Definition/Overview:

JavaScript is a scripting language most often used for client-side web development. It was

the originating dialect of the ECMAScript standard. It is a dynamic, weakly typed, prototype-

based language with first-class functions. JavaScript was influenced by many languages and

was designed to look like Java, but be easier for non-programmers to work with.
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Key Points:

1. Overview

Although best known for its use in websites (as client-side JavaScript), JavaScript is also

used to enable scripting access to objects embedded in other applications.

JavaScript, despite the name, is essentially unrelated to the Java programming language,

although both have the common C syntax, and JavaScript copies many Java names and

naming conventions. The language was originally named "LiveScript" but was renamed in a

co-marketing deal between Netscape and Sun, in exchange for Netscape bundling Sun's Java

runtime with their then-dominant browser. The key design principles within JavaScript are

inherited from the Self programming language.

"JavaScript" is a trademark of Sun Microsystems. It was used under license for technology

invented and implemented by Netscape Communications and current entities such as the

Mozilla Foundation.

The primary use of JavaScript is to write functions that are embedded in or included from

HTML pages and interact with the Document Object Model (DOM) of the page. Some

simple examples of this usage are:

Opening or popping up a new window with programmatic control over the size, position and

'look' of the new window (i.e. whether the menus, toolbars, etc. are visible).

 Validation of web form input values to make sure that they will be accepted before they are

submitted to the server.

 Changing images as the mouse cursor moves over them: This effect is often used to draw the

user's attention to important links displayed as graphical elements.

Because JavaScript code can run locally in a user's browser (rather than on a remote server),

it can respond to user actions quickly, making an application feel more responsive.

Furthermore, JavaScript code can detect user actions which HTML alone cannot, such as

individual keystrokes. Applications such as Gmail take advantage of this: much of the user-

interface logic is written in JavaScript, and JavaScript dispatches requests for information
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(such as the content of an e-mail message) to the server. The wider trend of

Ajaxprogramming similarly exploits this strength.

A JavaScript engine (also known as JavaScript interpreter or JavaScript implementation) is an

interpreter that interprets JavaScript source code and executes the script accordingly. The first

ever JavaScript engine was created by Brendan Eich at Netscape Communications

Corporation, for the Netscape Navigator web browser. The engine, code-named

SpiderMonkey, is implemented in C. It has since been updated (in JavaScript 1.5) to conform

to ECMA-262 Edition 3. The Rhino engine, created primarily by Norris Boyd (also at

Netscape) is a JavaScript implementation in Java. Like SpiderMonkey, Rhino is ECMA-262

Edition 3 compliant.

By far, the most common host environment for JavaScript is a web browser. Web browsers

typically use the public API to create "host objects" responsible for reflecting the DOM into

JavaScript. The web server is another common application of the engine. A JavaScript

webserver would expose host objects representing an HTTP request and response objects,

which a JavaScript program could then manipulate to dynamically generate web pages.

When designing an image map it is important to indicate to the user that the image is mapped.

This may be done by a text instruction accompanying the image (like the one illustrating this

page), by an indication within the image itself, or by a rollover effect which will alert the user

that different sections of the image will respond differently to their interaction. When using

an editor capable of layering images such as Photoshop or GIMP, sections of the image may

be cut and pasted in place over a copy of the image which has reduced brightness. These

highlighted areas will stand out to the user.

Client-side image maps can be implemented so that the user is given a visual indication of

what can be clicked on. This can be an indication of the position of all the hot spots, or can be

a rollover indication of the currently active hot spot. This functionality cannot be

implemented using pure HTML, but can be implemented when a Clickable image is built

using a programming environment such as XHTML with Cascading Style Sheets,

ECMAScript and Java.

Rollover effects can be implemented by writing ECMAScript code to swap out the entire

image with one that has that particular area highlighted, but this technique can use a
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considerable amount of bandwidth. Another solution is to script one or more page elements to

respond as the mouse moves over the image.

2. Features of Java

2.1 Imperative and structured

JavaScript supports all the structured programming syntax in C (e.g., if statements,

while loops, switch statements, etc.). One partial exception is scoping: C-style block-

level scoping is not supported. JavaScript 1.7, however, supports block-level scoping

with the let keyword. Like C, JavaScript makes a distinction between expressions and

statements.

2.2 Dynamic

As in most scripting languages, types are associated with values, not variables. For

example, a variable x could be bound to a number, thenlater rebound to a string.

JavaScript supports various ways to test the type of an object, including duck typing.

objectsas associative arrays

JavaScript is almost entirely object-based. Objects are associative arrays, augmented

with prototypes (see below). Object property names are associative array keys: obj.x

= 10 and obj["x"] = 10 are equivalent, the dot notation being merely syntactic sugar.

Properties and their values can be added, changed, or deleted at run-time. The

properties of an object can also be enumerated via a for...in loop.

run-timeevaluation

JavaScript includes an eval function that can execute statements provided as strings at

run-time.
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3. Java Functional

3.1 first-class functions

Functions are first-class; they are objects themselves. As such, they have properties and

can be passed around and interacted with like any other object.

3.2 inner functions and closures

Inner functions (functions defined within other functions) are created each time the

outer function is invoked, and variables of the outer functions for that invocation

continue to exist as long as the inner functions still exist, even after that invocation is

finished (e.g. if the inner function was returned, it still has access to the outer function's

variables) this is the mechanism behind closures within JavaScript.

4. Prototype-based

4.1 prototypes

JavaScript uses prototypes instead of classes for defining object properties, including

methods, and inheritance. It is possible to simulate many class-based features with

prototypes in JavaScript.

4.2 functions as object constructors

Functions double as object constructors along with their typical role. Prefixing a

function call with new creates a new object and calls that function with its local this

keyword bound to that object for that invocation. The function's prototype property

determines the new object's prototype.

4.3 functions as methods

Unlike many object-oriented languages, there is no distinction between a function

definition and a method definition. Rather, the distinction occurs during function

calling; a function can be called as a method. When a function is invoked as a method

of an object, the function's local this keyword is bound to that object for that invocation.
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5. Miscellaneous

5.1 run-time environment

JavaScript typically relies on a run-time environment (e.g. in a web browser) to provide

objects and methods by which scripts can interact with "the outside world". (This is not

a language feature per se, but it is common in most JavaScript implementations.)

5.2 variadic functions

An indefinite number of parameters can be passed to a function. The function can both

access them through formal parameters and the local arguments object.

5.3 array and object literals

Like many scripting languages, arrays and objects (associative arrays in other

languages) can each be created with a succinct shortcut syntax. In fact, these literals

form the basis of the JSON data format.

5.4 regular expressions

JavaScript also supports regular expressions in a manner similar to Perl, which provide

a concise and powerful syntax for text manipulation that is more sophisticated than the

built-in string functions.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Image Maps

Html Type

Alignment Tables

Frames

Cascading Style Sheets

Animation Audio
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Topic : Image Maps

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Image maps use

 Define and explain the Client-side vs. server-side

 Define and explain the Rollover effects

Definition/Overview:

In HTML and XHTML, an image mapis a list of coordinates relating to a specific image,

created in order to hyperlink areas of the image to various destinations (as opposed to a

normal image link, in which the entire area of the image links to a single destination). For

example, a map of the world may have each country hyperlinked to further information about

that country. The intention of an image map is to provide an easy way of linking various parts

of an image without dividing the image into separate image files.

Key Points:

1. Overview

It is possible to create image maps by hand, using a text editor, however doing so requires

that the web designer knows how to code HTML and also requires them to know the

coordinates of the areas that they wish to place over the image. As a result, most image maps

coded by hand are simple polygons.

Because creating image maps in a text editor requires much time and effort, there are many

applications that allow the web designer to quickly and easily create image maps much as

they would create shapes in a vector graphics editor. Examples of these are Adobes

Dreamweaver, KImageMapEditor (for KDE), and the imagemap plugin found in GIMP.
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2. Image maps use

It is possible to create image maps by hand, using a text editor, however doing so requires

that the web designer knows how to code HTML and also requires them to know the

coordinates of the areas that they wish to place over the image. As a result, most image maps

coded by hand are simple polygons.

Because creating image maps in a text editor requires much time and effort, there are many

applications that allow the web designer to quickly and easily create image maps much as

they would create shapes in a vector graphics editor. Examples of these are Adobes

Dreamweaver, KImageMapEditor (for KDE), and the imagemap plugin found in GIMP.

3. Client-side vs. server-side

Image maps may be implemented either client-side or server-side. With a client-side image

map, the determination of the target page can be done entirely on the user's own machine. A

server-side image map must pass location data back to the server, which then determines the

target page. Client-side image maps are generally better in accessibility terms, but server-side

image maps give more flexibility to deal with complex decision-making.

4. Rollover effects

When designing an image map it is important to indicate to the user that the image is mapped.

This may be done by a text instruction accompanying the image (like the one illustrating this

page), by an indication within the image itself, or by a rollover effect which will alert the user

that different sections of the image will respond differently to their interaction. When using

an editor capable of layering images such as Photoshop or GIMP, sections of the image may

be cut and pasted in place over a copy of the image which has reduced brightness. These

highlighted areas will stand out to the user.

Client-side image maps can be implemented so that the user is given a visual indication of

what can be clicked on. This can be an indication of the position of all the hot spots, or can be

a rollover indication of the currently active hot spot. This functionality cannot be

implemented using pure HTML, but can be implemented when a Clickable image is built
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using a programming environment such as XHTML with Cascading Style Sheets,

ECMAScript and Java.

Rollover effects can be implemented by writing ECMAScript code to swap out the entire

image with one that has that particular area highlighted, but this technique can use a

considerable amount of bandwidth. Another solution is to script one or more page elements to

respond as the mouse moves over the image.

Topic : Html Type

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Elements

 Define and explain the Attributes

 Define and explain the Semantic HTML

 Define and explain the Current flavours of HTML

Definition/Overview:

HTML Type: In HTML and XHTML, a font face or font family is the typeface that is

applied to some text.

HTML, an initialism of HyperText Markup Language, is the predominant markup language

for Web pages. It provides a means to describe the structure of text-based information in a

document by denoting certain text as links, headings, paragraphs, lists, and so on and to

supplement that text with interactive forms, embedded images, and other objects. HTML is

written in the form of tags, surrounded by angle brackets. HTML can also describe, to some

degree, the appearance and semantics of a document, and can include embedded scripting

language code (such as JavaScript) which can affect the behavior of Web browsers and other

HTML processors.
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Key Points:

1. Overview

The font family and other presentational attributes of fonts are applied in HTML code using

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) or the deprecated HTML font element.

It is common for publishers to define a list of font families to use when rendering text. These

are listed in preferential order, separated by commas (as can be seen above). In this situation,

the term 'font-family' (or, in the case of HTML, 'face') is often misunderstood to mean the

collection of possible fonts to use when rendering the text (be it on screen, on a printer or

otherwise). In fact the list is that of several different font families, each family being of

similar fonts. Thus the Times family includes different styles (like roman and italic), and

weight (like regular and bold). The last family specified is usually one of the five generic

families defined in HTML and CSS, to allow the text to be rendered appropriately even if the

specified fonts are not available on that system.

The generic font families defined in HTML and CSS are:

Serif: The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

Sans-serif: The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

Cursive: The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

Fantasy: The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

Monospace: The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

The actual appearance will depend on your browser and the fonts installed on your system. A

default installation of Microsoft's Internet Explorer, for instance, always displays Serif and

Times as Times New Roman, and Sans-serif and Helvetica as Arial.

2. Elements

Elements are the basic structure for HTML markup. Elements have two basic properties:

attributes and content. Each attribute and each element's content has certain restrictions that

must be followed for a HTML document to be considered valid. An element usually has a

start tag (e.g. <element-name>) and an end tag (e.g.< /element-name>). The element's

attributes are contained in the start tag and content is located between the tags (e.g. <element-

name attribute="value">Content</element-name>). Some elements, such as <br>, do not
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have any content and must not have a closing tag. Listed below are several types of markup

elements used in HTML.

Structural markup describes the purpose of text. For example, <h2>Golf</h2> establishes

"Golf" as a second-level heading, which would be rendered in a browser in a manner similar

to the "HTML markup" title at the start of this section. Structural markup does not denote any

specific rendering, but most Web browsers have standardized on how elements should be

formatted. Text may be further styled with Cascading Style Sheets (CSS).

Presentational markup describes the appearance of the text, regardless of its function. For

example< b>boldface</b> indicates that visual output devices should render "boldface" in

bold text, but gives no indication what devices which are unable to do this (such as aural

devices that read the text aloud) should do. In the case of both <b>bold</b> and

<i>italic</i>, there are elements which usually have an equivalent visual rendering but are

more semantic in nature, namely <strong>strong emphasis</strong> and

<em>emphasis</em> respectively. It is easier to see how an aural user agent should interpret

the latter two elements. However, they are not equivalent to their presentational counterparts:

it would be undesirable for a screen-reader to emphasize the name of a book, for instance, but

on a screen such a name would be italicized. Most presentational markup elements have

become deprecated under the HTML 4.0 specification, in favor of CSS based styledesign.

Hypertext markup links parts of the document to other documents. HTML up through version

XHTML 1.1 requires the use of an anchor element to create a hyperlink in the flow of text:<

a>Wikipedia</a>. However, the href attribute must also be set to a valid URL so for example

the HTML code, <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/">Wikipedia</a>, will render the word

"Wikipedia" as a hyperlink.To link on an image, the anchor tag use the following syntax: <a

href="url"><img /Classroom/images/0735710791/src="image.gif" alt="alternative text"

width="50" height="50"></a>

3. Attributes

Most of the attributes of an element are name-value pairs, separated by "=", and written

within the start tag of an element, after the element's name. The value may be enclosed in

single or double quotes, although values consisting of certain characters can be left unquoted

in HTML (but not XHTML). Leaving attribute values unquoted is considered unsafe. In
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contrast with name-value pair attributes, there are some attributes that affect the element

simply by their presence in the start tag of the element (like the ismap attribute for the img

element). Most elements can take any of several common attributes:

 The id attribute provides a document-wide unique identifier for an element. This can be used

by stylesheets to provide presentational properties, by browsers to focus attention on the

specific element, or by scripts to alter the contents or presentation of an element.

 The class attribute provides a way of classifying similar elements for presentation purposes.

For example, an HTML document might use the designation class="notation" to indicate that

all elements with this class value are subordinate to the main text of the document. Such

elements might be gathered together and presented as footnotes on a page instead of

appearing in the place where they occur in the HTML source.

 An author may use the style non-attributal codes presentational properties to a particular

element. It is considered better practice to use an elements son- id page and select the element

with a stylesheet, though sometimes this can be too cumbersome for a simple ad hoc

application of styled properties.

 The title attribute is used to attach subtextual explanation to an element. In most browsers this

attribute is displayed as what is often referred to as a tooltip.

4. Semantic HTML

There is no official specification called "Semantic HTML". Semantic HTML refers to a

practice to create documents with HTML that contain only the author's intended meaning,

without any reference to how this meaning is presented. It is part of the idea of separation of

presentation and content. For example, the emphasis element (<em>) and the italics element

(<i>) are functionally identical at default, but have two different meanings. The meaning

behind the markup is important in semantic HTML.

CSS is typically used to create presentational effects for semantic HTML. With CSS, a

designer can create the content with the appropriate, semantic markup and then use CSS to

alter the appearance of their markup. The idea is that strictly presentational elements (such as

italics or bold lettering) should not be used in the code and that any use of presentational

elements should have some meaning attached to it, such as a citation.
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The benefit of semantic HTML is that presentation of the text will be consistently applied, so

long as the proper markup is consistently applied. Moreover, it allows for easy change of

presentation, by simply editing the style sheets as well as being able to transfer the text from

one site to another.

The main disadvantage is that HTML does not contain enough markup tags to describe every

single conceivable description or meaning. As such, people will typically use the division

(<div>) tag along with a set of pre-defined classes or IDs to properly mark up text for their

intended meaning. If the designer has a glut of sections or meanings that don't fit well with

HTML's markup, they may be forced to use a lot of division (<div>) tags, which could easily

obfuscate the code.

5. Current flavours of HTML

Since its inception, HTML and its associated protocols gained acceptance relatively quickly.

However, no clear standards existed in the early years of the language. Though its creators

originally conceived of HTML as a semantic language devoid of presentation details,

practical uses pushed many presentational elements and attributes into the language, driven

largely by the various browser vendors. The latest standards surrounding HTML reflect

efforts to overcome the sometimes chaotic development of the language and to create a

rational foundation for building both meaningful and well-presented documents. To return

HTML to its role as a semantic language, the W3C has developed style languages such as

CSS and XSL to shoulder the burden of presentation. In conjunction, the HTML specification

has slowly reined in the presentational elements.

There are two axes differentiating various flavors of HTML as currently specified: SGML-

based HTML versus XML-based HTML (referred to as XHTML) on one axis, and strict

versus transitional (loose) versus frameset on the other axis.
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Topic : Alignment Tables

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Alignment methods

 Define and explain the Representations

 Define and explain the Global and local alignments

 Define and explain the Pairwise alignment

 Define and explain the Multiple sequence alignment

Definition/Overview:

Alignment: Alignment is the adjustment of an object in relation with other objects, or a static

orientation of some object or set of objects in relation to others.

 An alignment of megaliths: see stone row.

 An alignment (archaeology) in archaeology is a secondary or circumstantial form of evidence

used to associate features such as postholes

 Alignment (role-playing games) refers to the moral and ethical perspective of the player

characters, non-player characters, monsters, and societies in the game.

 This meaning applies in particular to alignment in the Dungeons & Dragons role-playing

game.

Key Points:

1. Alignment methods

Very short or very similar sequences can be aligned by hand. However, most interesting

problems require the alignment of lengthy, highly variable or extremely numerous sequences

that cannot be aligned solely by human effort. Instead, human knowledge is applied in

constructing algorithms to produce high-quality sequence alignments, and occasionally in

adjusting the final results to reflect patterns that are difficult to represent algorithmically

(especially in the case of nucleotide sequences). Computational approaches to sequence
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alignment generally fall into two categories: global alignments and local alignments.

Calculating a global alignment is a form of global optimization that "forces" the alignment to

span the entire length of all query sequences. By contrast, local alignments identify regions of

similarity within long sequences that are often widely divergent overall. Local alignments are

often preferable, but can be more difficult to calculate because of the additional challenge of

identifying the regions of similarity. A variety of computational algorithms have been applied

to the sequence alignment problem, including slow but formally optimizing methods like

dynamic programming, and efficient, but not as thorough heuristic algorithms or probabilistic

methods designed for large-scale database search.

2. Representations

Alignments are commonly represented both graphically and in text format. In almost all

sequence alignment representations, sequences are written in rows arranged so that aligned

residues appear in successive columns. In text formats, aligned columns containing identical

or similar characters are indicated with a system of conservation symbols. As in the image

above, an asterisk or pipe symbol is used to show identity between two columns; other less

common symbols include a colon for conservative substitutions and a period for

semiconservative substitutions. Many sequence visualization programs also use color to

display information about the properties of the individual sequence elements; in DNA and

RNA sequences, this equates to assigning each nucleotide its own color. In protein

alignments, such as the one in the image above, color is often used to indicate amino acid

properties to aid in judging the conservation of a given amino acid substitution. For multiple

sequences the last row in each column is often the consensus sequence determined by the

alignment; the consensus sequence is also often represented in graphical format with a

sequence logo in which the size of each nucleotide or amino acid letter corresponds to its

degree of conservation.

Sequence alignments can be stored in a wide variety of text-based file formats, many of

which were originally developed in conjunction with a specific alignment program or

implementation. Most web-based tools allow a limited number of input and output formats,

such as FASTA format and GenBank format and the output is not easily editable. Several

conversion programs are available, READSEQ or EMBOSS having a graphical interfaces or

command line interfaces, while several programming packages like BioPerl, BioRuby

provide functions to do this.
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3. Global and local alignments

Illustration of global and local alignments demonstrating the 'gappy' quality of global

alignments that can occur if sequences are insufficiently similar

Global alignments, which attempt to align every residue in every sequence, are most useful

when the sequences in the query set are similar and of roughly equal size. (This does not

mean global alignments cannot end in gaps.) A general global alignment technique is the

Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, which is based on dynamic programming. Local alignments

are more useful for dissimilar sequences that are suspected to contain regions of similarity or

similar sequence motifs within their larger sequence context. The Smith-Waterman algorithm

is a general local alignment method also based on dynamic programming. With sufficiently

similar sequences, there is no difference between local and global alignments.

Hybrid methods, known as semiglobal or "glocal" methods, attempt to find the best possible

alignment that includes the start and end of one or the other sequence. This can be especially

useful when the downstream part of one sequence overlaps with the upstream part of the

other sequence. In this case, neither global nor local alignment is entirely appropriate: a

global alignment would attempt to force the alignment to extend beyond the region of

overlap, while a local alignment might not fully cover the region of overlap.

4. Pairwise alignment

Pairwise sequence alignment methods are used to find the best-matching piecewise (local) or

global alignments of two query sequences. Pairwise alignments can only be used between

two sequences at a time, but they are efficient to calculate and are often used for methods that

do not require extreme precision (such as searching a database for sequences with high

homology to a query). The three primary methods of producing pairwise alignments are dot-

matrix methods, dynamic programming, and word methods; however, multiple sequence

alignment techniques can also align pairs of sequences. Although each method has its

individual strengths and weaknesses, all three pairwise methods have difficulty with highly

repetitive sequences of low information content - especially where the number of repetitions

differ in the two sequences to be aligned. One way of quantifying the utility of a given

pairwise alignment is the 'maximum unique match', or the longest subsequence that occurs in

both query sequence. Longer MUM sequences typically reflect closer relatedness.
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4.1 Dot-matrix methods

Sister project Wikiversity has learning materials about Dot-matrix methods

A DNA dot plot of a human zinc finger transcription factor (GenBank ID

NM_002383), showing regional self-similarity. The main diagonal represents the

sequence's alignment with itself; lines off the main diagonal represent similar or

repetitive patterns within the sequence. This is a typical example of a recurrence plot.

The dot-matrix approach, which implicitly produces a family of alignments for

individual sequence regions, is qualitative and simple, though time-consuming to

analyze on a large scale. It is very easy to visually identify certain sequence

featuressuch as insertions, deletions, repeats, or inverted repeatsfrom a dot-matrix

plot. To construct a dot-matrix plot, the two sequences are written along the top row

and leftmost column of a two-dimensional matrix and a dot is placed at any point

where the characters in the appropriate columns matchthis is a typical recurrence plot.

Some implementations vary the size or intensity of the dot depending on the degree of

similarity of the two characters, to accommodate conservative substitutions. The dot

plots of very closely related sequences will appear as a single line along the matrix's

main diagonal.

Dot plots can also be used to assess repetitiveness in a single sequence. A sequence

can be plotted against itself and regions that share significant similarities will appear

as lines off the main diagonal. This effect can occur when a protein consists of

multiple similar structural domains.

4.2 Dynamic programming

The technique of dynamic programming can be applied to produce global alignments

via the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, and local alignments via the Smith-Waterman

algorithm. In typical usage, protein alignments use a substitution matrix to assign

scores to amino-acid matches or mismatches, and a gap penalty for matching an

amino acid in one sequence to a gap in the other. DNA and RNA alignments may use

a scoring matrix, but in practice often simply assign a positive match score, a negative

mismatch score, and a negative gap penalty. (In standard dynamic programming, the
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score of each amino acid position is independent of the identity of its neighbors, and

therefore base stacking effects are not taken into account. However, it is possible to

account for such effects by modifying the algorithm.) A common extension to

standard linear gap costs, is the usage of two different gap penalties for opening a gap

and for extending a gap. Typically the former is much larger than the latter, e.g. -10

for gap open and -2 for gap extension. Thus, the number of gaps in an alignment is

usually reduced and residues and gaps are kept together, which typically makes more

biological sense. The Gotoh algorithm implements affine gap costs by using three

matrices.

Dynamic programming can be useful in aligning nucleotide to protein sequences, a

task complicated by the need to take into account frameshift mutations (usually

insertions or deletions). The framesearch method produces a series of global or local

pairwise alignments between a query nucleotide sequence and a search set of protein

sequences, or vice versa. Although the method is very slow, its ability to evaluate

frameshifts offset by an arbitrary number of nucleotides makes the method useful for

sequences containing large numbers of indels, which can be very difficult to align

with more efficient heuristic methods. In practice, the method requires large amounts

of computing power or a system whose architecture is specialized for dynamic

programming. The BLAST and EMBOSS suites provide basic tools for creating

translated alignments (though some of these approaches take advantage of side-effects

of sequence searching capabilities of the tools). More general methods are available

from both commercial sources, such as FrameSearch, distributed as part of the

Accelrys GCG package, and Open Source software such as Genewise.

The dynamic programming method is guaranteed to find an optimal alignment given a

particular scoring function; however, identifying a good scoring function is often an

empirical rather than a theoretical matter. Although dynamic programming is

extensible to more than two sequences, it is prohibitively slow for large numbers of or

extremely long sequences.

4.3 Word methods

Word methods, also known as k-tuple methods, are heuristic methods that are not

guaranteed to find an optimal alignment solution, but are significantly more efficient
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than dynamic programming. These methods are especially useful in large-scale

database searches where it is understood that a large proportion of the candidate

sequences will have essentially no significant match with the query sequence. Word

methods are best known for their implementation in the database search tools FASTA

and the BLAST family. Word methods identify a series of short, nonoverlapping

subsequences ("words") in the query sequence that are then matched to candidate

database sequences. The relative positions of the word in the two sequences being

compared are subtracted to obtain an offset; this will indicate a region of alignment if

multiple distinct words produce the same offset. Only if this region is detected do

these methods apply more sensitive alignment criteria; thus, many unnecessary

comparisons with sequences of no appreciable similarity are eliminated.

In the FASTA method, the user defines a value k to use as the word length with which

to search the database. The method is slower but more sensitive at lower values of k,

which are also preferred for searches involving a very short query sequence. The

BLAST family of search methods provides a number of algorithms optimized for

particular types of queries, such as searching for distantly related sequence matches.

BLAST was developed to provide a faster alternative to FASTA without sacrificing

much accuracy; like FASTA, BLAST uses a word search of length k, but evaluates

only the most significant word matches, rather than every word match as does

FASTA. Most BLAST implementations use a fixed default word length that is

optimized for the query and database type, and that is changed only under special

circumstances, such as when searching with repetitive or very short query sequences.

Implementations can be found via a number of web portals

5. Multiple sequence alignment

Multiple sequence alignment is an extension of pairwise alignment to incorporate more than

two sequences at a time. Multiple alignment methods try to align all of the sequences in a

given query set. Multiple alignments are often used in identifying conserved sequence

regions across a group of sequences hypothesized to be evolutionarily related. Such

conserved sequence motifs can be used in conjunction with structural and mechanistic

information to locate the catalytic active sites of enzymes. Alignments are also used to aid in

establishing evolutionary relationships by constructing phylogenetic trees. Multiple sequence

alignments are computationally difficult to produce and most formulations of the problem
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lead to NP-complete combinatorial optimization problems. Nevertheless, the utility of these

alignments in bioinformatics has led to the development of a variety of methods suitable for

aligning three or more sequences.

5.1 Dynamic programming

The technique of dynamic programming is theoretically applicable to any number of

sequences; however, because it is computationally expensive in both time and

memory, it is rarely used for more than three or four sequences in its most basic form.

This method requires constructing the n-dimensional equivalent of the sequence

matrix formed from two sequences, where n is the number of sequences in the query.

Standard dynamic programming is first used on all pairs of query sequences and then

the "alignment space" is filled in by considering possible matches or gaps at

intermediate positions, eventually constructing an alignment essentially between each

two-sequence alignment. Although this technique is computationally expensive, its

guarantee of a global optimum solution is useful in cases where only a few sequences

need to be aligned accurately. One method for reducing the computational demands of

dynamic programming, which relies on the "sum of pairs" objective function, has

been implemented in the MSA software package.

5.2 Progressive methods

Progressive, hierarchical, or tree methods generate a multiple sequence alignment by

first aligning the most similar sequences and then adding successively less related

sequences or groups to the alignment until the entire query set has been incorporated

into the solution. The initial tree describing the sequence relatedness is based on

pairwise comparisons that may include heuristic pairwise alignment methods similar

to FASTA. Progressive alignment results are dependent on the choice of "most

related" sequences and thus can be sensitive to inaccuracies in the initial pairwise

alignments. Most progressive multiple sequence alignment methods additionally

weight the sequences in the query set according to their relatedness, which reduces the

likelihood of making a poor choice of initial sequences and thus improves alignment

accuracy.
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Many variations of the Clustal progressive implementation are used for multiple

sequence alignment, phylogenetic tree construction, and as input for protein structure

prediction. A slower but more accurate variant of the progressive method is known as

T-Coffee; implementations can be found at ClustalW and T-Coffee.

5.3 Iterative methods

Iterative methods attempt to improve on the weak point of the progressive methods,

the heavy dependence on the accuracy of the initial pairwise alignments. Iterative

methods optimize an objective function based on a selected alignment scoring method

by assigning an initial global alignment and then realigning sequence subsets. The

realigned subsets are then themselves aligned to produce the next iteration's multiple

sequence alignment. Various ways of selecting the sequence subgroups and objective

function are reviewed in.

5.4 Motif finding

Motif finding, also known as profile analysis, constructs global multiple sequence

alignments that attempt to align short conserved sequence motifs among the

sequences in the query set. This is usually done by first constructing a general global

multiple sequence alignment, after which the highly conserved regions are isolated

and used to construct a set of profile matrices. The profile matrix for each conserved

region is arranged like a scoring matrix but its frequency counts for each amino acid

or nucleotide at each position are derived from the conserved region's character

distribution rather than from a more general empirical distribution. The profile

matrices are then used to search other sequences for occurrences of the motif they

characterize. In cases where the original data set contained a small number of

sequences, or only highly related sequences, pseudocounts are added to normalize the

character distributions represented in the motif.

5.5 Techniques inspired by computer science

A variety of general optimization algorithms commonly used in computer science

have also been applied to the multiple sequence alignment problem. Hidden Markov

models have been used to produce probability scores for a family of possible multiple
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sequence alignments for a given query set; although early HMM-based methods

produced underwhelming performance, later applications have found them especially

effective in detecting remotely related sequences because they are less susceptible to

noise created by conservative or semiconservative substitutions. Genetic algorithms

and simulated annealing have also been used in optimizing multiple sequence

alignment scores as judged by a scoring function like the sum-of-pairs method. More

complete details and software packages can be found in the main article multiple

sequence alignment.

Topic : Frames

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Syntax

 Define and explain the Content Sources

Definition/Overview:

An HTML document that describes frame layout (called a frameset document) has a different

makeup than an HTML document without frames. A standard document has one HEAD

section and one BODY. A frameset document has a HEAD, and a FRAMESET in place of

the BODY. The FRAMESET section of a document specifies the layout of views in the main

user agent window. In addition, the FRAMESET section can contain a NOFRAMES element

to provide alternate content for user agents that do not support frames or are configured not to

display frames.
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Key Points:

1. Overview

On a web page, framing means that a website can be organized into frames. Each frame

displays a different HTML document. Headers and sidebar menus do not move when the

content frame is scrolled up and down. For developers frames can also be convenient. For

example, if an item needs to be added to the sidebar menu, only one file needs to be changed,

whereas each individual page on a non-frameset website would have to be edited if the

sidebar menu appeared on all of them. However, server-side includes and scripting languages

such as PHP can also be used to accomplish this aim without some of the drawbacks of

frames such as confusing the operation of the address bar and back and forward buttons.

2. Syntax

The frameset replaces the <body>and </body>tags, and describes the dimensions (in

percentages) of the frames. These percentages should add to 100, though the last one may be

replaced with an asterisk as a shortcut to the remaining screen space. Within the frameset, the

framed panels are described with their source documents. The <noframes> element may be

included so browsers with frames disabled (or browsers that don't support frames) can display

something to the user, as in this example:

<frameset cols="85%, 15%">

<frame src="URL OF FRAME PAGE 1 HERE">

<frame src="URL OF FRAME PAGE 2 HERE">

<noframes>

Text to be displayed in browsers that do not support frames

</noframes>

</frameset>

3. Content Sources

The contents of the frames may be hosted on the same server as the parent page, or it may

link in code from another website server such that these external contents are automatically

displayed within the frame (transclusion or remote loading). This may be confusing and
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inconvenient to the users: they can get the impression that the information belongs to the

same website; also, less than the full browser window is available and the address bar is less

informative. Some websites request not to be used in this way on other websites; some

discourage it by including a framekiller script in its pages. The framing website runs a risk of

being blamed for external content that, for example, is or becomes inaccurate or

objectionable. In addition, there may be legal issues associated with framing, in that the

owner of the external content may object to the involuntary (and possibly objectionable)

implied association with the framing website. Visitors may confuse ownership of copyrights

or trademarks of the external site with the owner of the framing site.

Topic : Cascading Style Sheets

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Syntax

 Define and explain the Use of CSS

 Define and explain the Sources

 Define and explain the Difficulty with adoption

 Define and explain the Browser support

Definition/Overview:

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a stylesheet language used to describe the presentation of a

document written in a markup language. Itsmost common application is to style web pages

written in HTML and XHTML, but the language can be applied to any kind of XML

document, including SVG and XUL.
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Key Points:

1. Overview

CSS can be used locally by the readers of web pages to define colors, fonts, layout, and other

aspects of document presentation. It is designed primarily to enable the separation of

document content (written in HTML or a similar markup language) from document

presentation (written in CSS). This separation can improve content accessibility, provide

more flexibility and control in the specification of presentation characteristics, and reduce

complexity and repetition in the structural content. CSS can also allow the same markup page

to be presented in different styles for different rendering methods, such as on-screen, in print,

by voice (when read out by a speech-based browser or screen reader) and on Braille-based,

tactile devices. CSS specifies a priority scheme to determine which style rules apply if more

than one rule matches against a particular element. In this so-called cascade, priorities or

weights are calculated and assigned to rules, so that the results are predictable.

The CSS specifications are maintained by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). Internet

media type (MIME type) text/css is registered for use with CSS by RFC 2318 (March 1998).

2. Syntax

CSS has a simple syntax, and uses a number of English keywords to specify the names of

various style properties.

A style sheet consists of a list of rules. Each rule or rule-set consists of one or more selectors

and a declaration block. A declaration-block consists of a list of semicolon-separated

declarations in braces. Each declaration itself consists of a property, a colon (:), a value, then

a semi-colon (;).

In CSS, selectors are used to declare which elements a style applies to, a kind of match

expression. Selectors may apply to all elements of a specific type, or only those elements

which match a certain attribute; elements may be matched depending on how they are placed

relative to each other in the markup code, or on how they are nested within the document

object model.
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In addition to these, a set of pseudo-classes can be used to define further behavior. Probably

the best-known of these is :hover, which applies a style only when the user 'points to' the

visible element, usually by holding the mouse cursor over it

Terms used in cascading style sheets. The ID selector refers to an ID used in a tag, e.g.,

<span ID="masthead">. Likewise, the class selector refers to a class, as in <span

class="first">.

Apseudo-class selects entire elements, such as :link or :visited, whereas a pseudo-

elementmakes a selection that may consist of partial elements, such as :first-line or :first-

letter.

Selectors may be combined in other ways too, especially in CSS 2.1, to achieve greater

specificity and flexibility

3. Use of CSS

Prior to CSS, nearly all of the presentational attributes of HTML documents were contained

within the HTML markup; all font colors, background styles, element alignments, borders

and sizes had to be explicitly described, often repeatedly, within the HTML. CSS allows

authors to move much of that information to a separate stylesheet resulting in considerably

simpler HTML markup.

Headings (h1 elements), sub-headings (h2), sub-sub-headings (h3), etc., are defined

structurally using HTML. In print and on the screen, choice of font, size, color and emphasis

for these elements is presentational.

Prior to CSS, document authors who wanted to assign such typographic characteristics to,

say, all h2 headings had to use the HTML font and other presentational elements for each

occurrence of that heading type. The additional presentational markup in the HTML made

documents more complex, and generally more difficult to maintain. In CSS, presentation is

separated from structure. In print, CSS can define color, font, text alignment, size, borders,

spacing, layout and many other typographic characteristics. It can do so independently for on-

screen and printed views. CSS also defines non-visual styles such as the speed and emphasis

with which text is read out by aural text readers. The W3C now considers the advantages of
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CSS for defining all aspects of the presentation of HTML pages to be superior to other

methods. It has therefore deprecated the use of all the original presentational HTML markup.

4. Sources

CSS information can be provided by various sources. CSS style information can be either

attached as a separate document or embedded in the HTML document. Multiple style sheets

can be imported. Different styles can be applied depending on the output device being used;

for example, the screen version can be quite different from the printed version, so that authors

can tailor the presentation appropriately for each medium.

 Author styles (style information provided by the web page author), in the form of

o external stylesheets, i.e. a separate CSS-file referenced from the document

o embedded style, blocks of CSS information inside the HTML document itself

o inline styles, inside the HTML document, style information on a single element, specified

using the "style" attribute.

 User style

o a local CSS-file specified by the user using options in the web browser, and acting as an

override, to be applied to all documents.

 User agent style

5. Difficulty with adoption

Although the CSS1 specification was completed in 1996 and Microsoft's Internet Explorer 3

was released in that year featuring some limited support for CSS, it would be more than three

years before any web browser achieved near-full implementation of the specification. Internet

Explorer 5.0 for the Macintosh, shipped in March 2000, was the first browser to have full

(better than 99 percent) CSS1 support, surpassing Opera, which had been the leader since its

introduction of CSS support 15 months earlier. Other browsers followed soon afterwards, and

many of them additionally implemented parts of CSS2. As of July 2008[update], no

(finished) browser has fully implemented CSS2, with implementation levels varying.

Even though early browsers such as Internet Explorer 3 and 4, and Netscape 4.x had support

for CSS, it was typically incomplete and afflicted with serious bugs. This was a serious

obstacle for the adoption of CSS.
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When later 'version 5' browsers began to offer a fairly full implementation of CSS, they were

still incorrect in certain areas and were fraught with inconsistencies, bugs and other quirks.

The proliferation of such CSS-related inconsistencies and even the variation in feature

support has made it difficult for designers to achieve a consistent appearance across

platforms. Some authors commonly resort to using some workarounds such as CSS hacks and

CSS filters in order to obtain consistent results across web browsers and platforms.

Problems with browsers' patchy adoption of CSS along with errata in the original

specification led the W3C to revise the CSS2 standard into CSS2.1, which may be regarded

as something nearer to a working snapshot of current CSS support in HTML browsers. Some

CSS2 properties which no browser had successfully implemented were dropped, and in a few

cases, defined behaviours were changed to bring the standard into line with the predominant

existing implementations. CSS2.1 became a Candidate Recommendation on February 25,

2004, but CSS2.1 was pulled back to Working Draft status on June 13, 2005, and only

returned to Candidate Recommendation status on July 19, 2007.

In the past, some web servers were configured to serve all documents with the filename

extension .css as mime type application/x-pointplus rather than text/css. At the time, the Net-

Scene company was selling PointPlus Maker to convert PowerPoint files into Compact Slide

Show files (using a .css extension).

6. Browser support

A CSS filter is a coding technique that aims to effectively hide or show parts of the CSS to

different browsers, either by exploiting CSS-handling quirks or bugs in the browser, or by

taking advantage of lack of support for parts of the CSS specifications. Using CSS filters,

some designers have gone as far as delivering entirely different CSS to certain browsers in

order to ensure that designs are rendered as expected. Because very early web browsers were

either completely incapable of handling CSS, or render CSS very poorly, designers today

often routinely use CSS filters that completely prevent these browsers from accessing any of

the CSS. Internet Explorer support for CSS began with IE 3.0 and increased progressively

with each version. By 2008, the first Beta of Internet Explorer 8 offered support for CSS 2.1

in its best web standards mode.
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An example of a well-known CSS browser bug is the Internet Explorer box model bug, where

box widths are interpreted incorrectly in several versions of the browser, resulting in blocks

which are too narrow when viewed in Internet Explorer, but correct in standards-compliant

browsers. The bug can be avoided in Internet Explorer 6 by using the correct doctype in

(X)HTMLdocuments. CSS hacks and CSS filters are used to compensate for bugs such as

this, just one of hundreds of CSS bugs that have been documented in various versions of

Netscape, Mozilla Firefox, Opera, and Internet Explorer (including Internet Explorer 7).

Topic : Animation Audio

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Methods of animating virtual characters

 Define and explain the Computer animation development equipment

 Define and explain the future

Definition/Overview:

Computer animation is the art of creating moving images via the use of computers. It is a

subfield of computer graphics and animation. Increasingly it is created by means of 3D

computer graphics, though 2D computer graphics are still widely used for stylistic, low

bandwidth, and faster real-time rendering needs. Sometimes the target of the animation is the

computer itself, but sometimes the target is another medium, such as film. It is also referred

to as CGI (Computer-generated imagery or computer-generated imaging), especially when

used in films.
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Key Points:

1. Overview

To create the illusion of movement, an image is displayed on the computer screen then

quickly replaced by a new image that is similar to the previous image, but shifted slightly.

This technique is identical to how the illusion of movement is achieved with television and

motion pictures.

Computer animation is essentially a digital successor to the art of stop motion animation of

3D models and frame-by-frame animation of 2D illustrations. For 3D animations, objects

(models) are built on the computer monitor (modeled) and 3D figures are rigged with a

virtual skeleton. For 2D figure animations, separate objects (illustrations) and separate

transparent layers are used, with or without a virtual skeleton. Then the limbs, eyes, mouth,

clothes, etc. of the figure are moved by the animator on key frames. The differences in

appearance between key frames are automatically calculated by the computer in a process

known as tweening or morphing. Finally, the animation is rendered.

For 3D animations, all frames must be rendered after modeling is complete. For 2D vector

animations, the rendering process is the key frame illustration process, while tweened frames

are rendered as needed. For pre-recorded presentations, the rendered frames are transferred to

a different format or medium such as film or digital video. The frames may also be rendered

in real time as they are presented to the end-user audience. Low bandwidth animations

transmitted via the internet (e.g. 2D Flash, X3D) often use software on the end-users

computer to render in real time as an alternative to streaming or pre-loaded high bandwidth

animations.

2. Methods of animating virtual characters

In this .gif of a 2D Flash animation, each 'stick' of the figure is keyframed over time to create

motion.

In most 3D computer animation systems, an animator creates a simplified representation of a

character's anatomy, analogous to a skeleton or stick figure. The position of each segment of

the skeletal model is defined by animation variables, or Avars. In human and animal

characters, many parts of the skeletal model correspond to actual bones, but skeletal
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animation is also used to animate other things, such as facial features (though other methods

for facial animation exist). The character "Woody" in Toy Story, for example, uses 700

Avars, including 100 Avars in the face. The computer does not usually render the skeletal

model directly (it is invisible), but uses the skeletal model to compute the exact position and

orientation of the character, which is eventually rendered into an image. Thus by changing

the values of Avars over time, the animator creates motion by making the character move

from frame to frame.

There are several methods for generating the Avar values to obtain realistic motion.

Traditionally, animators manipulate the Avars directly. Rather than set Avars for every

frame, they usually set Avars at strategic points (frames) in time and let the computer

interpolate or 'tween' between them, a process called keyframing. Keyframing puts control in

the hands of the animator, and has roots in hand-drawn traditional animation.

In contrast, a newer method called motion capture makes use of live action. When computer

animation is driven by motion capture, a real performer acts out the scene as if they were the

character to be animated. His or her motion is recorded to a computer using video cameras

and markers, and that performance is then applied to the animated character.

Each method has their advantages, and as of 2007, games and films are using either or both

of these methods in productions. Keyframe animation can produce motions that would be

difficult or impossible to act out, while motion capture can reproduce the subtleties of a

particular actor. For example, in the 2006 film Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest,

actor Bill Nighy provided the performance for the character Davy Jones. Even though Nighy

himself doesn't appear in the film, the movie benefited from his performance by recording the

nuances of his body language, posture, facial expressions, etc. Thus motion capture is

appropriate in situations where believable, realistic behavior and action is required, but the

types of characters required exceed what can be done through conventional costuming.

3. Computer animation development equipment

Computer animation can be created with a computer and animation software. Some examples

of animation software are: Cinema 4D, Pivot Stickfigure Animator, Amorphium, Art of

Illusion, Poser, Ray Dream Studio, Bryce, formZ, Maya, Anim8or, Blender 3D, TrueSpace,

Lightwave, 3D Studio Max, SoftImage XSI, Aladdin4D, Alice, and Adobe Flash (2D). There
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are many more software options available. Prices will vary greatly depending on target

market. Some impressive animation can be achieved even with basic programs; however, the

rendering can take a lot of time on an ordinary home computer. Because of this, video game

animators tend to use low resolution, low polygon count renders, such that the graphics can

be rendered in real time on a home computer. Photorealistic animation would be impractical

in this context.

Professional animators of movies, television, and video sequences on computer games make

photorealistic animation with high detail. This level of quality for movie animation would

take tens to hundreds of years to create on a home computer. Many powerful workstation

computers are used instead. Graphics workstation computers use two to four processors, and

thus are a lot more powerful than a home computer, and are specialized for rendering. A large

number of workstations (known as a render farm) are networked together to effectively act as

a giant computer. The result is a computer-animated movie that can be completed in about

one to five years (this process is not comprised solely of rendering, however). A workstation

typically costs $2,000 to $16,000, with the more expensive stations being able to render much

faster, due to the more technologically advanced hardware that they contain. Pixar's

Renderman is rendering software which is widely used as the movie animation industry

standard, in competition with Mental Ray. It can be bought at the official Pixar website for

about $5,000 to $8,000. It will work on Linux, Mac OS X, and Microsoft Windows based

graphics workstations along with an animation program such as Maya and Softimage XSI.

Professionals also use digital movie cameras, motion capture or performance capture,

bluescreens, film editing software, props, and other tools for movie animation.

4. The future

One open challenge in computer animation is a photorealistic animation of humans.

Currently, most computer-animated movies show animal characters (Finding Nemo, Ice Age,

Over the Hedge), fantasy characters (Shrek, Monsters Inc.), anthropomorphic machines

(Cars, Robots, WALL-E) or cartoon-like humans (The Incredibles, Meet the Robinsons). The

movie Final Fantasy: The Spirits Within is often cited as the first computer-generated movie

to attempt to show realistic-looking humans. However, due to the enormous complexity of

the human body, human motion, and human biomechanics, realistic simulation of humans

remains largely an open problem. It is one of the "holy grails" of computer animation.

Eventually, the goal is to create software where the animator can generate a movie sequence
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showing a photorealistic human character, undergoing physically-plausible motion, together

with clothes, photorealistic hair, a complicated natural background, and possibly interacting

with other simulated human characters. This could be done in a way that the viewer is no

longer able to tell if a particular movie sequence is computer-generated, or created using real

actors in front of movie cameras. Complete human realism is not likely to happen very soon,

however such concepts obviously bear certain philosophical implications for the future of the

film industry.

For the moment it looks like three dimensional computer animationcan be divided into two

main directions; photorealistic and non-photorealistic rendering. Photorealistic computer

animation can itself be divided into two subcategories; real photorealism (where performance

capture is used in the creation of the virtual human characters) and stylized photorealism.

Real photorealism is what Final Fantasy tried to achieve and will in the future most likely

have the ability to give us live action fantasy features as The Dark Crystal without having to

use advanced puppetry and animatronics, while Antz is an example on stylistic photorealism

(in the future stylized photorealism will be able to replace traditional stop motion animation

as in Corpse Bride). None of them are as mentioned perfected yet, but the progress continues.

The non-photorealistic/cartoonish direction is more like an extension of traditional animation,

an attempt to make the animation look like a three dimensional version of a cartoon, still

using and perfecting the main principles of animation articulated by the Nine Old Men, such

as squash and stretch.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Creating Community

Adding Programming Features

Usability

Browser Standards

Hosting

Getting Listed
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Topic : Creating Community

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Philosophical issues

 Define and explain the Membership life cycle for virtual communities

Definition/Overview:

A virtual community, e-community or online community is a group of people that primarily

interact via communication media such as newsletters, telephone, email, online social

networks or instant messages rather than face to face, for social, professional, educational or

other purposes. If the mechanism is a computer network, it is called an online community.

Virtual and online communities have also become a supplemental form of communication

between people who know each other primarily in real life. Many means are used in social

software separately or in combination, including text-based chatrooms and forums that use

voice, video text or avatars. Significant socio-technical change may have resulted from the

proliferation of such Internet-based social networks.

Key Points:

1. Overview

It is possible in some guestbooks for visitors to express their thoughts about the site or its

subject. Generally, they do not require the poster to create a user account, as it is an informal

method of dropping off a quick message. The purpose of a website guestbook is to display

the kind of visitors the site gets, including the part of the world they reside in, and gain

feedback from them. This allows the webmaster to assess and improve their site.

A guestbook is generally a script, which is usually remotely-hosted and written in a language

such as Perl, PHP, Python or ASP. Many free guestbook hosts and scripts exist.
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Often, e-mail addresses, the visitor's site's URLs and IP addresses are collected, and

sometimes published. A good example of this is the free flat file PHP guestbook called

BBguestbook which features emoticons or smileys and anti-spam scripts. A guestbook is not

intended to be a place for discussion. Due to this, a guestbook is different from a chat room

(which is more or less realtime communication), or an Internet forum (which is intended to be

a location for discussions), or a blog (which is intended for regular updates and more

involved exchanges).

Some newer guestbooks include a map that visually displays the visitors' geographic

locations. Such guestbooks are sometimes referred to as guestmaps.

A blog (an abridgment of the term web log) is a website, usually maintained by an individual,

with regular entries of commentary, descriptions of events, or other material such as graphics

or video. Entries are commonly displayed in reverse chronological order. "Blog" can also be

used as a verb, meaning to maintain or add content to a blog.

Many blogs provide commentary or news on a particular subject; others function as more

personal online diaries. A typical blog combines text, images, and links to other blogs, web

pages, and other media related to its topic. The ability for readers to leave comments in an

interactive format is an important part of many blogs. Most blogs are primarily textual,

although some focus on art (artlog), photographs (photoblog), sketchblog, videos (vlog),

music (MP3 blog), audio (podcasting) are part of a wider network of social media. Micro-

blogging is another type of blogging which consists of blogs with very short posts. As of

December 2007, blog search engine Technorati was tracking more than 112 million blogs.

With the advent of video blogging, the word blog has taken on an even looser meaning of any

bit of media wherein the subject expresses his opinion or simply talks about something.

2. Philosophical issues

Philosophical frameworks have often been thought of in terms of their epistemology and

ontology, but even the definitions of these differ in different fields of science.

In the social sciences, ontology is often considered to be a binary opposition between

materialism and idealism, which are concerned with the nature of being and whether it is

purely based on what exists materially, as in the former, or whether it exists in the mind, as in
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the case of the latter. In the social sciences epistemology usually refers to a binary opposition

battle between nominalism and essentialism, which deal with the nature of knowledge,

whereas in information science it refers to the knowing what and knowing how.

These differences become apparent in the research into virtual communities, and exemplify

the difficulties in establishing an agreed definition. Early research into the existence of

media-based communities was concerned with the nature of reality, whether communities

actually could exist through the media, which could place virtual community research into the

social sciences definition of ontology. In the 17th-century, scholars associated with the Royal

Society of London formed a community through the exchange of letters. "Community

without propinquity", coined by urban planner Melvin Webber in 1963 and "community

liberated," analyzed by Barry Wellman in 1979 began the modern era of thinking about non-

local community. As well, Benedict Anderson's Imagined Communities in 1983, described

how different technologies, such as national newspapers, contributed to the development of

national and regional consciousness among early nation-states.

The possibility of virtual communities being part of information science could be drawn from

the focus of some researchers into ontology being concerned with the classification of entities

and the construction of definitions, which has meant the term "community", when used to

describe virtual communities, has been contentious. The traditional definition of a community

is of a geographically circumscribed entity (neighborhoods, villages, etc). Virtual

communities, of course, are usually dispersed geographically, and therefore are not

communities under the original definition. Some online communities are linked

geographically, and are known as community websites. However, if one considers

communities to simply possess boundaries of some sort between their members and non-

members, then a virtual community is certainly a community.

The term virtual community is attributed to the book of the same title by Howard Rheingold,

published in 1993. The book, which could be considered a social enquiry, putting the

research in the social sciences, discussed his adventures on The WELL and onward into a

range of computer-mediated communication and social groups, broadening it to information

science. The technologies included Usenet, MUDs (Multi-User Dungeon) and their

derivatives MUSHes and MOOs, IRC (Internet Relay Chat), chat rooms and electronic

mailing lists; the World Wide Web as we know it today was not yet used by many people.
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Rheingold pointed out the potential benefits for personal psychological well-being, as well as

for society at large, of belonging to such a group.

Rheingolds Virtual Community could be compared with Mark Granovetters ground-breaking

"strength of weak ties" article published twenty years earlier in the American Journal of

Sociology. Rheingold translated, practiced and published Granovetters conjectures about

strong and weak ties in the online world. His comment on the first page even illustrates the

social networks in the virtual society: My seven year old daughter knows that her father

congregates with a family of invisible friends who seem to gather in his computer.

Sometimes he talks to them, even if nobody else can see them. And she knows that these

invisible friends sometimes show up in the flesh, materializing from the next block or the

other side of the world. (page 1). Indeed, in his revised version of Virtual Community,

Rheingold goes so far to say that had he read Barry Wellman's work earlier, he would have

called his book "online social networks".

Rheingolds definition contains the terms social aggregation and personal relationships (pp3).

Lipnack & Stamps (1997) and Mowshowitz (1997) point out how virtual communities can

work across space, time and organizational boundaries; Lipnack& Stamps (1997) mention a

common purpose; and Lee, Eom, Jung and Kim (2004) introduce "desocialization" which

means that there is less frequent interaction with humans in traditional settings, eg. anincrease

in virtual socialization. Calhoun (1991) presents a dystopia argument, asserting the

impersonality of virtual networks. He argues that IT has a negative influence on offline

interaction between individuals because virtual life takes over our lives. He believes that it

also creates different personalities in people which can cause frictions in offline and online

communities and groups and in personal contacts. However, more than a decade of research

has not supported Calhoun's arguments..

3. Membership life cycle for virtual communities

A membership life cycle for online communities was proposed by Amy Jo Kim (2000). It

states that members of virtual communities begin their life in a community as visitors, or

lurkers. After breaking through a barrier, people become novices and participate in

community life. After contributing for a sustained period of time they become regulars. If

they break through another barrier they become leaders, and once they have contributed to

the community for some time they become elders. This life cycle can be applied to many
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virtual communities, most obviously to bulletin boards, but also to blogs and wiki-based

communities like Wikipedia.

A similar model can be found in the works of Lave and Wenger, who illustrate a cycle of

how users become incorporated into virtual communities using the principles of legitimate

peripheral participation. They suggest five types of trajectories amongst a learning

community:

 Peripheral (i.e. Lurker) An outside, unstructured participation

 Inbound (i.e. Novice) Newcomer is invested in the community and heading towards full

participation

 Insider (i.e. Regular) Full committed community participant

 Boundary (i.e. Leader) A leader, sustains membership participation and brokers interactions

 Outbound (i.e. Elder) Process of leaving the community due to new relationships, new

positions, new outlooks

Topic : Adding Programming Features

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Modern programming

Definition/Overview:

Computer-generated imagery: Computer-generated imagery(also known as CGI) is the

application of the field of computer graphics or, more specifically, 3D computer graphics to

special effects in films, television programs, commercials, simulators and simulation

generally, and printed media. Video games usually use real-time computer graphics (rarely

referred to as CGI), but may also include pre-rendered "cut scenes" and intro movies that
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would be typical CGI applications. These are sometimes referred to as FMV (Full motion

video).

Computer programming: Computer programming (often shortened to programming or

coding) is the process of writing, testing, debugging/troubleshooting, and maintaining the

source code of computer programs. This source code is written in a programming language.

The code may be a modification of an existing source or something completely new. The

purpose of programming is to create a program that exhibits a certain desired behaviour

(customization). The process of writing source code often requires expertise in many

different subjects, including knowledge of the application domain, specialized algorithms and

formal logic.

Key Points:

1. Overview

CGI is used for visual effects because computer generated effects are more controllable than

other more physically based processes, such as constructing miniatures for effects shots or

hiring extras for crowd scenes, and because it allows the creation of images that would not be

feasible using any other technology. It can also allow a single artist to produce content

without the use of actors, expensive set pieces, or props.

Computer software such as 3ds Max, Blender, LightWave 3D, Maya and Softimage XSI is

used to make computer-generated imagery for movies, etc. Recent availability of CGI

software and increased computer speeds have allowed individual artists and small companies

to produce professional grade films, games, and fine art from their home computers. This has

brought about an Internet subculture with its own set of global celebrities, clichs, and

technical vocabulary.

Simulators, particularly flight simulators, and simulation generally, make extensive use of

CGI techniques for representing the Outside World (OTW).

In the context of eCommerce websites, the meaning of web-usability is narrowed down to

efficiency: triggering sales and/or performing other transactions valuable to the business.
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Web usability received renewed attention as many early eCommerce websites started failing

in 2000. Whereas fancy graphical design had been regarded as indispensable for a successful

e-business application during the emergence of internet in the 1990s, web-usability

protagonists said quite the reverse was true. They advocated the KISS principle, which had

proven to be effective in focusing end-user attention.

2. Modern programming

2.1 Quality requirements

Whatever the approach to software development may be, the final program must

satisfy some fundamental properties. The following five properties are among the

most relevant:

o Efficiency/Performance: the amount of system resources a program consumes (processor

time, memory space, slow devices, network bandwidth and to some extent even user

interaction), the less the better.

o Reliability: how often the results of a program are correct. This depends on prevention of

error propagation resulting from data conversion and prevention of errors resulting from

buffer overflows, underflows and zero division.

o Robustness: how well a program anticipates situations of data type conflict and other

incompatibilities that result in run time errors and program halts. The focus is mainly on user

interaction and the handling of exceptions.

o Usability: the clarity and intuitiveness of a programs output can make or break its success.

This involves a wide range of textual and graphical elements that makes a program easy and

comfortable to use.

o Portability: the range of computer hardware and operating system platforms on which the

source code of a program can be compiled/interpreted and run. This depends mainly on the

range of platform specific compilers for the language of the source code rather than anything

having to do with the program directly.

2.2 Algorithmic complexity

The academic field and the engineering practice of computer programming are both

largely concerned with discovering and implementing the most efficient algorithms
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for a given class of problem. For this purpose, algorithms are classified into orders

using so-called Big O notation, O(n), which expresses resource use, such as execution

time or memory consumption, in terms of the size of an input. Expert programmers

are familiar with a variety of well-established algorithms and their respective

complexities and use this knowledge to choose algorithms that are best suited to the

circumstances.

2.3 Methodologies

The first step in most formal software development projects is requirements analysis,

followed by testing to determine value modeling, implementation, and failure

elimination (debugging). There exist a lot of differing approaches for each of those

tasks. One approach popular for requirements analysis is Use Case analysis.

Popular modeling techniques include Object-Oriented Analysis and Design (OOAD)

and Model-Driven Architecture (MDA). The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a

notation used for both OOAD and MDA. A similar technique used for database

design is Entity-Relationship Modeling (ER Modeling).Implementation techniques

include imperative languages (object-oriented or procedural), functional languages,

and logic languages.

2.4 Measuring language usage

It is very difficult to determine what are the most popular of modern programming

languages. Some languages are very popular for particular kinds of applications (e.g.,

COBOL is still strong in the corporate data center, often on large mainframes,

FORTRAN in engineering applications, and C in embedded applications), while some

languages are regularly used to write many different kinds of applications.

Methods of measuring language popularity include: counting the number of job

advertisements that mention the language, the number of books teaching the language

that are sold (this overestimates the importance of newer languages), and estimates of

the number of existing lines of code written in the language (this underestimates the

number of users of business languages such as COBOL).
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2.5 Debugging

Debugging is a very important task in the software development process, because an

incorrect program can have significant consequences for its users. Some languages are

more prone to some kinds of faults because their specification does not require

compilers to perform as much checking as other languages. Use of a static analysis

tool can help detect some possible problems.

Debugging is often done with IDEs like Visual Studio, NetBeans, and Eclipse.

Standalone debuggers like gdb are also used, and these often provide less of a visual

environment, usually using a command line.

Topic : Usability

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the eCommerce

 Define and explain the Methodology

Definition/Overview:

Web usability is the application of usability in those domains where web browsing can be

considered as a general paradigm (or "metaphor") for constructing a GUI.

Key Points:

1. Overview

Web usability is a general approach: it is as much about the effectiveness of transferring

information via the Internet, as it is about the smooth interaction of an end-user with online

(and offline) software. With web browsers becoming a greater part of the interaction between
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humans and electronic devices, the terms "usability" and "web usability" overlap in numerous

ways.

2. Methodology

As more results of usability research become available, this leads to the development of

methodologies for enhancing web-usability.

3. eCommerce

In the context of eCommerce websites, the meaning of web-usability is narrowed down to

efficiency: triggering sales and/or performing other transactions valuable to the business.

Web usability received renewed attention as many early eCommerce websites started failing

in 2000. Whereas fancy graphical design had been regarded as indispensable for a successful

e-business application during the emergence of internet in the 1990s, web-usability

protagonists said quite the reverse was true. They advocated the KISS principle, which had

proven to be effective in focusing end-user attention.

Topic : Browser Standards

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Protocols and standards

Definition/Overview:

Aweb browser is a software application which enables a user to display and interact with

text, images, videos, music and other information typically located on a Web page at a

website on the World Wide Web or a local area network
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Key Points:

1. Overview

Text and images on a Web page can contain hyperlinks to other Web pages at the same or

different website. Web browsers allow a user toquickly and easily access information

provided on many Web pages at many websites by traversing these links. Web browsers

format HTML information for display, so the appearance of a Web page may differ between

browsers.

Some of the Web browsers currently available for personal computers include Internet

Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Safari, Konqueror, Opera, Flock and AOL Explorer. Web

browsers are the most commonly used type of HTTP user agent. Although browsers are

typically used to access the World Wide Web, they can also be used to access information

provided by Web servers in private networks or content in file systems.

Web browsers communicate with Web servers primarily using HTTP (hypertext transfer

protocol) to fetch webpages. HTTP allows Web browsers to submit information to Web

servers as well as fetch Web pages from them. The most commonly used HTTP is HTTP/1.1,

which is fully defined in RFC 2616. HTTP/1.1 has its own required standards that Internet

Explorer does not fully support, but most other current-generation Web browsers do.

Pages are located by means of a URL (uniform resource locator, RFC 1738 ), which is treated

as an address, beginning with http: for HTTP access. Many browsers also support a variety of

other URL types and their corresponding protocols, such as gopher: for Gopher (a

hierarchical hyperlinking protocol), ftp: for FTP (file transfer protocol), rtsp: for RTSP (real-

time streaming protocol), and https: for HTTPS (an SSL encrypted version of HTTP).

The file format for a Web page is usually HTML (hyper-text markup language) and is

identified in the HTTP protocol using a MIME content type. Most browsers natively support

a variety of formats in addition to HTML, such as the JPEG, PNG and GIF image formats,

and can be extended to support more through the use of plugins. The combination of HTTP

content type and URL protocol specification allows Web page designers to embed images,

animations, video, sound, and streaming media into a Web page, or to make them accessible

through the Web page.
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Early Web browsers supported only a very simple version of HTML. The rapid development

of proprietary Web browsers led to the development of non-standard dialects of HTML,

leading to problems with Web interoperability. Modern Web browsers support a combination

of standards- and defacto-based HTML and XHTML, which should display in the same way

across all browsers. No browser fully supports HTML 4.01, XHTML 1.x or CSS 2.1 yet.

Currently many sites are designed using WYSIWYG HTML generation programs such as

Adobe Dreamweaver or Microsoft FrontPage. Microsoft FrontPage often generates non-

standard HTML by default, hindering the work of the W3C in developing standards,

specifically with XHTML and CSS (cascading style sheets, used for page layout).

Dreamweaver and other more modern Microsoft HTML development tools such as Microsoft

Expression Web and Microsoft Visual Studio conform to the W3C standards.

Some of the more popular browsers include additional components to support Usenet news,

IRC (Internet relay chat), and e-mail. Protocols supported may include NNTP (network news

transfer protocol), SMTP (simple mail transfer protocol), IMAP (Internet message access

protocol), and POP (post office protocol). These browsers are often referred to as Internet

suites or application suites rather than merely Web browsers.

2. Protocols and standards

Web browsers communicate with Web servers primarily using Hypertext Transfer Protocol

(HTTP) to fetch Web pages. HTTP allows Web browsers to submit information to Web

servers as well as fetch Web pages from them. The most-commonly-used version of HTTP is

HTTP/1.1, which is fully defined in RFC 2616. HTTP/1.1 has its own required standards that

Internet Explorer does not fully support, but most other current-generation Web browsers do.

Pages are located by means of a URL (Uniform Resource Locator, RFC 1738), which is

treated as an address, beginning with http: for HTTP transmission. Many browsers also

support a variety of other URL types and their corresponding protocols, such as gopher: for

Gopher (a hierarchical hyperlinking protocol), ftp: for File Transfer Protocol (FTP), rtsp: for

Real-time Streaming Protocol (RTSP), and https: for HTTPS (HTTP Secure, which is HTTP

augmented by Secure Sockets Layer or Transport Layer Security).

The file format for a Web page is usually HTML (HyperText Markup Language) and is

identified in the HTTP protocol using a MIME content type. Most browsers natively support
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a variety of formats in addition to HTML, such as the JPEG, PNG and GIF image formats,

and can be extended to support more through the use of plugins. The combination of HTTP

content type and URL protocol specification allows Web-page designers to embed images,

animations, video, sound, and streaming media into a Web page, or to make them accessible

through the Web page.

Early Web browsers supported only a very simple version of HTML. The rapid development

of proprietary Web browsers led to the development of non-standard dialects of HTML,

leading to problems with Web interoperability. Modern Web browsers support a combination

of standards-based and de facto HTML and XHTML, which should be rendered in the same

way by all browsers. No browser fully supports HTML 4.01, XHTML 1.x or CSS 2.1 yet.

Many sites are designed using WYSIWYG HTML-generation programs such as Adobe

Dreamweaver or Microsoft FrontPage. Microsoft FrontPage often generates non-standard

HTML by default, hindering the work of the W3C in promulgating standards, specifically

with XHTML and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), which are used for page layout.

Dreamweaver and other more modern Microsoft HTML development tools such as Microsoft

Expression Web and Microsoft Visual Studio conform to the W3C standards.

Some of the more popular browsers include additional components to support Usenet news,

Internet Relay Chat (IRC), and e-mail. Protocols supported may include Network News

Transfer Protocol (NNTP), Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), Internet Message Access

Protocol (IMAP), and Post Office Protocol (POP). These browsers are often referred to as

"Internet suites" or "application suites" rather than merely Web browsers.

Topic : Hosting

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the Service scope
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 Define and explain the Hosting reliability and uptime

 Define and explain the Types of hosting

 Define and explain the Obtaining hosting

Definition/Overview:

Aweb hosting service is a type of Internet hosting service that allows individuals and

organizations to provide their own website accessible via the World Wide Web.

Key Points:

1. Overview

Web hosts are companies that provide space on a server they own for use by their clients as

well as providing Internet connectivity, typically in a data center. Web hosts can also provide

data center space and connectivity to the Internet for servers they do not own to be located in

their data center, called colocation.

2. Service scope

The scope of hosting services varies widely. The most basic is web page and small-scale file

hosting, where files can be uploaded via File Transfer Protocol (FTP) or a Web interface. The

files are usually delivered to the Web "as is" or with little processing. Many Internet service

providers (ISPs) offer this service free to their subscribers. People can also obtain Web page

hosting from other, alternative service providers. Personal web site hosting is typically free,

advertisement-sponsored, or cheap. Business web site hosting often has a higher expense.

Single page hosting is generally sufficient only for personal web pages. A complex site calls

for a more comprehensive package that provides database support and application

development platforms (e.g. PHP, Java, Rubyon Rails, ColdFusion, and ASP.NET). These

facilities allow the customers to write or install scripts for applications like forums and

content management. For e-commerce, SSL is also highly recommended.

The host may also provide an interface or control panel for managing the Web server and

installing scripts as well as other services like e-mail. Some hosts specialize in certain
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software or services (e.g. e-commerce). They are commonly used by larger companies to

outsource network infrastructure to a hosting company.

3. Hosting reliability and uptime

Hosting uptime refers to the percentage of time the host is accessible via the internet. Many

providers state that they aim for a 99.9% uptime, but there may be server restarts and planned

(or unplanned) maintenance in any hosting environment.

A common claim from the popular hosting providers is '99% or 99.9% server uptime' but this

often refers only to a server being powered on and doesn't account for network downtime.

Real downtime can potentially be larger than the percentage guaranteed by the provider.

Many providers tie uptime and accessibility into their own service level agreement (SLA).

SLAs sometimes include refunds or reduced costs if performance goals are not met.

4. Types of hosting

A typical server "rack," commonly seen in colocation centres. Internet hosting services can

run Web servers; see Internet hosting services. Hosting services limited to the Web:

 Free web hosting service: is free, (sometimes) advertisement-supported web hosting, and is

often limited when compared to paid hosting.

 Shared web hosting service: one's Web site is placed on the same server as many other sites,

ranging from a few to hundreds or thousands. Typically, all domains may share a common

pool of server resources, such as RAM and the CPU. The features available with this type of

service can be quite extensive. A shared website may be hosted with a reseller.

 Reseller web hosting: allows clients to become web hosts themselves. Resellers could

function, for individual domains, under any combination of these listed types of hosting,

depending on who they are affiliated with as a provider. Resellers' accounts may vary

tremendously in size: they may have their own virtual dedicated server to a colocated server.

Many resellers provide a nearly identical service to their provider's shared hosting plan and

provide the technical support themselves.

 Virtual Dedicated Server: dividing server resources into virtual servers, where resources can

be allocated in a way that does not directly reflect the underlying hardware. VPS will often be

allocated resources based on a one server to many VPSs relationship, however virtualisation
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may be done for a number of reasons, including the ability to move a container (Virtual

Private Server) between servers. The users may have root access to their own virtual space.

This is also known as a virtual private server or VPS. Customers are sometimes responsible

for patching and maintaining the server.

 Dedicated hosting service: the user gets his or her own Web server and gains full control over

it (root access for Linux/administrator access for Windows); however, the user typically does

not own the server. Another type of Dedicated hosting is Self-Managed or Unmanaged. This

is usually the least expensive for Dedicated plans. The user has full administrative access to

the box, which means the client is responsible for the security and maintenance of his own

dedicated box.

 Managed hosting service: the user gets his or her own Web server but is not allowed full

control over it (root access for Linux/administrator access for Windows); however, they are

allowed to manage their data via FTP or other remote management tools. The user is

disallowed full control so that the provider can guarantee quality of service by not allowing

the user to modify the server or potentially create configuration problems. The user typically

does not own the server. The server is leased to the client.

 Colocation web hosting service: similar to the dedicated web hosting service, but the user

owns the colo server; the hosting company provides physical space that the server takes up

and takes care of the server. This is the most powerful and expensive type of the web hosting

service. In most cases, the colocation provider may provide little to no support directly for

their client's machine, providing only the electrical, Internet access, and storage facilities for

the server. In most cases for colo, the client would have his own administrator visit the data

center on site to do any hardware upgrades or changes.

 Clustered hosting: having multiple servers hosting the same content for better resource

utilization. Clustered Servers are a perfect solution for high-availability dedicated hosting, or

creating a scalable web hosting solution. A cluster may separate web serving from database

hosting capability.

 Grid hosting : this form of distributed hosting is when a server cluster acts like a grid and is

composed of multiple nodes.

 Home server: usually a single machine placed in a private residence can be used to host one

or more web sites from a usually consumer-grade broadband connection. These can be

purpose-built machines or more commonly old PCs. Some ISPs actively attempt to block

home servers by disallowing incoming requests to TCP port 80 of the user's connection and

by refusing to provide static IP addresses. A common way to attain a reliable DNS hostname
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is by creating an account with a dynamic DNS service. A dynamic DNS service will

automatically change the IP address that a URL points to when the IP address changes.

5. Obtaining hosting

Web hosting is often provided as part of a general Internet access plan; there are many free

and paid providers offering these services.

A customer needs to evaluate the requirements of the application to choose what kind of

hosting to use. Such considerations include database server software, scripting software, and

operating system. Most hosting providers provide Linux-based web hosting which offers a

wide range of different software. A typical configuration for a Linux server is the LAMP

platform: Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP/Perl/Python. The webhosting client may want to

have other services, such as email for their business domain, databases or multi-media

services for streaming media. A customer may also choose Windows as the hosting platform.

The customer still can choose from PHP, Perl, and Python but may also use ASP .Net or

Classic ASP.

Web hosting packages often include a Web Content Management System, so the end-user

doesn't have to worry about the more technical aspects. These Web Content Management

systems are great for the average user, but for those who want more control over their website

design, this feature may not be adequate.

Most modern desktop operating systems (Windows, Linux, MacOS X) are also capable of

running web server software, and thus can be used to host basic websites.

One may also search the Internet to find active webhosting message boards and forums that

may provide feedback on what type of webhosting company may suit his/her needs. However

some of these message boards and forums will require not only registration, but a paid

subscription to be able to access the sections and sub forums with such information.
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Topic : Getting Listed

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Overview

 Define and explain the How Web search engines work

Definition/Overview:

A Web search engine is a tool designed to search for information on the World Wide Web.

Information may consist of web pages, images, information and other types of files. Some

search engines also mine data available in newsbooks, databases, or open directories. Unlike

Web directories, which are maintained by human editors, search engines operate

algorithmically or are a mixture of algorithmic and human input.

Key Points:

1. Overview

Before there were web search engines there was a complete list of all webservers. The list

was edited by Tim Berners-Lee and hosted on the CERN webserver. One historical snapshot

from 1992 remains. As more and more webservers went online the central list could not keep

up. On the NCSA Site new servers were announced under the title "What's New!" but no

complete listing existed any more.

The very first tool used for searching on the (pre-web) Internet was Archie. The name stands

for "archive" without the "v." It was created in 1990 by Alan Emtage, a student at

McGillUniversity in Montreal. The program downloaded the directory listings of all the files

located on public anonymous FTP (File Transfer Protocol) sites, creating a searchable

database of file names; however, Archie did not index the contents of these sites.
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2. How Web search engines work

This section does not cite any references or sources.

Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unverifiable material

may be challenged and removed. (November 2007)

A search engine operates, in the following order

 Web crawling

 Indexing

 Searching

Web search engines work by storing information about many web pages, which they retrieve

from the WWW itself. These pages are retrieved by a Web crawler (sometimes also known as

a spider) an automated Web browser which follows every link it sees. Exclusions can be

made by the use of robots.txt. The contents of each page are then analyzed to determine how

it should be indexed (for example, words are extracted from the titles, headings, or special

fields called meta tags). Data about web pages are stored in an index database for use in later

queries. Some search engines, such as Google, store all or part of the source page (referred to

as a cache) as well as information about the web pages, whereas others, such as AltaVista,

store every word of every page they find. This cached page always holds the actual search

text since it is the one that was actually indexed, so it can be very useful when the content of

the current page has been updated and the search terms are no longer in it. This problem

might be considered to be a mild form of linkrot, and Google's handling of it increases

usability by satisfying user expectations that the search terms will be on the returned

webpage. This satisfies the principle of least astonishment since the user normally expects the

search terms to be on the returned pages. Increased search relevance makes these cached

pages very useful, even beyond the fact that they may contain data that may no longer be

available elsewhere.

When a user enters a query into a search engine (typically by using key words), the engine

examines its index and provides a listing of best-matching web pages according to its criteria,

usually with a short summary containing the document's title and sometimes parts of the text.

Most search engines support the use of the boolean operators AND, OR and NOT to further
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specify the search query. Some search engines provide an advanced feature called proximity

search which allows users to define the distance between keywords.

The usefulness of a search engine depends on the relevance of the result set it gives back.

While there may be millions of webpages that include a particular word or phrase, some

pages may be more relevant, popular, or authoritative than others. Most search engines

employ methods to rank the results to provide the "best" results first. How a search engine

decides which pages are the best matches, and what order the results should be shown in,

varies widely from one engine to another. The methods also change over time as Internet

usage changes and new techniques evolve.

Most Web search engines are commercial ventures supported by advertising revenue and, as

a result, some employ the practice of allowing advertisers to pay money to have their listings

ranked higher in search results. Those search engines which do not accept money for their

search engine results make money by running search related ads alongside the regular search

engine results. The search engines make money every time someone clicks on one of these

ads.

Revenue in the web search portals industry is projected to grow in 2008 by 13.4 percent, with

broadband connections expected to rise by 15.1 percent. Between 2008 and 2012, industry

revenue is projected to rise by 56 percent as Internet penetration still has some way to go to

reach full saturation in American households. Furthermore, broadband services are projected

to account for an ever increasing share of domestic Internet users, rising to 118.7 million by

2012, with an increasing share accounted for by fiber-optic and high speed cable lines.
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